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Entire site is under ongoing construction.  SOLUTIONS
SECTION IS BEING WORKED ON. Click Breaking

News or Truth Bomb Icons for articles published daily that editors
at IDP believe to be of particular importance.  

Welcome to Internally Displaced People - For main home

page click this link. (/joomla30/index.php/home/23-home-

page-articles/78-what-are-internally-displaced-people-3)

“A generation which
ignores history has

no past — and no
future.”

ENEMIES BOTH FOREIGN
AND DOMESTIC,  A
CRIMINAL TRIUMVIRATE
MADE UP OF THE UNHOLY

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/home/23-home-page-articles/78-what-are-internally-displaced-people-3
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ROMAN CULT & THE
VATICAN CULT; CRYPTO
JEWS AKA ROTHSCHILDS
POLITICAL ZIONISTS &
CRIMINAL FAMILY
CARTELS SOME RELATED
TO THE AMERICAN
ROBBER BARON CRIME
SYNDICATES OF THE
UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA HAVE COUPED
THE AMERICAN
GOVERNANCE SYSTEM. 

THEY ARE THE DEEP STATE -
SHADOW GOVERNMENT! THEIR
ALLEGIANCE IS TO CULTS and NOT
TO AMERICA WHICH IS WHY THEY
WERE FOREVER BANNED FROM
AMERICAN GOVERNANCE IN 1810
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-
a). THEY DESPISE WHAT AMERICA
ORIGINALLY STOOD FOR. A NATION
WHERE ALL ARE FREE AND

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a
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INDEPENDENT. THEY BELIEVE ALL
BUT THEMSELVES ARE GODS
CHOSEN PEOPLE AND WE ARE
HERE TO SERVE THEM AS SLAVES
WHCH IS WHAT WE HAVE BEEN
UNKNOWINGLY DOING SINCE THE
NATION WAS COUPED IN THE
1860's! 

HISTORY REPEATS, THE UNHOLY
HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE: is the 1st
REICH, 2nd REICH, 3rd REICH &
NOW THE NEW WORLD ORDER IS
THE RISING 4TH REICH (INCLUDES
US Corp. UN, EU]. 

THE ENTIRE WORLD HAS BEEN
ENSLAVED BY THIS UNHOLY CULT
THAT CONTROL ALL
GOVERNMENTS. PRESIDENT AND
CEO TRUMP MIGHT BE THE FIRST
TO HAVE GAINED THE UNITED
STATES CORP.  PRESIDENT AND CEO
OFFICE AGANST THE WISHES OF
THE CULT. AS A RESULT HE CAN
CRASH THEIR PARTY AT ONE
MINUTE TO MIDNIGHT! THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE MUST STAND UP
AND SUPPORT THE PRESIDENT AND
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THOSE THAT FINALY DO THE RIGHT
THING...  ALL PEOPLE AROUND THE
WORLD  MUST EXPOSE THE JUDUS
GOATS. REGARDLESS THE PEOPLE
MUST ACT NOW TO TERMINATE
THE UNHOLY ROMAN CULT AND
PUSH IT IN TO THE SEA! IF THE
TRASH IS NOT PUT  OUT - THEY
WILL SCORCH THE EARTH AND
GENOCIDE HUMANITY AS THEY
HAVE DONE TIME AND TIME
AGAIN ...

America does not have a lawful we the
people Government, it has a CROWN -
VATICAN corporation running America
as a plantation free range human Farm
(the British Isles, France, Australia,
South Africa etc are the same).

Humanity today is being farmed as
cattle for Jesuit - Zionist corporation
farmers that see us all as human
production units here to make money
for them. The entire system we live
within is ran under false doctrines to
keep the people impoverished, stressed,
ill and distracted so that we never figure
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our the nature of the false reality and
prison system that we have been caged
within. 

One such Doctrine is the Vatican doctrine of
scarcity.  This is designed to ensure that

people remain in poverty. For more on this
click HERE,

DEGEL 2025: AMERICA - 81 % DEPOP BY
2025: https://chemtrailsplanet.net/2017/02/22/deagel-

forecast-predicts-81-us-population-
reduction-by-2025/

(https://chemtrailsplanet.net/2017/02/22/deagel-
forecast-predicts-81-us-population-

reduction-by-2025/) 

GEORGIA GUIDE STONES: 6.5 BILLION
GENOCIDE: https://vigilantcitizen.com/sinistersites/sinister-

sites-the-georgia-guidestones/
(https://vigilantcitizen.com/sinistersites/sinister-

sites-the-georgia-guidestones/)

https://chemtrailsplanet.net/2017/02/22/deagel-forecast-predicts-81-us-population-reduction-by-2025/
https://vigilantcitizen.com/sinistersites/sinister-sites-the-georgia-guidestones/
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(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-

the-christian-conspiracy/315-flashback-

1869-plan-for-jewish-world-

domination)

SUMMARY - THE PYRAMID OF EVIL
ENSLAVED YOU, AMERICA and ALL

NATIONS, BUT THE TRUTH WILL
SET ALL FREE!

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.p
pius-to-shadow-government
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/pope-pius-
to-shadow-government) 

A quick read on how you were made an
Internally Displaced People:
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index
is-id/what-is-an-idp-how-the-
subjugation-of-state-national-came-

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-conspiracy/315-flashback-1869-plan-for-jewish-world-domination
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/pope-pius-to-shadow-government
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/what-is-id/what-is-an-idp-how-the-subjugation-of-state-national-came-about
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about (/joomla30/index.php/what-is-
id/what-is-an-idp-how-the-subjugation-
of-state-national-came-about)

As you read the following keep the
words of T.O.N.A.
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a)
firmly in your mind. The following is
called the Titles of Nobility Act 1810
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a)
enacted by 75% of the states by 1819,
Virginia being the ratifying state. As you
consider this ask yourself - why is our
nation being ran by Duel Israel
Nationals, Bilderbergers, UNITED
NATIONS execs (aka Rothschilds Corp.),
European Crown BAR attorneys
(Franchised through the ABA, a
franchise of the Crown Corp. of London
operated by the Rothschilds crime
cartel), foreign loby's - ABA, Jesuits
Secret Societies, Jewish Secret Societies
etc... WHEN all of these are banned
from American governance such that if
TONA is breached the individual
responsible is guilty of TREASON and
SEDITION and illegible for to be
become a The United States of America

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/what-is-id/what-is-an-idp-how-the-subjugation-of-state-national-came-about
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a
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or state national! What should this tell
you ... THAT the DC UNITED STATES IS
NOT an Ameirican government!  THAT's
Correct - its an IMPOSTER
GOVERNMENT DE FACTO OCCUPYING
America and the Free and Independent
states of America! 

This is the smoking gun and it is the
tool by which we claim back America! 

President Donald Trump is operating
as the CEO and PRESIDENT of this
Foreign Corporation! He is the first
President in generations that is actually
eligible for the organic The United
States of America and to terminate the
tyranny of the VATICAN - HOLY SEE
unholy Roman cult UNITED STATES! 

Unlearn - re-educate - pass forward!  

PRESIDENT & CEO DONALD
TRUMP - HERE IS THE

SMOKING GUN AND THE
TOOL TO CLEAN OUT THE
ENTIRE UNITED STATES
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SEWER SYSTEM, DC
CESSPOOL OF ROTHSCHILDS

ZIONISTS AND JESUITS
AGENTS IN GOVERNANCE!   

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a)

Those openly violating
TONA in America: ...a lack of
knowledge of the law is not

an excuse to commit sedition
and treason in America. 

Titles of Nobility Act to the
Constitution for The United
States of America, T.O.N.A.
Ratified 1810, enacted 1819

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a
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(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-
o-n-a), law of the land of all

fifty states ever since:

"If any citizen of the
United States shall accept,

claim, receive, or retain
any title of nobility [IDP
comment Esquire, Esq. is a

title of nobility, i.e. 1.2 Million
attorneys operating in
America are violating

T.O.N.A.] or honour, or
shall without the consent
of Congress, accept and

retain any present,
pension, office, or

emolument of any kind
whatever, from any

emperor, king, prince, or
foreign power, such

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a
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person shall cease to be a
citizen of the United
States, and shall be

incapable of holding any
office of trust or profit

under them, or either of
them."

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/
o-n-a (/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-

a) 

 

TO UNDERSTAND THE VERY SIGNIFICANT
IMPORTANCE OF THIS AMENDMENT AS THE

FINAL AMENDMENT TO THE ORGANIC
CONSTITUTION XIII, PLEASE READ HERE

BEFORE READING ON:

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/
o-n-a/188-attorneys-as-esquires-title-of-
nobility-are-not-citizens-of-the-united-

states-of-america
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a/188-

attorneys-as-esquires-title-of-nobility-are-
not-citizens-of-the-united-states-of-

america) 

click following for image original film in
congressional record

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a/188-attorneys-as-esquires-title-of-nobility-are-not-citizens-of-the-united-states-of-america
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(http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ll/llsj/004/0400/04910503.tif)

 
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-
conspiracy/315-flashback-1869-plan-for-jewish-world-
domination)

UNDERSTANDING THE UN-HOLY ROMAN CULT THAT IS

OCCUPYING AMERICA SINCE 1871, CONTROLLED BY

THE BLACK NOBILTY SATANIST FAMILIES LISTED

BELOW. 

http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ll/llsj/004/0400/04910503.tif
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-conspiracy/315-flashback-1869-plan-for-jewish-world-domination
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Excerpt:

 http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlear

unlearn/act-of-1871

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/temp-

unlearn/act-of-1871) 

 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/temp-unlearn/act-of-1871
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" When the president takes the oath of office he is

swearing to defend the Constitution of the District of

Columbia, the INCORPORATED government. He isn’t

promising to preserve, protect and defend the original

Pennsylvania Constitution of 1776. See for yourself – “I do

solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully execute the

Office of President of the United States, and will to the best

of my ability, preserve, protect and defend the Constitution

of the United States.” It doesn’t state – “Constitution for the

United States of America” which was drafted for “We the

People of the United States”. 

It is for this reason that Obama never got a declaration of

war from Congress for Libya. He didn’t need one. Under

the corporation constitution, the Constitution of the United

States, Obama is the CEO and master of his corporate

domain called the United States. His loyalty is to the

District of Columbia, an INCORPORATED government which

is financially controlled by the City of London Corporation

and their Federal Reserve bankers, which is controlled by

the Crown (the Vatican). Obama is president of corporate

America – looking out for its corporate interests. 

When the International bankers (City of London

Corporation) wanted more money they had their banks

Goldman Sachs and Bank of America (taken over by Bank

of Italy in the 1920s) falsely declare $billion losses. The

first ever GAO(Government Accountability Office) audit of

the Federal Reserve revealed that the City of London

Corporation has received more than $16 trillion in U.S.

funds under the guise of government bailouts. $16 trillion

had been secretly given out to US banks and corporate

interests and international bankers (Vatican bankers)

everywhere from Germany, Italy, France, Sweden, the UK,

and Scotland. From the period between December 2007

and September 2011, the Federal Reserve had secretly

money laundered over $16 trillion to the City of London

Corporation who laundered it to the Crown (the Vatican),

and government (G8, G7, G20) leaders who conspired with
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the Crown to defraud $trillions from their people – George

W. Bush/Barack Obama, Dmitri Medvedev/Vladimir Putin,

Gordon Brown/David Cameron, Stephen Harper, Angela

Merkel, Nicolas Sarkozy, Silvio Berlusconi, Yasuo Fukuda

and EU Jose Manuel Barroso[

If the American people want to know where their money

went take a look at the Vatican. The Vatican bank is where

most of that $16 trillion went to. Their vaults hold secret

numbered accounts (Roman numerals of course) for

George W Bush, Bill and Hillary Clinton, George HW Bush,

Barack Hussein Obama, Timothy Geithner, Henry Paulson,

Tony Blair, David Cameron, Nicolas Sarkozy, Angela Merkel

(born Angela Dorothea Kasner), Dmitri Medvedev, Vladimir

Putin, Stephen Harper, David Cameron, Gordon Brown,

Nicolas Sarkozy, Silvio Berlusconi, Yasuo Fukuda and EU

Jose Manuel Barroso[. Look also at Citigroup – that bank is

used to money launder $billions to the CIA (Knights of the

Holy See) for arms dealing, drug trafficking and covert

terrorist operations against the United States people – CIA

code named al Qaeda. Treasury Secretary Timothy

Geithner ignored President Barack Obama’s order to

consider dissolving Citigroup because it is the CIA’s

financial pipeline..."

 

Their tools may have changed in 500 years but the

impacts on the inhabitants are the same. Enemies of

the Black Nobility are everyone that is not in their

Satanist NWO club! What does this mean...

 

Excerpt - jesuit Blood Oath:
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...I furthermore promise and declare that I will,

when opportunity present, make and wage

relentless war, secretly or openly, against all

heretics, Protestants and Liberals, as I am directed

to do, to extirpate and exterminate them from the

face of the whole earth; and that I will spare

neither age, sex or condition; and that I will hang,

waste, boil, flay, strangle and bury alive these

infamous heretics, rip up the stomachs and

wombs of their women and crush their infants'

heads against the walls, in order to annihilate

forever their execrable race. That when the same

cannot be done openly, I will secretly use the

poisoned cup, the strangulating cord, the steel of

the poniard or the leaden bullet, regardless of the

honor, rank, dignity, or authority of the person or

persons, whatever may be their condition in life,

either public or private, as I at any time may be

directed so to do by any agent of the Pope or

Superior of the Brotherhood of the Holy Faith, of

the Society of Jesus.

 

Excerpt Requirimemto 1513 - and clearly still in

effect based on Chemtrails, Vaccines, Directed

Energy et al:
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...if you do so, you will do well, and that which you

are obliged to do to their Highnesses, and we in

their name shall receive you in all love and

charity, and shall leave you, your wives, and your

children, and your lands, free without servitude,

that you may do with them and with yourselves

freely that which you like and think best, and they

shall not compel you to turn Christians, unless

you yourselves, when informed of the truth,

should wish to be converted to our Holy Catholic

Faith, as almost all the inhabitants of the rest of

the islands have done.

And, besides this, their Highnesses award you

many privileges and exemptions and will grant

you many benefits.

But, if you do not do this, and maliciously make

delay in it, I certify to you that, with the help of

God, we shall powerfully enter into your country,

and shall make war against you in all ways and

manners that we can, and shall subject you to the

yoke and obedience of the Church and of their

Highnesses; we shall take you and your wives and

your children, and shall make slaves of them, and

as such shall sell and dispose of them as their

Highnesses may command; and we shall take

away your goods, and shall do you all the

mischief and damage that we can, as to vassals

who do not obey, and refuse to receive their lord,

and resist and contradict him; and we protest that

the deaths and losses which shall accrue from

this are your fault, and not that of their

Highnesses, or ours, nor of these cavaliers who

come with us.
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And that we have said this to you and made this

Requisition, we request the notary here present to

give us his testimony in writing, and we ask the

rest who are present that they should be

witnesses of this Requisition.

While the vast majority of politicians since the

birth of America have shrunk in terror and fear

from the Jesuits, a brave few have stepped

forward to warn us of the dangers. Consider what

the inventor of the telegraph and Morse code had

to say about the Jesuits:

“Popery [refers to the Jesuit-controlled pope and

Vatican] is more dangerous and more formidable

than any power in the United States, on the

ground that, through its despotic organization, it

can concentrate its efforts for any purpose with

complete effect; and that organization being

wholly under foreign control, it can have no real

sympathy with anything American. Popery does

not acknowledge the right of the people to govern,

but claims for itself the supreme right to govern

people and rulers by divine right. Popery does not

tolerate the liberty of the press. It takes advantage,

indeed, of our liberty of the press to use its own

press against our liberty; but it proclaims in the

thunders of the Vatican, and with a voice which it

pronounces unchangeable, that it is a liberty

never sufficiently to be execrated and detested. It

does not tolerate liberty of conscience or liberty

of opinion. They are denounced by the Sovereign

Pontiff as a most pestilential error, a pest of all

others to be dreaded in the State. It is not

responsible to the people in its financial matters.

It taxes at will, and is accountable to none but

itself.”
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Sadly, more than 150 years later, even with all the

warnings from keen observers and insiders and

egregious Jesuit behaviors, Americans still have not

gotten the message, much less understood and

acted on it. This unfortunate phenomenon is a grand

testament to how brilliantly the Jesuits’ PR machine

functions.

The Jesuits’ political reign of terror continues to this

day, to ensure they maintain complete control over,

and manipulation of, the entire political spectrum,

not to mention every sector of American society.

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn

unlearn/unlearn-2/requerimiento-1513

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/temp-

unlearn/unlearn-2/requerimiento-1513)

 

ZIONIST - JESUITICAL control factions

manufactured 911 and MURDERED 3000

Americans to trigger UNLAWFUL WARS which

resulted in the genocide of 1,000,000 Iraq's,

Afghanis et al... The same crime cartel now want

to use Americans to wage illegal wars in Syria,

Iran, NK, Yemen, Cuba - those countries not yet

with a Rothschild central bank. 

 

It should be noted that the Rothschilds controlled

Byiddish media https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=f0HPqd8dPeE reported building 7 before it

happened.  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=f0HPqd8dPeE)

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/temp-unlearn/unlearn-2/requerimiento-1513
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f0HPqd8dPeE
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(https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=f0HPqd8dPeE)

 

Hurricanes on East Coast and West Coast fires are

directly organized using exotic weapons under

jesuit controlled CROWN UNITED STATES Air Force

which is not an American military but a CROWN -

UNHOLY SEE controlled military! UNITED

STATES AIRFORCE is registered in South East

England and therfore is a

CROWN commercial enterprise ! 

 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/nwo-

edu-101/nwo-usaf-calif-fires

(/joomla30/index.php/nwo-edu-101/nwo-usaf-calif-

fires) 

 

Chemtrails global Genocide - Global Mass

poisoning! 

 

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/101-belgium-nwo-

aerosol-genocide-omnicide-climate-terrorism-

global-warming-hoax-as-pre-tect-to-genocide-

program-skyguards-will-petition-parliament-to-

force-action-on-

chemtrails)http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/u

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f0HPqd8dPeE
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/nwo-edu-101/nwo-usaf-calif-fires
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/101-belgium-nwo-aerosol-genocide-omnicide-climate-terrorism-global-warming-hoax-as-pre-tect-to-genocide-program-skyguards-will-petition-parliament-to-force-action-on-chemtrails
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/99-nwo-climate-fraud-barking-mad-mendacious-nwo-scaremongers-polar-warming-and-polar-ice-melting-now-threatening-the-world
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nwo-climate-fraud-barking-mad-mendacious-

nwo-scaremongers-polar-warming-and-polar-ice-

melting-now-threatening-the-world

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/99-nwo-climate-

fraud-barking-mad-mendacious-nwo-

scaremongers-polar-warming-and-polar-ice-

melting-now-threatening-the-world)

 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/101-

belgium-nwo-aerosol-genocide-omnicide-

climate-terrorism-global-warming-hoax-as-pre-

tect-to-genocide-program-skyguards-will-petition-

parliament-to-force-action-on-chemtrails

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/101-belgium-nwo-

aerosol-genocide-omnicide-climate-terrorism-

global-warming-hoax-as-pre-tect-to-genocide-

program-skyguards-will-petition-parliament-to-

force-action-on-chemtrails)

 

IDP's - It is time to leave the DC plantation! It was

never meant for Americans in the 1st place! Its

the home of seditionist and traitors to America

- those bound to the un-Holy Roman cult! Jesuits,

Khazarian mafia, Rothschild Zionists all waging

war on humanity and that sold their souls to live

high on the hog of the creation of slavery, misery,

theft, war and death. If you do not understand

this statement put these links on your to read list:

Requiremento 1513:

Jesuit Blood

Oath:http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/un

unlearn/unlearn-2/extreme-oath

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/temp-

unlearn/unlearn-2/extreme-oath) 

NWO

Agenda: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/99-nwo-climate-fraud-barking-mad-mendacious-nwo-scaremongers-polar-warming-and-polar-ice-melting-now-threatening-the-world
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/101-belgium-nwo-aerosol-genocide-omnicide-climate-terrorism-global-warming-hoax-as-pre-tect-to-genocide-program-skyguards-will-petition-parliament-to-force-action-on-chemtrails
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/temp-unlearn/unlearn-2/extreme-oath
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/nwo-agenda
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agenda (/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/nwo-

agenda) 

NWO Timeline: NWO Timeline 

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/nwo-timeline)

NWO 1969 Agenda

leak: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/un

plans-exposed-1969

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/nwo-plans-

exposed-1969) 

 

Americans on the land of the 50 states outside of

DC, fed up of being a slave in a fake reality? If so

it is  time for you to get off the un-Holy Roman

cult District of Columbia Citizen-Ship. Go on to

the cland where you have birthright status as a

private American national and private state

national! 

 

SUMMARY 

 

Americans: You were lied to about everything. 

World: You were lied to about everything.

Americans - world - you are being genocided by the

Rothschilds Crown Cabal because you are waking up

and not because the world can not support the

people on it! 

Everything you have been told about everything is lie

especially - Overpopulation, global warming,

Government of and by the people, Law, Money,

Governance, Peacekeepers, Healthcare and well

being, your physical world, re-ligion-n, EVERYTHING!

Here is why:  because you have literally been

enslaved and bonded 

 

Time to make things right. Stop feeding the animals!

 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/nwo-agenda
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/nwo-timeline
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/nwo-plans-exposed-1969
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From the Requirimiento of 1513 - still in effect under

the Unholy Roman Cult and being waged on the

American people:

“In the name of King Ferdinand and his daughter,

Queen of Castile and Leon, conquerors of barbarian

nations! The Pope gave these islands (of Cuba) to the

above-mentioned King and Queen, as is certified in

writing. And you may see these documents should

you doubt it. Therefore know that their Highnesses

are lords and masters of this land!

“Consider this message and within a reasonable

time, recognize the Church and its highest priest, the

Pope, as rulers of the universe! And in their names

the King and Queen of Spain as rulers of this land!

“Should you fail to comply, or delay maliciously in so

doing, we assure you that with the help of God we

shall use force against you! We shall make war upon

you from all sides and with all possible means! We

shall bind you to the yoke of the Church and of their

Highnesses! We shall enslave your persons, your

wives and children! And we shall sell you or dispose

of you as the King sees fit.

“And we shall do you all the mischief and damage

that we can, as to vassals who do not obey, and

refuse to receive their lord, and resist and contradict

him! And we protest that the deaths and losses

which accrue will be your fault, and not the fault of

their highnesses…”
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http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/pop

pius-to-shadow-government

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/pope-pius-to-

shadow-government)

 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vati

the-christian-conspiracy/123-greater-israel-project

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-

christian-conspiracy/123-greater-israel-project)

 

 This is one instrument of the criminal cabal used to

wage war on America - the UNLAWFUL - ILLEGAL

ZIONIST controlled FEDERAL RESERVE operating in

violation of the Titles of Nobility Act. 

 

 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/pope-pius-to-shadow-government
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-conspiracy/123-greater-israel-project
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(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ilbHSuhywYU)

“A nation can survive its fools, and even the

ambitious. But it cannot survive treason from within.

An enemy at the gates is less formidable, for he is

known and carries his banner openly. But the traitor

moves amongst those within the gate freely, his sly

whispers rustling through all the alleys, heard in the

very halls of government itself. For the traitor

appears not a traitor; he speaks in accents familiar

to his victims, and he wears their face and their

arguments, he appeals to the baseness that lies

deep in the hearts of all men. He rots the soul of a

nation, he works secretly and unknown in the night

to undermine the pillars of the city, he infects the

body politic so that it can no longer resist. A

murderer is less to fear."  ― Marcus Tullius Cicero

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ilbHSuhywYU
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When was the UNITED STATES formed?  Most

Americans would proudly, but naively declare, in

1787.  The UNITED STATES was actually formed in 1871

with the passage of “the Act of 1871”, a treasonous

Act of the couped Congress that unlawfully was used

to usurp the original September 17th 1787

Constitution for the United States of America and

established a Crown Corporation called the UNITED

STATES. Note the original constitution still exists yet

the people and states were legally lifted off the

states and by sophistry placed under the UNITED

STATES Corporation (ALL a fraud and legally invalid.

Those engaged in sedition and treason cannot make

law! Everything done since 1819 is legally invalid -

ever statute, rule, code, court order - EVERYTHING!

Here is why:

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn

o-n-a/188-attorneys-as-esquires-title-of-

nobility-are-not-citizens-of-the-united-states-

of-america (/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-

a/188-attorneys-as-esquires-title-of-nobility-

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a/188-attorneys-as-esquires-title-of-nobility-are-not-citizens-of-the-united-states-of-america
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are-not-citizens-of-the-united-states-of-

america)  The founding fathers’ United States of

America was formed in 1787.  The UNITED STATES

Corporation given at Title 28 Section 3002 (15) (a) and

the United States of America are two distinctly

different countries  having two distinctly different

forms of government.

What is the capital of the UNITED STATES?  The District

of Columbia.

How many states are there in the UNITED STATES?

Exactly one and its has a jurisdiction of 68.34 Square

miles of the District of Columbia.  In comparison,

there are 50 states in the founding fathers’ United

States of America.

People of the world, we have all been lied to about
everything all of our lives by the same old unholy Roman
cult Parasites and their PARASITIC TRIBES, their secret
societies - that have been enslaving and stealing off of all
humanity for millennia, the ones that put their pyramid of evil
on their $1 Debt Slavery Note (Holy See military Debt Scribt
- Not lawful Money)!

Everything we have been told by their Judus Goats (agents)
that created their imposter DC enclave ruled by the UNITED
STATES CORPORATION
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/united-states-corp-
imposter) that has been masquerading as a nations
government de facto and its NWO Mockingbird media
(/joomla30/index.php/how-the-nwo-makes-you-its-slave-
cognitive-dissonance-through-your-daily-news-and-military-
brainwash-on-social-media) is a lie, since its
foreign CROWN - HOLY SEE
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-
conspiracy) agents couped our nation in the 1860's. The
foreign UNITED STATES Corporation
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/tusa-coup-act-of-1871) was

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a/188-attorneys-as-esquires-title-of-nobility-are-not-citizens-of-the-united-states-of-america
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/united-states-corp-imposter
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/how-the-nwo-makes-you-its-slave-cognitive-dissonance-through-your-daily-news-and-military-brainwash-on-social-media
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-conspiracy
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/tusa-coup-act-of-1871
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created without any lawful delegated we the people - or
states authority between 1868 - 1871 and was the result of
a coup of our nation in the 1860's by enemies foreign and
domestic (BLACK NOBILITY) as spelled out on this site! 

Today humanity lives in a MATRIX false reality, under a
global DE FACTO global VATICAN - Holy See unholy
Roman cult., Incorporated world - under Vatican unholy
Roman cult rule operated under Vatican FALSE LAW which
constitutes VATICAN orchestrated MAN MADE LAW, a
bunch of private corporate rules and codes
MASQUERADING as law made up by satanists and
parasites.  

These private rules VIOLATE the organic foundations of
American based on natural law and four Organic acts not to
mention the organic acts of each nations state of the Union! 

The UNITED STATES Corp., UK Ltd, FRANCE Corps et al
should be considered VATICAN Holy See UNITED STATES
Corp., Vatican Holy See UK Ltd., Vatican Holy See France
Corp. (same for all nations).

Each de facto Corporation is Occupying the physical land
and has enslaved the live flesh blood beings thereon relying
on sophistry, constructive fraud, sedition and treason. This
system is holding all the people in peonage, slavery under a
criminal personage scheme explained elsewhere on this
site.

The agents holding the people in this fraud are the
Rothschilds CROWN BAR attorneys, Rothschilds Banksters
and their criminal sycophants , all of whom are foisting
VATICAN "legal frauds' over 320,000,000 + Independent
Nations states (American people). These psychopaths rely a
bastardization of the English language that they have used
to in effect cast spells over the rest of humanity as exposed
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isx44nK-80Y
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isx44nK-80Y) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isx44nK-80Y
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Jesuits control of our society, control of revisionist history,
world leaders, banking. legal
system: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-
the-christian-conspiracy/317-jesuit-doctrine-and-10-facts-
about-the-evil-foundations-of-the-jesuit-system-that-has-
infiltrated-all-global-governance-the-end-justifies-the-means-
taught-by-jesuits-for-350-years
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-
conspiracy/317-jesuit-doctrine-and-10-facts-about-the-evil-
foundations-of-the-jesuit-system-that-has-infiltrated-all-
global-governance-the-end-justifies-the-means-taught-by-
jesuits-for-350-years) Conditioning of students by the
Illuminati: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatica
the-christian-conspiracy/314-conditioning-of-the-nwo-slaves-
how-university-betrays-students
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-
conspiracy/314-conditioning-of-the-nwo-slaves-how-
university-betrays-students) 

If you consider that through biblical principles, we the people
were left in Trust of the land to provide for our needs. We the
people of America made government to protect the
unalienable rights of the people. As Americans gained
wealth, the wealth of the nation in effect belonged to the
people. Each had a share in that wealth as part of their
Estate. Before the unholy Roman cult, each of us had direct
control of our own hereditary Estate that represented the
property that each of us owned. 

What the unholy Roman cult have done on every nation is
created a TRUST that stands between the people and our
Estates that they created, owned and control through fraud.
The people do not know they have this Estate or trust
relationship to the TRUST.

The Unholy Roman cult claims the TRUST and that we
abandoned it and it operates it through our lives. We are
never told about our hereditary birth rights and when we die
the ESTATES in taken by the STATE!

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-conspiracy/317-jesuit-doctrine-and-10-facts-about-the-evil-foundations-of-the-jesuit-system-that-has-infiltrated-all-global-governance-the-end-justifies-the-means-taught-by-jesuits-for-350-years
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-conspiracy/314-conditioning-of-the-nwo-slaves-how-university-betrays-students
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By this mechanism the unholy Roman cult through through
the apparatus of the Holy See Corp that created the
UNITED STATES and The fictional FEDERAL STATES is
claiming ownership of all the American peoples Estates that
the people did not know exitsed! If the people had direct
access the Estates, its gathering value and were educated
in its administration then ALL strife on earth would end!

It is the people of the United Estates that represents the
value of America and in effect each has a share of that
wealth in Trust. In this way the American people -- the live
flesh and blood American people are the credit behind the
DEBT money system! To have a Debtor you just have a
Creditor! The DC unholy Roman cult UNITED STATES is the
debtor in this equation not the American people.

Under the 1933 Emergency Banking Relied Act the
American people were pledged to pay the so called UNITED
STATES DEBT. All the debt paid represents the Credit
STOLLEN from the America by the VATICAN unholy Roman
cult bankers. The CREDIT belongs to the American people
NO THOSE THAT STOLE IT!  Anna Von Reitz explains this
in much more detail: www.annavonreitz.com
(http://www.annavonreitz.com) 

Now you can see how the Unholy Roman cult ran by the
Black Nobility have enslaved Americans in this monumental
FRAUD! Now you know why the unholy Roman cult and all
of its satanist peadophile factions exist behind the couped
congress, Masonic Law enforcement, FBI, CIA, NSA, Deep
State etc. Now you know what THEY have been doing since
the  unholy Roman cult established the UNITED STATES
imposter de facto government.  They have been protecting
the lie it keeping it hidden.

If you have any illusions about what stands behind the
Roman cult unholy Catholic Church and its agencies or
illusions about it eing benevolent then think again! The
unholy Roman cult was created to enslave humanity and
recover the so called greatness of Ancient Rome ruling its

http://www.annavonreitz.com/
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4th Reich One World Empire from Jerusalem under the iron
fist if the Crypto Jews that stand behind the Unholy Roman
Cult and Rothschilds Zionists.

Holy Roman Empire Rules Today, note the Bible was the
operations manual, see the book of Revelation regarding the
beast and the whore, the secret cabal that rules the world
behind puppet dictators and "leaders." KNOW YOUR
HISTORY; HISTORY REPEATS, THE HOLY ROMAN
EMPIRE: is the 1st REICH , 2nd REICH , 3rd REICH &
NOW THE NWO IS THE RISING 4TH REICH

THE DEEP STATE IS THE UNHOLY ROMAN CULT AND
ROTHSCHILDS CRYPTO JEW ISRAEL! THIS INCLUDES
THE DC CESSPOOL, DC UNITED STATES CORPS, THE
UNHOLY VATICAN AND THE CROWN, CORPORATION
OF LONDON. NOTE THAT DC, VATICAN AND CORP OF
LONDON ARE ALL FOREIGN TO THE NATIONS THEY
ARE ALL SITUATED ON! 

They have been up to the same tricks for millennia and have
enslaved all of humanity. At least we found out before it was
too late!

Read The Secret Treaty of Verona 1822
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/temp-unlearn/secret-treaty-of-
verona-1822) which is the smoking gun to the
conspiracy and http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/v
the-christian-conspiracy
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-
conspiracy) 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-
the-christian-conspiracy/317-jesuit-doctrine-and-10-facts-
about-the-evil-foundations-of-the-jesuit-system-that-has-
infiltrated-all-global-governance-the-end-justifies-the-means-
taught-by-jesuits-for-350-years
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-
conspiracy/317-jesuit-doctrine-and-10-facts-about-the-evil-
foundations-of-the-jesuit-system-that-has-infiltrated-all-
global-governance-the-end-justifies-the-means-taught-by-
jesuits-for-350-years) 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/temp-unlearn/secret-treaty-of-verona-1822
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-conspiracy
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-conspiracy/317-jesuit-doctrine-and-10-facts-about-the-evil-foundations-of-the-jesuit-system-that-has-infiltrated-all-global-governance-the-end-justifies-the-means-taught-by-jesuits-for-350-years
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http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-
the-christian-conspiracy
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-
conspiracy)

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-
the-christian-conspiracy/76-the-christian-conspiracey
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-
conspiracy/76-the-christian-conspiracey) 

Birth of the
jesuits: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-
the-christian-conspiracy/87-the-jesuits-illuminati-and-the-
new-world-order (/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-
christian-conspiracy/87-the-jesuits-illuminati-and-the-new-
world-order) 

Typical Jesuit operating procedure: Related- "We bribed
parties and politicians who have enticed hate between the
nations. Our ultimate goal was to enslave you!" CIA is
instrument of Illuminati- 
(http://www.hangthebankers.com/cia-agent-dismember-
yugoslavia/)

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-
conspiracy/76-the-christian-conspiracey)Further the Vatican
Holy See EU, Vatican Holy See UN aka 4th REICH are all
instruments of Tyranny and represent the embryo of the One
World World Government that the globalists are trying to
envelope the entire world. This is why they are trying to reel
in Iran and Syria right now that is not under this global
slavery system! As for North Korea: This seems to be on the
money as far as this researchers finding are concerned: 

 One that the globalists have been trying announce - yet one
thing has stood in the way of it since 1776, the American
people and then the Free and Independent states and the
Organic Americans government! They terminated the
Organic American government and set up the Vatican Holy
See unholy Roman cult UNITED STATES which got rid of

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-conspiracy
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-conspiracy/76-the-christian-conspiracey
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-conspiracy/87-the-jesuits-illuminati-and-the-new-world-order
http://www.hangthebankers.com/cia-agent-dismember-yugoslavia/
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-conspiracy/76-the-christian-conspiracey
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the the problem of the American national government. They
then couped the states. They then organized the
GOVERNMENT to war on the people yet the people held to
the principles and have stood form! Enough of them that is!
Now Trump we hope will realize that GOVERNMENT did not
go astray IT  WAS COUPED in the 1860's by the unholy
Roman cult! That America and the people are the only thing
standing in the way of the One World order taking over the
entire world system and GEOCODING 90% of the people as
exposed at the Georgia Guide Stones! 

To try and understand this FRAUD consider that everyone
on ever nation on earth is living in a false reality like the
Truman show movie! The people existing in this world of
false reality do not know they are in the false reality - but yet
we all are! We have been separated from lawful money, our
Organic law form, truth, real history and held in this condition
through a world of lies.  

After you have made it through this page you may find some
of the information on this page helpful - it provides more of
the connecting dots that need to
be connected: http://dcnewsman.blogspot.co.uk
(http://dcnewsman.blogspot.co.uk) 

The entire Vatican Holy See UNITED STATES has been
couped under this secret! The FBI, CIA et al are all in effect
operating for this unholy Roman cult! More on this below.
 The American populous since the 1860's have been kept
under a condition of Mixed War. All POLICE, SHERRIFFS
are operating as the MAFIA feeding from this FRAUD. It is
sure that those hire in the ranks know exactly what is going
on. Each is operating a little thief-dom to benefit from this
fraud. It is for this reason that many in so called Law
enforcement are in close knit masonic orders.  This writer
has experienced the effect of the masonic police
brotherhood in Northern California where CHP, POILCE and
SHERRIFFS all protect each other and enable each other
crimes. 

http://dcnewsman.blogspot.co.uk/
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Regardless - its entire rule over America is a fraud relying on
fraud. The Achilles heel of the fraud is exposed
here: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/nwo-
edu-101/us-inc-achilles-heel (/joomla30/index.php/nwo-edu-
101/us-inc-achilles-heel) 

A de facto UNITED STATES government has been
unlawfully in place since February 21st, 1871 (Incorporated
1868) created by the CROWN HOLY SEE and the CROWN
Corporation of London
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-
conspiracy)! It does not actually govern anyone or anything
but themselves! Its has NO LAWFUL jurisdiction over the
fifty American physical states or the people there on
(/joomla30/index.php/what-is-id). It only has jurisdiction over
its own lawfully contracted members! It is a parasitic entity
feeding the creation of a New World Order Global Police
State in which the people of the world are seen as the
enemy. Sure feels like we are the enemy does it not?
(/joomla30/index.php/nwo-edu-101/nwo-usaf-calif-fires)

It is a fact that UNITED STATES c. 1871 successor or its fifty
DC STATE IF STATE SUB Corps - have absolutely no lawful
control over our lives whatsoever yet its indoctrinated actor
agents think they have jurisdiction! VATICAN - HOLY SEE -
Corp. of London Actors with it any lawful delegated authority
over the American people have controlled our lives by
deception, lies, sophistry and the failing that, threat of
violence. 

Furthermore we have absolutely no influence over the
decisions of its foreign CORPORATE agents, or their
“ACTS” (as in acting) that they create for themselves which
means that no matter what you or anyone says OUR
VOTES DO NOT COUNT
(http://youtu.be/t75xvZ3osFg)! Their agenda is set by the
Global Shadow Government engaged creating in creating a
One World Government as exposed in their own
agenda: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/nwo-
edu-101/main-nwo-agenda-1776 (/joomla30/index.php/nwo-
edu-101/main-nwo-agenda-1776) 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/nwo-edu-101/us-inc-achilles-heel
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/vatican-the-christian-conspiracy
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/what-is-id
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/nwo-edu-101/nwo-usaf-calif-fires
http://youtu.be/t75xvZ3osFg
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/nwo-edu-101/main-nwo-agenda-1776
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Incidentally - because of Amendment XIII to the Organic

Constitution - which to this dat only has XIII Amendments
everything enacted in America and the states that violated

that the Titles of Nobility Act is legally invalid! That applies to
Abraham Lincoln's Presidency and every Presidency of

those that came after that violated the Act. It is likely that
Donald Trump is the first in the De Facto United States

Corp. seat that has NOT violated TONA making him equally
suited to taking an Oath to the Lawful Constitution and
restoring the American physical states Republic. A BAR
attorney is a CROWN Inns of Court franchised member

(whether he knows it or not) - aka member of the ABA - that
violates the Titles of Nobility of Esq., which is a military Title
under that of a knight and BANNED in America per TONA or
even banned from becoming an American! Since foreigners

can't become Americans TONA exposes the fact that
UNITED STATES is an occupying force in America and
foreign which further means it has no lawful delegated

authority over America! IT NEVER DID! Now you know why
we have a DC Cesspool kept in check by blackmail. We are
ruled by those that are allowed in to power because they are
despicable people that will do despicable things. Those that
can be blackmailed to stay silent about what you are reading

here. We have the same thing going on in every nation
around the world! Everyone has been lifted off their land and

placed in to a legal BOX of those held between life and
death in a false word MATRIX of lies and illusions. 

“Honest” Abe Lincoln did not Free the slaves - he instead
enslaved every American. The UNITED STATES Citizen

was created to be enslaved under the Crown - Black Nobility
- Holy See - Vatican One World Government fantasy!

Lincoln's acts catalyzed in to being the foundation
of a system of slavery (http://youtu.be/M_mVSJ-iW4o?

list=PL696E35661E8711BF) (CREATION OF THE UNITED
STATES CITIZEN (/joomla30/index.php/what-is-id)) that

would include every American regardless of race or gender
under the UNITED STATES Corporation, a system of fraud -
peonage - personage -  that now has been exported by our

enslavers to almost every nation on Earth except what

http://youtu.be/M_mVSJ-iW4o?list=PL696E35661E8711BF
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/what-is-id
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appears to be Iran, NK, Syria, Yemen and Cuba which have
ironically been cast as our enemy by the NWO

ROTHSCHILDS ZIONIST MEDIA.  If you think that “this is
just a conspiracy theory,” you had better read on. Below is

the proof that makes this an actual, factual, deep, dark
conspiracy (/joomla30/index.php/how-the-nwo-makes-you-

its-slave-cognitive-dissonance-through-your-daily-news-and-
military-brainwash-on-social-media) proven by just a handful

of documents:

Treaty of Verona 1822 (/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/temp-
unlearn/secret-treaty-of-verona-1822), TONA 1810
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a), Act of 1871
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/temp-unlearn/act-of-

1871), Comparison of the Organic Constitution with the
Corporate Constitution for the IMPOSTER UNITED STATES

(http://www.usavsus.info) and the Federal Reserve Act -
SLAVERY SYSTEM and original ownership

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-
exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-
before-it-happened)  and the Act that created the Dept. of

Justice 1870 (/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/proof-martial-law-
in-tusa) - HR 1328 (/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/proof-

martial-law-in-tusa). 

It must be understood by all people that a nation that does
not control its own money system & mint its own money is
not sovereign - its a slave to who prints the money - which
for almost the entire world is the Criminal Triumvirate of the

Holy See - Vatican, CROWN Corp of London and
the Rothschilds. The UNITED STATES is the muscle behind
this mafia triangle! When countries like Libya, Iraq, Syria et

al tell the FEDERAL RESERVE crime cartel to go %^&*
themselves the Rothschilds CIA - MOSAD go in to cause

unrest and the CROWN UNITED STATES military follow in
behind to lay waste to the nation and claim it call for the

Black Nobility Triumvirate. 

Enemies domestic were unfortunately trusted with OUR
GOLD and we the people governance and they sold us out
to the creators of the UNITED STATES Corp. 1871 since its

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/how-the-nwo-makes-you-its-slave-cognitive-dissonance-through-your-daily-news-and-military-brainwash-on-social-media
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/temp-unlearn/secret-treaty-of-verona-1822
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/temp-unlearn/act-of-1871
http://www.usavsus.info/
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-happened
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/proof-martial-law-in-tusa
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/proof-martial-law-in-tusa
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founding. The Founding fathers clearly were had their own
plot going but when TONA was enacted the fate of America
was set for anytime it is violated by FOREIGN AGENTS - be
they Jesuits - Zionist or ROTHSCHILDS UN we see the big
red flag! Everything they did becomes VOID and we can get

to throw them out of tow and restore our nation under the
FOUNDATIONS of the Declaration of Independence. ITS
THE LAW OF OUR LAND. Snowflakes - die hard liberals

(aka SOCIALISTs) get used to the law of the land! If you do
not like it go live in the NWO Satanist Capital of the world

and steal from each others pockets. We will no longer have
you stealing from our pockets any longer. While you are all

act - bankers - insurance - politicians aka MONEY
CHANGERS get a real job and do some real work for a

change. BTW per TONA once violated you can not become
an American. You are toast! The District of Criminals is likely

the only place for you! ! 

Those than ran the couped congress knowingly sold every
American in to an international scheme of peonage and

slavery that emanates from Babylonian times as exposed in
what is a crime against humanity ADMITTED by one of
America's most vile men - Edward Mandel House - who

described how that enslavement system would function to
another American Traitor Woodrow

Wilson: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/70-
edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-

that-we-are-now-under-before-it-happened
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-

exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-
before-it-happened) 

The first proof of the pudding of this entire COUP is the
existence of the Titles of Nobility Act 1810 enacted in 1819

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a). It further exposes that
every agent of the UNITED STATES Corporation and the
fifty STATE OF STATE Corporations (US Sub Corps. that

have no lawful chain of title or delegated authority over the
physical states) that has been OCCUPYING The physical
states are engaged in sedition and treason - whether they
know it or not and most do not -  for no one can serve a

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-happened
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a
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foreign power in American governance by virtue of the
enactment of TONA that became law of the land in 1819

which further exposes all those in DE FACTO
GOVERNMENT FOREIGN agents and have no lawful

authority in America or over America! This includes every
BAR attorney, every Duel National Israeli, UN, IMF,

Bilderberger, Secret Society et al. Please do the math
yourself: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-

o-n-a (/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a) 

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a)c

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-
o-n-a (/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a)

Who is behind this plot: Black Nobility, Holy See - Vatican -
Crown Corp. of London, Jesuits - Rothschilds ZIONISTS.

See Unlearn Menu. 

Why should you care: Because those that enslaved you are
now genocoding

you: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/nwo-
edu-101/nwo-usaf-calif-fires (/joomla30/index.php/nwo-edu-
101/nwo-usaf-calif-fires)  If we do not stop them - one day
you and yours may wake up gasping for air or you may not

wake up at all! Do you think this is an over
reach? http://www.businessinsider.com/military-government-
secret-experiments-biological-chemical-weapons-2016-9?

IR=T/#-2 (http://www.businessinsider.com/military-
government-secret-experiments-biological-chemical-

weapons-2016-9?
IR=T/#-2)    www.stopsprayingcalifornia.com

(http://www.stopsprayingcalifornia.com) ; www.geoengineeringwatch.com
(http://www.geoengineeringwatch.com) ; UNITED STATES

Imposter Corps(e) Bankruptcy
(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/united-states-corp-
imposter/20-the-bankruptcy-of-the-united-states)

So how do we end the PYRAMID OF EVIL NIGHTMARE,
stop supporting it! DO NOT CONSENT TO ITS AGENTS or
PRESENTMENTS. Unlearn, re-educate for everything you

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/t-o-n-a
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/nwo-edu-101/nwo-usaf-calif-fires
http://www.businessinsider.com/military-government-secret-experiments-biological-chemical-weapons-2016-9?IR=T/#-2
http://www.stopsprayingcalifornia.com/
http://www.geoengineeringwatch.com/
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/united-states-corp-imposter/20-the-bankruptcy-of-the-united-states
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have been told is a lie. ALL MAINSTREAM NEWS is a lie.
Pass forward. Form a county community safety committee's

and Solution Hub (/joomla30/index.php/acsc)! 

New from the front line!: Awesome update from

AVR - click video to access or here

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=mUxsXL8MhGM) (Video 1 to 4 - 1:49hrs) and

our county Safety Committee initiative

(/joomla30/index.php/acsc) is launched.... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RCP3JFwAvm8

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUxsXL8MhGM)

Breaking News! So you think the
wild fires across America are
natural do you.... think again....

click the image below for more! 

(/joomla30/index.php/idp-

breaking-news/247-proof-

california-fires-started-by-

haarp-directed-energy-

weapons)

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/acsc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUxsXL8MhGM
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/acsc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUxsXL8MhGM
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/idp-breaking-news/247-proof-california-fires-started-by-haarp-directed-energy-weapons
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The entire population of Earth is being
played by a small band of Black Nobility:

Satanic, Talmudic - Jesuitical  - parasitic -
family crime cartels

(/joomla30/index.php/truth-bombs/truth-
bombs-list/272-dear-america-meet-your-
shadow-government) that already control

the global legal system, so called banking (
illegal debt slavery system)

(https://youtu.be/t_MPZBAE0q8), major
corporations, all mainstream media and de

facto Corporate Governance! The BLACK
NOBILITY CONTROL the: Holy See - Vatican,

Corporation of London (aka The Crown) and
DC UNITED STATES Inc. Cesspool. 

It is dividing and ruling all of humanity in to
certain global enslavement. It is time to

stop looking to politicians to end this
insanity and the slavery system - PAID
OFF POLITICIANS  are the problem and

working for those that have enslaved us.  DC
- STATE OF STATE politicians are not the
solution .  You are the solution and you

always were - STOP GIVING PARASITES YOUR
POWER! STAND UP and TAKE BACK YOUR

POWER AND LIVES.

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/truth-bombs/truth-bombs-list/272-dear-america-meet-your-shadow-government
https://youtu.be/t_MPZBAE0q8
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CREATE A SAFETY COMMITTEE IN YOUR

NEIGHBORHOOD and UNLEARN and lets bring

forward the  solutions locally and make the

parasites OBSOLETE! CREATE AN IDP
SAFETY COMMITTEE NOW! 

(/joomla30/index.php/acsc) 

 

 

"I care not what puppet  is placed on the throne of

England to rule the Empire. The man who controls

Britain's money supply controls the  British Empire

and I control the British money supply." It also

controls the FED (/joomla30/index.php/home/23-

home-page-articles/78-what-are-internally-

displaced-people-3#FEDOWN) and the UNITED

NATIONS (/joomla30/index.php/home/23-home-

page-articles/78-what-are-internally-displaced-

people-3#UN) who's original ownership is found

below (click hyper link). 

 - Nathan Mayer Rothschild

FEDERAL RESERVE Money System (same are behind

the UNITED NATIONS Corporation):

Rothschild Bank of London 

Rothschild Bank of Berlin 

Warburg Bank of Hamburg 

Warburg Bank of Amsterdam 

Lazard Brothers of Paris 

Israel Moses Seif Banks of Italy 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/acsc
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/home/23-home-page-articles/78-what-are-internally-displaced-people-3#FEDOWN
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/home/23-home-page-articles/78-what-are-internally-displaced-people-3#UN
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Chase Manhattan Bank of New York 

Goldman, Sachs of New York 

Lehman Brothers of New York 

Kuhn Loeb Bank of New York

And why UNITED STATES gave $233.7Bn to Israel over

six decades? 

The "UN" is a corporation founded in France several

years before the United Nations Charter was ever

created. And here, for your edification, are the

Principal Parties of Interest driving the "UN Agenda"--

--- Current version UN Corp dba World Bank dba

FEDERAL RESERVE --- 52% owned by Rothschild

Bank of London and Berlin; 8% owned by Lazard

Freres Bank of Paris; 8% owned by Israel Moses Seif

Bank of Italy, 8% owned by Warburg Bank of

Hamburg and Amsterdam; 6% owned by Lehman

Brothers of New York; 6% owned by Kuhn Loeb of

New York; 6% owned by Chase Manhattan/Rockefeller

Bank of New York; 6% owned by Goldman Sachs.

(There may be some changes in ownership(s) since

this list was compiled, but the above is accurate for

the most part.)

Based on the above, why would someone please tell

us why would Americans would give the man below,

or his successors the Israel corporate nation

BILLIONS of dollars so they can commit genocide on

the Palestinians and all the other nations being

destroyed through the Greater Israel project?

Rothschilds Israel Corp, have been paid some

$260+Billion since 1960 not to mention BILLIONS in

hardware?

Is it possible UNITED STATES is in fact created by

ZIONIST - JESUITS and controlled by ZIONISTs -

JESUIT, Black Nobility that has been behind the

creation of the NEW WORLD ORDER that has enslaved
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Americans since the 1860's in violation of American

Organic law such that it could create ROTHSCHILDS

Israel and expand it (YES), which per their Agenda is

scheduled as their future capital for their New World

Order One World Government. 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/nwo-

edu-101/main-nwo-agenda-1776

(/joomla30/index.php/nwo-edu-101/main-nwo-

agenda-1776)

If the above were the case would there be signs that

the UNITED STATES is being illegally controlled by

ZIONISTS in violation of the organic laws of our

nation...(who created the FED and the UNITED NATIONS

Corps)? 

We can conclude that the DC UNITED STATES

Corporation as exposed on this site IS NOT an

American Government. It is a IMPOSTER CROWN - ZIO

- Government [ZOG] and based on the documentary

record, it has been since the 1860's!

US = a ZIONIST OCCUPIED GOVERNMENT aka ZOG like

UK Corps, FRANCE Corps et al - which is all held

under the HOLY SEE Corps.

Any American that funds National suicide and his own

prison after he has seen evidence of the coup of his

nation would be beyond a fool! Funding criminals

and National Suicide according to Nuremberg protocol

is a violation of International law. 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/36-

funding/116-nuremberg-principles-make-it-illegal-

to-fund-a-terrorist-entity-which-is-also-supported-

by-the-patriot-act (/joomla30/index.php/36-

funding/116-nuremberg-principles-make-it-illegal-

to-fund-a-terrorist-entity-which-is-also-supported-

by-the-patriot-act) 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/nwo-edu-101/main-nwo-agenda-1776
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/36-funding/116-nuremberg-principles-make-it-illegal-to-fund-a-terrorist-entity-which-is-also-supported-by-the-patriot-act
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USE YOUR EYES while you still can... stop funding

your own demise. 

Why would Americans give the two following men

BILLIONS of dollars when these views are well known

as exposed on this site [cf.

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/zion

adl-b-nai-b-rith-list/334-6-000-000-jews-zionism

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/zionism-adl-b-nai-

b-rith-list/334-6-000-000-jews-zionism) ]? Israel,

according to US records have been paid $260+Billion

since 1967 not to mention BILLIONS in hardware?

Is it possible UNITED STATES was in fact created and

controlled by ZIONISTs - JESUIT Black Nobility behind

the NEW WORLD ORDER. If it were would their be

evidence of collusion in violation American organic

law? 

Are Duel National Israelis in office in The United

States of America in violation of the organic laws of

our nation...? YES.

UNITED STATES IS NOT an American Government its a

IMPOSTER CROWN - ZIO - Government! Why would an

American FUND National suicide and BUILD his own

prison. Answer because he has been dumbed down

to not see with is own eyes and hear with his own

ears! WTFU!  

https://realitybloger.wordpress.com/2010/08/29/zionism-

101-the-zionist-israeli-government-of-the-united-

states-of-amerika/

(https://realitybloger.wordpress.com/2010/08/29/zionism-

101-the-zionist-israeli-government-of-the-united-

states-of-amerika/)

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/zionism-adl-b-nai-b-rith-list/334-6-000-000-jews-zionism
https://realitybloger.wordpress.com/2010/08/29/zionism-101-the-zionist-israeli-government-of-the-united-states-of-amerika/
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https://jhaines6a.wordpress.com/2015/05/04/list-

israeli-dual-citizens-in-the-us-114th-congress-

and-bernie-sanders-is-on-it-j/

(https://jhaines6a.wordpress.com/2015/05/04/list-

israeli-dual-citizens-in-the-us-114th-congress-

and-bernie-sanders-is-on-it-j/)

http://educate-

yourself.org/cn/dualcitizensobamaadmin23aug12.shtml

(http://educate-

yourself.org/cn/dualcitizensobamaadmin23aug12.shtml)

http://www.viewzone.com/dualcitizen.html

(http://www.viewzone.com/dualcitizen.html)

Please note that ALL DUEL NATIONALS in governance

in America are engaged in sedition and treason per

TONA. 

 

 

WOULD you give the ROTHSCHILDS Corporation of

Israel $260 BILLION + for engaging in false flag

operations in America? Would you every trust them

https://jhaines6a.wordpress.com/2015/05/04/list-israeli-dual-citizens-in-the-us-114th-congress-and-bernie-sanders-is-on-it-j/
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/dualcitizensobamaadmin23aug12.shtml
http://www.viewzone.com/dualcitizen.html
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not to use that money not to WAR on American

interests which are not US Corporation interests? 

What do these facts tell you about the ZIONIST's

running America in VIOLATION OF TONA for the CROWN

- HOLY SEE Corporation! 

Do you know about the USS liberty?

"This hard-hitting investigation into the 1967 attack

on the USS Liberty raises disturbing questions about

an attack by unmarked planes and torpedo boats in

international waters during the Six-Day War between

Israel and the Arab states. It tells the story of a 75-

minute attack on this surveillance ship that killed 34

men and injured 172. The attack was initially thought

to be the responsibility of either Egypt or the Soviet

Union, but astonishingly Israel, the United States'

closest ally, said that the planes and boats belonged

to them and that they mistook the ship for an

Egyptian vessel despite the prominently displayed

Stars and Stripes. This investigative account reveals

that the attack was part of a clandestine plan

between the United States and Israel known as

�Operation Cyanide,� which was developed well

before the Six-Day War, and was designed to ensure

victory for Israel in the Middle East. By blaming the

attack on the Arab world, this book asserts, United

States retaliation on a grand scale would be justified.

Based on interviews with former government

officers and the examination of official documents,

this book questions why the White House twice

called back rescue planes from helping the Liberty;

what the CIA's role was in this attack; whether Lyndon

B. Johnson knew about the attack in advance; and

why the U.S. government accepted Israel's

explanation. The massive coverup that has endured

to this day is explained�the attack on the

USS Liberty remains the only maritime incident ...
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WHO DOES THE UNITED STATES MILITARY REALLY

BELONG TOO, ZION CROWN or AMERICA... its registered

in England which makes it a Sub Corp of the

Companies House, under the CROWNs UK Corp.

WHAT IS THE USAF BEING USED FOR in America and

who is it poisoning? 

 

Were those California fires natural fires and what

about the East Coast weather

anomalies? http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/

edu-101/nwo-usaf-calif-fires

(/joomla30/index.php/nwo-edu-101/nwo-usaf-calif-

fires) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RjxdPWNyG

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RjxdPWNyGU)

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RjxdPWNyGU) 

 

 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/nwo-edu-101/nwo-usaf-calif-fires
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RjxdPWNyGU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RjxdPWNyGU
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The following Video is being blocked from the UK

and maybe other CROWN - HOLYSEE plantations.

The picture really presents the million dollar

question for America.   Will TRUMP sell out Americans

to ZIONISM... the evidence so far does not long good

but he may be playing poker... we will have to wait

and see! 

Links here: https://zionistreport.com/2018/01/video-

trump-netanhayu-nsfw/

(https://zionistreport.com/2018/01/video-trump-

netanhayu-nsfw/)

https://zionistreport.com/2018/01/video-trump-

netanhayu-nsfw/

(https://zionistreport.com/2018/01/video-trump-

netanhayu-nsfw/)

 

THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU TRY TO PLAY THE

ABOVE VIDEO IN THE ZIONIST OCCUPIED GOVERNMENT

(ZOG) OF BRITAIN. One should always ask - who is it

you can not criticize. The next question is WHY?

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/talmudic-

global-governance/zionists-talmudic-crypto-jews

(/joomla30/index.php/talmudic-global-

governance/zionists-talmudic-crypto-jews) 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/talmudic-

global-governance/us-corp-talmud-installed-by-

bush

https://zionistreport.com/2018/01/video-trump-netanhayu-nsfw/
https://zionistreport.com/2018/01/video-trump-netanhayu-nsfw/
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/talmudic-global-governance/zionists-talmudic-crypto-jews
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WHAT IS IDP DOING ABOUT IT - helping take back

America's fifty Independent Nation states and

helping Americans 330,000,000 Independent

Nation states restore their Sovereignty one being at

a time (Independent nation states) - WHAT ARE YOU

DOING ABOUT IT?  How about you start by

unlearning - form a 'c'ounty Safety Committee in

your neighborhood and self educate on the things

you should have been told during civics at

school! 

"To be governed is to be watched over, inspected, spied on,

directed, legislated, regimented, closed in, indoctrinated,

preached at, controlled, assessed, evaluated, censored,

commanded; all by creatures that have neither the right, nor

wisdom, nor virtue . . .

To be governed means that at every move, operation, or

transaction one is noted, registered, entered in a census,

taxed, stamped, priced, assessed, patented, licensed,

authorized, recommended, admonished, prevented,

reformed, set right, corrected.  Government means to be

subjected to tribute, trained, ransomed, exploited,

monopolized, extorted, pressured, mystified, robbed; all in the

name of public utility and the general good. 

Then, at the first sign of resistance or word of complaint, one

is repressed, fined, despised, vexed, pursued, hustled, beaten

up, garroted, imprisoned, shot, machine-gunned, judged,

sentenced, deported, sacrificed, sold, betrayed, and to cap it

all, ridiculed, mocked, outraged, and dishonored.  That is

government, that is its justice and its morality! . . .  O human

personality! How can it be that you have cowered in such

subjection for sixty centuries?” - Pierre-Joseph Proudhon

(born A. D. 1809 - died A. D. 1865)

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=w6H12dyS8FI&feature=youtu.be)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6H12dyS8FI&feature=youtu.be
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(https://youtu.be/t_MPZBAE0q8)

WHO OWNS THE LAW? YOU DO!

There are many kinds of what people call “Law”.

There is One Foundation to all”

Natural Law 

Natural Law Supersedes Contract Law, Cannon Law

(Vatican), Acts and Statutes (Rothschild Corporation

private rules and codes for the CROWN Corps of

London and the Holy See Corps... all Corps in the

world today created and registered under the STATE

are held under the Holy See slavery system - which

means - you the SYSTEM owns them). 

Natural Law is the foundation to all Law!

Where do my Rights Come From?

In law, The Universe and You. Put your living soul in to

your Flesh and Blood Body! The Universe left the

Earth in Trust to the people on the Earth. This makes

us all sovereign holding the Earth in trust for those

that follow us. Each of us is a a living Nation unto our

self. A man or woman with a living soul

- unregistered, un-incorporated with natural rights

in tact. 

As soon as people In-corpoate anything, Register

themselves as a PERSON then: 

via Legal I.D. you are then a HUMAN defined as a

soulless Beast (See Monster) with no rights in law!

One that is ruled by legal slavery via CITIZENSHIP (See

ref. 1985 Canadian Ownership Control and

Determination Act). The Same equivalents apply on

all other CROWN plantations).

https://youtu.be/t_MPZBAE0q8
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A Cancer in the form of a global commercial system

created by agents of the Holy See - Vatican - Crown

Corporation incorporated all of us with

disclosure or our consent which under American

common law is a legally invalid and an act of fraud!

Some would argue that there was disclosure but to

suggest that there was in an act of lunacy! The

system has been spread across the Earth like a

cancer yet it has no lawful basis to exist and the

people being foisted under it have absolutely no

reason to stay under its control! The system made

us Internally Displaced People! We must leave the

system and instead create heaven on Earth - the

alternative planned by the Parasitic families is

spelled out at the link below concerning the NWO

and in the David Icke Video below! Make no mistake

- the parasites creating the New World Order want

you dead! You had better pay attention to the

information on this website for the system is trying

to displace and ultimately TERMINATE YOU! This is not

a drill! 

What is 'Internal Displacement' from IDP's perspective and

what is the method that establishes the displacement of

Americans from their natural birth right sacred

unalienable rights?

Internal Displacement from the American IDP perspective is

where the entire American people on 

(https://youtu.be/bsbc906fUA4)all Fifty Independent Nation

states (created as foreign countries) have been lifted of the

land in to a slave condition through legal treachery enabled

on lies, fraud, deceit, sedition, treason by what people think is

a lawful American government which it is no such thing.

Americans and all people of the world today have

unknowingly, unwittingly been subjected to a deliberate,

https://youtu.be/bsbc906fUA4
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unlawful, heinous fraud by a foreign tribe of parasitic people

that are guided by a lunatic - satanic - talmudic - jesuitical

belief system. This parasitic tribe has openly conspired

against America and its people since 1776 to enslave America

and the people of the world under a foreign legal system and

process deceptively designed to enslave to capture the

function of banking globally and through it, the commercial

energy of the American people by pledging our future labor

(our entire output and all property) from cradle to grave to a

foreign power that since 1933 claims ownership of ALL

property owned by the American people (home, car, children,

Bonds, Stocks et al). The parasites running this system

have openly committed to destroying America and the

American system of representative governance as was

admitted in the Secret Treaty of Verona 1822 read in congress

in 1916.  

The process used to enslave Americans was invented and

enacted by seditionists and traitors of the CROWN BAR - Holy

See - Jesuits et al  [cf. disclosed here

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-

exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-

under-before-it-happened)] banned from ever taking a

government office in America under TONA Amendment XIII

enacted in 1810 and ratified by 1819. Ratified more than 100+

years before the enslavement process was enacted in

American in 1933 that made all Americans an Enemy of the

State and a DEBT SLAVE to the Rothschilds Crown Corporation

- Holy See Criminal Cabal enacted March 9th 1933 under the

Emergency Banking Relief Act and Trading with the Enemy Act

(III). TONA is still law of the land and yet we have 1.2 MILLION

BAR attorneys illegally operating in America today and per the

law of TONA, they are deemed as engaged in sedition and

treason! 

Foreign agents banned by TONA are masquerading as a we

the people government. They are running a (pseudo faux) de

facto government called UNITED STATES in which its agents

have pretended that their foreign bankrupted DC

FEDERAL corporation [See Title 28 Section 3002 (15) (A) ] is a

we the people organic American government since the

1860's, which of course - it is not. This CRIMINAL enterprise is

the one that is charged with creation of a ONE WORLD

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-happened
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GOVERNMENT and over turning natural sovereignty of the

American people and of the physical states!  These two

videos are helpful for you to understand what is going on! 

I. David: Icke wonderfully illustrates the of the NWO

and how its applied locally. He calls it the Hunger Games

society; II. A Satire ad about the occupation of Hawaii

which applies to every STATE in the world - all of which

have been incorpoated by NWO Banksters! All of

this amounts to a Global Fascist Government! Davids video

includes some great advise. The agenda is spelled out

here in the words of the

NWO: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/nwo-

plans-exposed-1969 (/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/nwo-

plans-exposed-1969)

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/nwo-

agenda (/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/nwo-agenda)

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/how-

the-nwo-makes-you-its-slave-cognitive-dissonance-

through-your-daily-news-and-military-brainwash-on-

social-media (/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/how-the-

nwo-makes-you-its-slave-cognitive-dissonance-

through-your-daily-news-and-military-brainwash-on-

social-media)

https://www.truthcontrol.com/new-world-order-guide

(https://www.truthcontrol.com/new-world-order-guide) 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/the-

plutocracy-cartel-an-entrenched-global-elite-of-vast-

wealth-has-spread-its-tentacles-over-the-earth-

wielding-extraordinary-power-over-world-affairs

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/the-plutocracy-cartel-an-

entrenched-global-elite-of-vast-wealth-has-spread-its-

tentacles-over-the-earth-wielding-extraordinary-power-

over-world-affairs) 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/nwo-

timeline (/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/nwo-timeline) 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/nwo-plans-exposed-1969
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/nwo-agenda
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/how-the-nwo-makes-you-its-slave-cognitive-dissonance-through-your-daily-news-and-military-brainwash-on-social-media
https://www.truthcontrol.com/new-world-order-guide
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/the-plutocracy-cartel-an-entrenched-global-elite-of-vast-wealth-has-spread-its-tentacles-over-the-earth-wielding-extraordinary-power-over-world-affairs
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/nwo-timeline
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Related- "We bribed parties and politicians who have

enticed hate between the nations. Our ultimate goal was

to enslave you!" CIA is instrument of Illuminati- 

(http://www.hangthebankers.com/cia-agent-dismember-

yugoslavia/) 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?

time_continue=2&v=tQu2jeTcVgo)

(https://youtu.be/MfAiB2ZoRhM)

This UNITED STATES FEDERAL Corporation was created as a DC

limited jurisdiction government ONLY for DC under the Act of

1871. It is the NEW WORLD ORDER! It is a not a we the people

government! Its an imposter The United States of America! 

Its foreign cabalistic agents have claimed that all the

American people outside of its jurisdiction on the land of of

the fifth Free and Independent American states all

volunteered to VOID their their natural rights to their Organic

laws of the land (that took 6,000 years to secure) that created

The United States of America and the Union, when they were

just a few days old. It has also claimed all the states as if it

were the property of DC UNITED STATES which since 1947 is

under UN/IMF control since the Breton Woods Accord! This

was all done with out any we the people delegated authority!

This is also a fraud since DC UNITED STATES only has

jurisdiction over the act that created it which is DC now 68.34

Square miles! All other jurisdiction claimed outside DC is a

fraud [cf. Search IDP: "In this state, in the state"].

The act of American enslavement is unknowingly

enacted by our mothers when they fill out what they are told

is a birth certificate hours after they have delivered a new

born. The true nature of the document is kept from our

parents  which is an act of prima facie fraud and a common

law crime involving unlawful conversion, personage et al.

Because of this act of FRAUD, sedition and treason

Government agents suggest that the American Wo/men as

they mature past 18 knowingly, willingly elected to give away

their inherent unalienable rights, sacred protections that are

birth rights of every American national - state national which

http://www.hangthebankers.com/cia-agent-dismember-yugoslavia/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=tQu2jeTcVgo
https://youtu.be/MfAiB2ZoRhM
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is of course a preposterous claim. Of course the CROWN

plantation school system never educates Americans on their

natural rights or that of status of a US Citizen v a private

American nation - state national. After all, you can not be

educating a population that you which to enslave! 

BAR attorneys warring with America running US Corporate

courts stand on these elections as willing acts of the

American people (who have no idea that any of these frauds

occurred or that they had any choice to be an American over

a DC DEBT SLAVE called a UNITED STATES Citizen). Court

Administrators (NOT JUDGES) are knowledgable of these fraud

and rely on them to ignore the inherent unalienable rights of

the private American nationals and state nationals that

through the birth certificate scam were converted in to DC

UNITED STATES Citizens which is in fact a DEAD entity, a

decedent, franchise. They are never operated on the US Star

chamber courts - kangaroo courts as a live flesh blood living

wo/man. In this way - the courts treat the people as

CORPORATE FICTIONS with no unalienable rights! 

Because of this fraud these de facto government actors -

even though they say they have sworn an oath to protect and

defend the constitution ignore its protections which were

designed to limit the role of Government from acting ultra

vires. Ignoring the law allows the COURTS - GOVERNMENT to

generate money out of charging us for crimes that are not

crimes under American common law system! Unbeknown to

Americans - every American has a Foreign Situs TRUST

created in their name that accrues in value! It is funds from

these Trusts that the Judges/Clerks of the court are looking to

thieve! 

What is in fact in evidence is through acts of deceit, sedition

and treason our parents were tricked in to signing

documents shortly after the birth of a child in which the

future labor of a child is pledged to a foreign power (HOLY

SEE) that is the traditional enemy of these The United States

of America and a free Independent people. The same

enemies that we fought at the War of Independence have

enslaved us through legal treachery which is why the framers

enacted TONA to head off this expected fraud by the CROWN.

Because of TONA we now have the parasites in a check mate! 
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Government seditionists and traitors banned from every

operating in America pursuant to TONA claim that because of

the acts of their FOREIGN CORPORATION after TONA that

can claim the property of AMERICANS through the birth

certificate scam, and that Americans no longer have any

rights under the Organic laws that founded America and the

states which are under American common law and not

subject to the private foreign Roman Civil law - admiralty law

of DC!   Of course - these claims are moronic at best yet the

BARstitutes stick to them! 

In hindsight the entire claims that Americans have endured

since seditionists and traitors infiltrated this nation in the

1860's violating TONA is monumentally legally INVALID for any

act based on fraud is legally invalid [cf. FRAUD].   Those

enacting these private rules and codes of a foreign

corporation NEVER had the delegated authority to enact them

over the sovereign American people! It is a maxim of law that

the law does not allow for impossibilities and what CROWN

BAR agents have enacted over America through fraud,

sedition and treason is to impose the impossible! 

To use an analogy,  The FRENCH can't vote Away the Rights of

Russians! What the BAR agents claim here is no different! DC

is a foreign NATION To the all fifty Independent Nations states

of America and yet agents of a corporation in DC claimed that

it has the right to vote away the sacred unalienable rights of

300M+ Americans through acts of fraud, sedition and treason

and to ignore positive law. The DC UNITED STATES has no

lawful chain of titles to the organic acts that founded the

nation and never had a claim to CLAIM the American people

or the states. The claim is absurd!

Despite the absurdity of this situation - BAR CROWN operated

US Private for profit courts OCCUPYING America and keeping

Americans in a condition of MIXED WAR are illegally operating

in America and their agents still cling to these insane claims

and operate on the American people as if we were CROWN DC

UNITED STATES SUBJECTS, and as if we do not exist in the real

world, as if we are pieces of paper! Last I looked the people

came to America to get away from this garbage thinking of

the parasites that stand behind the HOLY SEE and CROWN

Corps! 
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It is time for the American people to ignore that which has no

authority over them and that was never created with the

peoples delegated authority. The people must go back to the

land from where we originated cloaked with our sacred Birth

Right protections. People simply need to ignore those that

have no authority in entirety and have lost themselves in their

own delusions! 

It is through these fraudulent legal mechanisms that the

American people have been Internally displaced from their

Organic and Natural rights and the American common law.

Yet - if we look at the claims of the foreigners foisting them

over us and denying us our sacred rights we can see that

their claims are a fraud and legally invalid! Everything done to

Americans by these seditionists and traitors is based on

belief, not law! Its all fraud and legally VOID! Every act by this

parasite class post TONA must be reversed! The American

people must stop believing in FAUX Government or that it has

any authority over the American people or to do that which it

has done over the last 150 Years! 

The insanity is over! 

by Admin

NOTE: At this time I have not had a chance to cross reference

topics in this text to articles that explain them. However - ALL

have been extensively covered. If there is something you do

not understand then simply enter it into the search BAR at the

left margin!  

Wang Yang Ming – “To know and not to do is not to know.”

You can easily email any page on this site to those that will benefit
from knowing the truth about the Coup of our Union of states and
the fifty American Nation states.  Look for the email gear wheel

icon,  (/joomla30/index.php/component/mailto/?

tmpl=component&template=rt_kraken&link=ccbe91e0de7240e66513b722ad28db65260d5365
found at the top right of each page.  

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/component/mailto/?tmpl=component&template=rt_kraken&link=ccbe91e0de7240e66513b722ad28db65260d5365
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TRUTH BOMB - Posted October 12th 2017 - The Shocking

Origin of the Federal Government 

(/joomla30/index.php/truth-bombs/truth-bombs-list/187-

the-shocking-origin-of-the-federal-government)PLEASE

SHARE

"Make the lie big, make it simple, keep saying it, and

eventually they will believe it." - Adolf Hitler

WAKE UP AMERICA - EVERYTHING YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD BY

SO CALLED GOVERNMENT & THEIR ZIONIST NEW WORLD

ORDER MEDIA FROM CRADLE TO NOW IS A LIE - WE DO MEAN

EVERYTHING! YOU HAVE BEEN MADE A SLAVE TO SATANIST

CULT AND DECLARED AN ENEMY OF THE STATE

(/joomla30/Trading%20with%20the%20enemy%20Act%20which%20made%20all%2

THE TRADING WITH THE ENEMY ACT ENACTED BY WHAT YOU

THOUGHT WAS YOU GOVERNMENT ON MARCH 9th 1933! 

"Every decent man is ashamed of the government he lives

under." -H.L. Mencken

 Ben Franklin said...“The only thing more expensive than

education is ignorance.”

“No one can serve two masters” (Matthew 6:24) - SINCE

THE 1860'S FOREIGN AGENTS OF THE FOREIGN DC UNITED

STATES FEDERAL CORPORATION HAVE USED AMERICANS TO

SERVE THE CROWN - UN-HOLY ROMAN CULT

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFuvj6WKDvw) AKA

NEW WORLD ORDER AGENDA SINCE TEH 1860's! 

"A really efficient totalitarian state would be one in which the

all-powerful executive of political bosses and their army of

managers control a population of slaves who do not have to

be coerced, because they love their servitude. To make them

love it is the task assigned, in present-day totalitarian states,

to ministries of propaganda, newspaper editors and

schoolteachers.... The greatest triumphs of propaganda have

been accomplished, not by doing something, but by

refraining from doing. Great is truth, but still greater, from a

practical point of view, is silence about truth."

-- Aldous Huxley, (1894-1963) Author, Source: forward to Brave

New World, 1946 edition

 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/truth-bombs/truth-bombs-list/187-the-shocking-origin-of-the-federal-government
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/Trading%20with%20the%20enemy%20Act%20which%20made%20all%20Americans%20an%20enemy%20of%20the%20State%20and%20the%20Emergency%20Banking%20Relief%20Act.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFuvj6WKDvw
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Its ironic that the man that violated the Constitution to get in

to office said this - but the words are true none the less:

 

"Our safety, our liberty, depends upon preserving the

Constitution of the United States as our Fathers made it

inviolate. The People of the United States are the rightful

masters of both Congress and the Courts, not to overthrow

the Constitution, but to overthrow the men who pervert the

Constitution." - Abraham Lincoln 

 

"Gold is the money of kings, silver is the money of gentlemen,

barter is the money of peasants – but debt is the money of

slaves."   

Norm Franz 

Contrary to what you and Billions of others have been told

over generations, the deceitfully named UNITED STATES de

facto government for the District of Columbia originally

created in 1868 which is ONLY a Federal Corporation [proof at

Title 28 Section 3002 (15)(A)] and was created as the District of

Columbia Mutual Government by foreign interests to manage

the original 100 square miles of DC ONLY in 1868 (now 68.34

sq. Miles). Despite its limited jurisdidiction it has been

operating as a national government of the now couped fifty

Free and Independent Nation states of America with out any

states or we the people delegated authority or authorization.

This event was legislated as the Act of 1871

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/two-constitutions). 

 

THIS IS THE ACT THAT CREATED THE IMPOSTER UNITED STATES

CORPORATION that has masqueraded as a We the People

Government since 1868! Note America was created as a

REPUBLIC(S) - DC US is operated as a DEMOCRACY - which is

rule by paid off MOB when is used to vote away the rights of

those that challenge the status quo! 

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/two-constitutions)It gets

worse. Due the framers absolute and well placed distrust

of Rothschilds CROWN BAR attorneys, they passed an Act

called the Titles of Nobility Act

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/t-o-n-a) of 1810,

enacted by 1819 that forever terminated the BAR from

entering America. The war of 1812 is viewed by many

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/two-constitutions
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/two-constitutions
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/t-o-n-a
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including this author as a War to DESTROY evidence of the

passing of TONA! The revisionists LOST! Read here for

more: Attorneys, as Esquires (Title of Nobility), are not

Citizens of the United States of America     

(/joomla30/index.php/truth-bombs/truth-bombs-

list/188-attorneys-as-esquires-title-of-nobility-are-not-

citizens-of-the-united-states-of-america)The net effect

of TONA is that there has not been a single act of Congress

since 1812 which has been properly enacted into law. Not a

single one! So, you can throw out your Internal Revenue

Code, and along with it all of your 50 United States Codes,

and your Federal Reserve Act, and your Trading with the

Enemy Act, and your treaties, and your federal regulations,

and your resolutions and your Joint Interdepartmental

delegations of authority, because they had no authority

under the real Constitution for the United States of

America. NONE!

The original organic we the people governments The United

States of America and the United States were in effect

vacated by a chain of events initiated by TONA violations and

then the UNLAWFUL Lincoln government when the South

rightly walked out of the Union physical de jure state Union

government due to unlawful acts of the Lincoln regime who

appears to be have been in the pocket of Big business in

Chicago and Wall Street of New York. What is not widely

known is that Lincoln, who was a CROWN BAR agent and

therefore un-eligible for office because of the organic law in

force known as the 1810 - 1819 TONA Amendment XIII to the

fourth organic act that created the organic states Union,  the

United States of America government [cf. The four organic

acts that founded American are: 1.The Declaration of

Independence, July 4, 1776 (https://organiclaws.org/the-

declaration-of-independence/), 2. The Articles of

Confederation of November 15, 1777

(https://organiclaws.org/the-articles-of-confederation/),

3. Northwest Ordinance of July 13, 1787

(https://organiclaws.org/the-northwest-ordinance/),

4. Constitution of September 17, 1787

(https://organiclaws.org/the-constitution-of-1787/) ]. 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/truth-bombs/truth-bombs-list/188-attorneys-as-esquires-title-of-nobility-are-not-citizens-of-the-united-states-of-america
https://organiclaws.org/the-declaration-of-independence/
https://organiclaws.org/the-articles-of-confederation/
https://organiclaws.org/the-northwest-ordinance/
https://organiclaws.org/the-constitution-of-1787/
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Please note there is no lawful chain of title between

the above Organic Acts and the Crown - Holy See created

UNITED STATES Corporation created under the Act of 1871

(/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/two-constitutions). 

In other words - the inconvenient truth is UNITED STATES is a

corporation without lawful delegated we the people authority

to exist and operate as a National Union government for the

people of the United States of America or the people of the

fifty Nation states. 

The 1868 act to create the imposter national government

UNITED STATES was initiated by the Robber Barons - Crown

Corporation of London, Holy See Corporations agents who self

confessed their plot and self identified themselves in

the Secret Treaty of Verona 1822 read in congress 1916.

The Treaty of Verona (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-

secret-treaty-of-verona) revealed their plan to destroy We the

People representative government in America because this

threatened their One World Order plot  Illuminati plot as

detailed herein [cf. NWO Agenda, The 1776 AGENDA of the New

World Order – ordered by a Rothschild – designed by a Jesuit 

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/35-the-1776-agenda-

of-the-new-world-order-ordered-by-a-rothschild-

designed-by-a-jesuit); NWO Plans Exposed By Insider In 1969 

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/31-nwo-plans-

exposed-by-insider-in-1969);  NWO, Jesuits, Illuminati, New

World Order and the NWO timeline

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/87-the-jesuits-

illuminati-and-the-new-world-order) ]. 

This American and states coup was enacted while the

American people were recovering from the so called civil war

- which was in fact a coup of the Union (no war was ever

declared) yet emergency war powers were, which has proved

very convenient for the international banking crime cartel

running America through their FEDERAL RESERVE Ponzi

scheme debt slavery system to this day. This crime cartel laid

the foundation to coup the physical states which they

achieved in subsequent years by also deceptively

incorporating them like they did the National states Union

Government.  Anna Von Reitz  lays out a line by line what

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/two-constitutions
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/35-the-1776-agenda-of-the-new-world-order-ordered-by-a-rothschild-designed-by-a-jesuit
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/31-nwo-plans-exposed-by-insider-in-1969
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/87-the-jesuits-illuminati-and-the-new-world-order
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happened that you can find here (/joomla30/index.php/idp-

breaking-news/155-our-situation-report-by-anna-von-reitz-

october-3rd-2017)! 

The fact that the new DC Mutual Corp. of 1868 (made public

through the Act of 1871 - see image right) was created using

the name UNITED STATES for a DC Government and using a

plagiarized version of the organic but modified organic

Constitution evidences the deceit of the Actions of those

betraying the American people at that time. They  created the

3rd UNITED STATES without any lawful authority and made

sure the media they controlled did not say anything to

anyone. An act orchestrated by greedy, seditious, traitors that

orchestrated this coup of the Nation in violation of the 1810

Titles of Nobility Act that became law in 1819. 

What does this mean: The current District of Columbia UNITED

STATES is not a We the people government, or even a de jure

states Union government. it is in fact a foreign Federal

Corporation under foreign CROWN control and was

deliberately bankrupted by the Robber Barons so that it could

claim the states and American people as its collateral for the

DC US Corporation - 1930 Bankruptcy [cf. see Title 28 Section

3002 (15) (A)

(https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002) ] when it

had no lawful authority to do so. 

"...the government has

been engaged for too long

in willful denial in order to

subvert the

Constitution..." 
-FCC Commissioner Michael

K. Powell, Washington, D.C.,

April 22, 1998

"To consider the judges

as the ultimate arbiters

of all constitutional

questions is a very

dangerous doctrine

indeed, and one which

would place us under

the despotism of an

oligarchy." 
-Thomas Jefferson

The traitors, seditionists running UNITED STATES  to this day

made the people and states collateral to their foreign

bankruptcy (DC is a separate Nation to the fifty Nation

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/idp-breaking-news/155-our-situation-report-by-anna-von-reitz-october-3rd-2017
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002
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states) even though the people and the physical states

were never a party to it. The UNITED STATES Corporation was

deliberately Bankrupted by the Robber Barons and their

sycophants criminal pets in 1930, under the secret treaties of

Geneva along with the top 25 Nations. The US Corp.,

Bankruptcy occurred in 1930 but was made

effective on March 9th 1933 under the modified Trading with

the enemy Act which made all Americans an enemy of the

State and the Emergency Banking Relief Act

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/70-edward-mandell-

house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-

now-under-before-it-happened).  

The people of America to this day are having their lives

DESTROYED, property - children stollen under the lunacy that

the American people are on the hook to repay a debt that was

never their debt and one that was clearly repaid many many

times over!  When the accounting is finally revealed the

enormity of the crime perpetuated on the world by the

parasite families listed above will be become readily

apparent to the six Billion people now living on Earth!  

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDaKtZuOmOU)

To enable this fraud - the shadow government controllers

needed to in effect INTERNALLY DISPLACE the people from

their natural law form, status, standing where the people had

natural birth rights. These included unalienable

rights inherent to all Americans. Americans natural status is

as a private American national - private state national of the

organic states - NOT AS UNITED STATES CITIZENS

which equates CROWN SUBJECT under the system foisted

over the fifty Nation State by CROWN BAR agents that for all

intense and purposes run the fifty states as a CROWN

planation to this day.  

When these frauds were perpetuated many in America KNEW

their inherent rights and the history of this nation. It was for

this reason America that the plantation managers had to

cause a sustained dumbing down of Americans that has

taken until now to virtually make sure Americans do not

know who they really are and what their rights are.

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-happened
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDaKtZuOmOU
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The banksters and traitors in DC allowed for all Americans to

be incorporated as foreignors in their own country making

them DC UNITED STATES Citizens (Debt Slaves under the

CROWN - HOLY SEE - ROMAN UN-HOLY CULT) instead of private

American nations and state nationals! DC is a foreign Nation

to the fifty Nation states. Therefore UNITED STATES Citizens

are considered foreign each nicely wrapped with a foreign

Situs Trust registered as property of the UNITED STATES sub

corporations for each of the fifty states (STATE OF CALIFORNIA ,

STATE OF WASHINGTON et al). 

This fraud converted the American people in to a sub

class THING which was claimed by the STATE OF STATE

Corporations as if it were their CORPORATE property.  All of the

FIFTY STATE OF STATE Sub Corps are considered property of the

UNITED STATES  and legal property of the UN under the IMF

since 1946. 

The problem with this entire ponzi scheme is it is layered on

fraud and legally - lawfully speaking - anything created on

Fraud is legally INVALID, VOID, And that it is where we are at

today! The American people are beginning to see through this

monumental fraud and the psychopathic controllers are

desperately trying to take the guns away from the American

people so that they can get away with their curtain call over

the American people - which is genocoding 90% of the

American populous as detailed elsewhere on this site! 

"if the American people knew what we

have done, they would string us up

from the lamp posts," by George H.W.

Bush

The UN - IMF is of course another corporate creation of the

Rothschilds - Rockerfellor UN un-holy Roman cult cabal

under the un-incorporated Holy See Corporation and it is

owned and operated by a bunch of Black Nobility families

that want to play GOD (see below) and create a NWO global
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plantation because that the best plan they could come up

with after amassing most of the wealth and power in the

world. 

The creation of the UNITED STATES citizen class is the legal

mechanism that the parasites have relied on to lift

the American people and states off the land of America and

in there 68.34 Sq Miles CRIME CAPITAL OF THE WORLD

Corporate jurisdiction -  the UNITED STATES Federal

Corporation which is under the CROWN CORPORATION as is

confirmed by this Federal Judge! 

During the trial of James and Sharon Patterson,
(Case 6:97-CR-51) William Wayne Justice, Judge
of the United States District Court Texas-Eastern

Division when presented with law stated: "I take my
orders from 

England. This is not a law this court goes by." 
  http://web.archive.org/web/20000818200917/http://www.apfn.org/apfn/orders-

from-england.htm

(http://web.archive.org/web/20000818200917/http:/www.newnetizen.com/fbi/ord

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqG6v7KZ_s8)Punch
line: There are no lawful we the people common law
courts in operation in the fifty States! All are foreign

Rothschilds - European BAR Closed Union Shop Courts
operating in league with the European Banksters which
includes the Federal Reserve operated as BAR private

corporate tribunals in business to steal
Americans estates, labor, property and children! Better

described as Star Chambers - Kangaroo Courts all
making money of account for the un-holy Roman cult

Crime cartel that has enslaved all Nations and all people.

If you consider that in 1868, instead of the parasites calling

their deceitful created corporation the UNITED STATES they

instead called it PINKY AND PERKY Corp. how many Americans

would have pledged their allegiance to Pinky Perky Corp?

http://web.archive.org/web/20000818200917/http:/www.newnetizen.com/fbi/ordersfromengland.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqG6v7KZ_s8
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How many would have fallen for this plot and mistaken

agents of the Pinky and Perky Corporation for American we

the people national government! How many world leaders

would have fallen for this ponzi scheme! 

Would the American people have become Pinky and Perky

Citizens so willingly!  I hope this illustration helps you see

the make believe corporation madness ... Now - under

American Organic law - to get out from under a tyranical

government - one simply leaves! After all it is agreed that

Government is by the consent of the governed! If you do not

want to be part of the un-holy Roman cult Pinky and Perky

corporation  - then LEAVE!  

This is the purpose of IDP - to show you have you were

imprisoned, what the parasites behind the coup are up to and

to show you how to leave the un-Holy Roman Cult Pinky and

Perky Corporation known as UNITED STATES slave plantation. 

For reasons stated herein, every dime stollen from the

American people since the titles of Nobility Act of 1819 was

enacted as law of the land, where TONA was not adhered to by

foreign agents who were by law deemed unfit to run

American government or even become an American citizen

is due to be paid back to the American people from those

that stole it from the people relying on fraud and the pretense

that the parasites were impersonating our servants

pretending to be our government when they were not even

capable of being government officials because of TONA. The

American people are in fact the priority creditors to every

debt was ran up against the UNITED STATES since it was

created which runs up in to the Quadrillions! See here for

more information on this:        Our Situation Report, By Anna

Von Reitz, October 3rd 2017      (/joomla30/index.php/idp-

breaking-news/155-our-situation-report-by-anna-von-reitz-

october-3rd-2017) 

This original 1868 fraud was amplified by crimes enabled by

agents of the Black Nobility illegally pretending they were

American government when they were not and ARE NOT TO

THIS DAY! They allowed Americans to be deceitfully

incorporated as well as the fifty states with out the peoples

knowledge. These are acts of personage, peonage (slavery)

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/idp-breaking-news/155-our-situation-report-by-anna-von-reitz-october-3rd-2017
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managed by CROWN BAR agents under the presumption of a

good old honest bankruptcy of the UNITED STATES Federal

Corporation that anyone can now see based on this history

and pursuant to the Title of Nobility Act, DOI, the Act of 1871 -

NEVER HAD ANYTHING TO DO WITH THE PHYSICAL STATE

REPUBLICS OR PEOPLE ON THE STATES. It was a blatant act of

sedition and treason perpetuated by every corporate

congress actor since 1868 who felt it beneficial to lie to the

American people and keeping us enslaved so they could live

high on the hog!  This fraud is perpetuated on every American

today by STATE OF STATE actors and US so called FEDERAL

(Pinky and Perky Corp) with out any we the people delegated

authority - aka Actors! 

This short video will help illustrate the scam:

(https://youtu.be/UCgs7lDnynI)

UNITED STATES Corp. and its successors have long been

serving interests of the couped congress and the Black

Nobility behind the Corporation of London, Rothschilds

Zionists (https://youtu.be/t_MPZBAE0q8), Holy See,  all engaged

in creating a  New World Order SLAVE PLANET. 

Please appreciate that those that have been acting as

receivers to the entire fraud exposed above are  the

generations of members of the Couped Congress and CROWN

BAR agents illegally operating in America who gotten rich

serving their satanist masters at the expense of the people. 

Since its deceitful creation in 1868 - UNITED STATES has not IN

ANY WAY been serving Americans on the physical state

Republics! Its agents did in fact coup the organic National

Government, the Independent nation states and enslaved

every American under an illegal personage - indentured

servitude scheme so that they could assert strip each

America of their life Estate which included a share in the

wealth of America. A wealth created by the American people

through their labor and intellectual property and stollen by

parasites with the knowledge of the copied congress. The

people instead got to exist on the scraps of their labor and

were maintained at a subsistence level and were kept

ignorant of this plot against them since the 1860's. 

https://youtu.be/UCgs7lDnynI
https://youtu.be/t_MPZBAE0q8
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Because the American people are now waking up to this

fraud the Illuminati - Masonic - Secret Society - SHADOW

GOVERNMENT parasitic collective are now desperately trying to

find away to take the Guns off Americans before it moves to

its final act to force the World under its NWO. This act will look

very similar to the killing fields of Russia, China, Cambodia

and it is being planned and directed by those same crime

cartels that engineered the previous genocides on humanity

and that are responsible for the genoicide of somewhere in

the order of 500,000 people from 1776 through to now. 

According to their own published numbers - they want to

genocide away somewhere in the order of 5.5 - 6.0 BILLION

people. This includes published numbers showing

the reduction of Americas population by 2025 by up to 81% of

the current population. If you look out of your window may be

you can see aerosol spraying which is being sold as a trick to

combat non existent global warming when it is an

outright genocide program poisoning us slowly to gives us

conditions that look like natural disease! Explosions in

cancer, dementia, autism are the result! The entire western

world has already been targeted in the global culling and it

was celebrated by the papacy in their 1985 commemorative

coin, which is connected to the Club of Rome Genoicide plan:

 

Note: Consider that our creator created pure air and water for all life to

exist and thrive. The following links will provide you with details on what

agents of the above listed crime cartels have done to your once clean: air,

water and land so that you may consume their contaminants that will

trigger a disease in you and yours, that will look like a natural occurrence,

so that you may die early while your prolonged illness and death

will generate money for the same crime cartels that

poisoned you: http://stopsprayingcalifornia.com;

(http://stopsprayingcalifornia.com;) http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/documents-

2/ (http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/documents-

2/) https://carnicominstitute.org/wp/

(https://carnicominstitute.org/wp/) ; http://utahmtb.com/wp-

content/uploads/2015/03/Chemtrails-Exposed-A-New-Manhattan-

Project.pdf (http://utahmtb.com/wp-

content/uploads/2015/03/Chemtrails-Exposed-A-New-Manhattan-

Project.pdf) 

http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/documents-2/
https://carnicominstitute.org/wp/
http://utahmtb.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Chemtrails-Exposed-A-New-Manhattan-Project.pdf
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Picture

So far the parasite classes have failed to convince the

American people to give up their guns! This is why FLASE

FLAG AFTER FALSE FLAG is going down across America in

recent years created in alliance with a full court ZIONIST

controlled NWO Media and de facto leadership. The Shadow

Government is using any and all terroristic means - to try

and encourage the American people that owning GUNS to

protect us from a Tyrannical government is a bad idea!

 Fortunately - the American people are ripping these false

flag attacks apart before they can be completed! 

Terrorism: The unlawful use of force or violence against pe

intimidate a government or the civilian population in furthe

 

Americans are not falling for the lies any longer which I note

are even being rammed down the throats of

Rothschilds CROWN NWO TV in England at this time. This is

greatly disapointing Knight of Malta Piers Morgan who failed to

convince the American people of the same when he was

stationed in America for Rothschilds CIA.CNN for the Crown

NWO - illuminati media and was ridiculed by awake

Americans for his obvious blatant propagandist view on WHY

AMERICANS OWN GUNS AND DONT TRUST A PROVEN TYRANNICAL

Corporation pretending to be we the people government who

is armed to the teeth and turning ALL THEIR exotic weapons

on the American people - from Bio warfare - GMO, Pharma-

poisons, Vaccines, poisoned water, poisoned food, poisoned

Air (Chemtrails et al); Energy Weapons - ELF, HAARP, Micro-

wave - Smart meters, wiFi, GWEN, ELF et al! 

To keep the people ignorant of this coup of America the

controllers needed to dumb down America since the 1860's.

The dumbing down of America was no accident, but a

calculated assault on our freedom by jesuitical forces that

have couped the UNION and ALMOST overthrown the fifty

Nation states of America. Fortunately, it is not too late
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America - Americans have started to put down the Tel-Lie-

Vision remote and WTF up! More and more know their life

DOES depend on it! 

Three hundred million plus Americans alive today, and

generations of Americans preceding have unknowingly lived

from cradle to grave under a Babylonian debt slavery system.

Americans were betrayed and robbed of their private

American national - private state national - non Incorporated

birthright status and natural law form. The Corporate de facto

UNITED STATES operated by mostly foreign agents banned

from Government because of the 1810 TONA

Amendment (explained below) operate in office KNOWING that

each American has been illegally made a debt SLAVE soon

after birth through a deceit that involves the crimes of

indentured servitude, personage and barratry. 

Americans operate their entire lives under a Talmudic

Babylonian debt slavery scheme where an individuals future

labor over a lifetime is pledged to the foreign UNITED STATES

Corporation (under the UN/IMF) which is a creation of the

UNITED STATES shadow government of Rothschild Zionists,

Talmudists and other Black Nobility Satanist crime cartels that

couped the fifty Nation states and the Great Union in the

1860's. 

The coup was orchestrated at the misnamed  civil war - a war

in which NO WAR was ever declared - yet EMERGENCY WAR

POWERS were declared illegally as explained herein.

European so called High Contracting Powers couped the

Great Republic and the fifty Natinoal states between 1812 and

the 1970's with an all out push to take down America on 9/11

which is still on going evidenced by Weather warfare

technology directed at the East Coast and Caribbean and now

the latest false flag in vegas.  Many in Europe and World do

not even realize that their sky and weather is man made!

That Weather Warfare technologies have been totally directed

at the American people (all people under  NATO countries as

best we can tell) who have no idea that such exotic - TESLA

Weapons exist.
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As you will see - America has been operated as a private little

thief-dom for 200 years operated on by an expanding Family

dynasty crime cartel ever since the 1860's. As  recent events

in DC reveal these untouchable families from the Dynasty

have proved to the American people that they are above the

so called law. While the crime cartel uses Americans wealth,

labor, ingenuity to wage war on the world, Americans - Not

the ZIONIST - JESUITICAL criminals behind the illegal wars are

on the hook in the minds of Billions for illegal WAR and

GENOCIDE and Americans have taken the blame for these

crimes orchestrated by Rothschilds Zionists and their

Talmudic, satanist co-conspirators [cf.  KM, Hidden History of

the Incredibly Evil Khazarian Mafia

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/131-km-hidden-history-

of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia) ].

MEET YOUR SHADOW GOVERNMENT

The following names historically represent the family dynasties

illegally running America, the world and that orchestrated the coup of

the American states created Union Government and we the people

created fifty Free and Independent states. 

Agents of these crime syndicates are implicated in the creation of every

war, false flag event that has gone down in America and around the

world since at least 1776. It is understood that the second list of family

bloodlines below is in service to the Black Nobility dynasties in the first

list. 

America has not since the 1860's been under a de jure states created

American union. We the people created physical state de jure

governances were  

overthrown by agents to the following crime cartels. These criminal

enterprises represent those obsessed with creation of a ONE WORLD

ORDER slave system that will feature a One World Religion, One World

money digital token system, One world Government ruled by the

parasite class for far too long steering world events. 

These global criminal networks are responsible for the current global

de facto corporate slavery system that incorporated all nations and the

people without any we the people authorization, delegated authority or

right. In other words they created a global slavery system as one of

there agents admitted: NWO, US Inc., American Traitors, Edward Mandell

House, Trading with the Enemy Act and Emergency War Powers      

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/131-km-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-happened
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(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-

exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-

it-happened) 

For America to get out from under this cancer Americans simply

instigate a divorce from DC's un-Holy Roman cult UNITED STATES  Corp.

and vote with their feet. It is time to  leave the DC UNITED STATES slave

ship!  

Please check the solutions tab out often as we upload information on

how to separate yourself from this insane, depraved satanic system

that has captured more than six Billion souls in to a deeply evil slavery

scam! 

Knowledge will set you free...  

Massimo Family and The Italian Nobility

Prince Fabrizio Massimo-Brancaccio is a top owner of the

Vatican and he also controls most of the Sicilian Mafia along

with Prince Nicolo Boncompagni-Ludovisi. 

Brancaccio is a neighborhood in Sicily where La Cosa Nostra

originated. The Massimo family are one of the oldest families

of Rome and claim to be the ancient Fabii Maximi dynasty.

The Fabii family were known for using the "scorched earth"

military tactic in ancient Rome. 

The Fabian Society uses the wolf in sheep's clothing as their

logo. Fabian like Fabii. The Massimo family are married into

various royal bloodlines including the House of Savoy, House

of Bourbon, and House of Osorio of Galicia which controls

Amancio Ortega the second wealthiest billionaire who is

worth more than 70 billion. 

Amancio Ortega who lives in Galicia owns Inditex with a high

end fashion store chain called Massimo Dutti. Prince Stefano

Massimo married into the British Foxwell family and he is a

fashion photographer. 

Rupert Murdoch who owns Fox News is a Vatican Knight of the

Order of St Gregory. Fox is really for Foxwell. The fox is

considered a cunning animal. Prince Valerio Massimo

recently established the aerospace company Auctus

Industries with Duke Edward Spencer Churchill a relative of

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-happened
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the Windsor family. Prince Carlo Massimo covertly runs the

Sovereign Military Order of Malta as the President of the Italian

Association of the Order of Malta. 

Massimo family have billions in private Swiss bank accounts.

The Swiss Guard protects the Vatican City State. Switzerland

has a law enforcing private bank accounts. The Massimo

family are at the top of the global crime syndicate and are

involved in every crime imaginable including murder,

extortion, threats, human trafficking, money laundering and

more. 

Members of the Massimo crime family include Prince Fabrizio

Massimo-Brancaccio, Prince Giacomo Massimo-Brancaccio,

Prince Carlo Massimo, Prince Stefano Massimo, Prince Valerio

Massimo (Foxwell) and Prince Filippo Massimo-Lancellotti II.

Boncompagni means "Good Company" and is where the term

Good Fellas derives from which is a term used by members

of the Italian Mafia.

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPh2igieIu4)The Massimo

family more recently took over the City of Rome through the

Banda della Magliana or Roman Mafia which worked closely

with the right wing fascist group called the Nuclei Armati

Rivoluzionari which was lead by Massimo Carminati and he

was nicknamed the "Last King of Rome" Both the Banda della

Magliana and NAR were tied with the P2 Freemasonic Lodge

also connected with the Vatican and Italian government with

members like Prince Vittorio Emanuele IV of Savoy and Silvio

Berlusconi. The Massimo-Brancaccio family take their name

from Brancaccio in Palermo Sicily where the Sicilian Mafia

originated. Leaders of the mafia call themselves Dons just as

Italian princes call themselves Dons which means lord. The

name Massimo means greatest. The word Mag as in Magliana

also refers to greatness or magnitude.

The Massimo family own the Holy See corporation which is in

contract with most of the corporate governments through

covert contracts. They oversee the United States which is

defined as a federal corporation under US code 3002 section

15. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPh2igieIu4
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The Colonna family oversee US politics and the US congress.

Colonus is a Greek word meaning column. Christopher

Columbus was a Colonna and the District of Columbia is

named after him. 

The Torlonia family are Vatican treasurers and they oversee

the US treasury. 

The Medici family are bankers and tax collectors and they

oversee the IRS and federal reserves along with the Borghese

banking family. The Federal Reserve Bank of New York looks

like the Palazzo Medici. 

The Gaetani-D'aquila-D'aragona family oversees the US

Department of Agriculture. D'aragona means a valley and is

connected with the word agra which means land. 

The Orsini family oversee the FDA. They have a rose on their

coat of arms and control the Rosicrucian Order which are

alchemists or chemists involved with food and drugs. 

The Massimo, Aldobrandini, and Bourbon-Parma families

oversee the US Pentagon through the Jesuits and

Georgetown. 

The Dukes of Parma created the Jesuits and lived in a

pentagon. The Massimiliano Massimo Institute in Rome is the

top Jesuit institution. 

The Odescalchi family oversee some of Hollywood and the

music industry. Ode means a musical poem. 

The Pallavicini family and House of Windsor oversee DARPA

and the USAF and many private corporations. The Pallavicini

and other Austrian nobility created the Nazis which developed

advanced technologies used by DARPA and the USAF. 

The Sforza, Visconti, and Borromeo families oversee media.

They are involved in Italian media and originated in Milan.

Milan derives from the word Mediolanum and is considered a

major international media center. 

The Doria and Sacchetti families oversee Goldman Sachs.

Doria means gold and Sacchetti means sacks. The Italian

Nobility are meddling in everything. 
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The Holy See is the "All Seeing Eye" of society which is

displayed on the US dollar and US Great Seal. Novus Ordo

Seclorum is Latin and translates to New Order of the Ages

and is also on the US dollar and US Great Seal. The Vatican

and Holy See use Latin for official documents. The Italian

Nobility are at the head of the global crime syndicate.

THE FOLLOWING LISTS BLOOD LINES OF THE ILLUMINATI

To the best of our knowledge the following Families Dynasty's

have pretty much dominated America and coluded with the

above Black Nobility Families to control the destiny of

America and use it to prepare the world for a One World Order

slave plantation aka One World Order global government. 

 

"I care not what puppet  is placed on the throne of England to

rule the Empire. The man who controls Britain's money

supply controls the  British Empire and I control the British

money supply." It also controls the FED and the UNITED

NATIONS who's original ownership is found below (click hyper

link). 

 - Nathan Mayer Rothschild

 

The World system  as the controllers perceive it to be.... it

should be noted that it can only control what is within it! It

may control what is outside of it with force, violence as was

attempted in Catalonia recently but violence only wakes up

the sheeple! If enough wake up and say no more - and not in

my name then its over for the parasites that want to rule the

world ...    I am aware that some of the younger generations of

the ruling families are as fed up with the insanity of the old

geriatrics in their families that want to perpetuate the insanity

of their forefathers...  

 

Thank god some of the geriatrics in this system are rapidly

dying off.... 

Illuminati

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDaKtZuOmOU)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDaKtZuOmOU
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2.BP.BLOGSPOT.COM

Some say, in an attempt to restore "balance" in the world, a

New World Order was formed. Formed by America and

Europe's most elite (both in terms of wealth and power) with

historical roots that date back centuries. 

This power-house formed by 13 families is known to be

controlling practically everything around the globe. From

political parties around the world, courthouses, educational

institutions, natural resources, foreign policies, food, national

economies, media houses, even terrorist organisations. They

are the ones who decide where and when the next terror

attack is going to happen, they decide when the markets will

fall, they decide when a new government needs to take over,

they decide what happens at the Rothschilds - Rockefellor

created UN, they decide practically everything.

"The US Corporation de facto government and UK Crown -

Corporation of London De facto governments' relentless

backing for the global spread of genetically modified seeds

was in fact the implementation of a decades long policy of

the Rockefeller Foundation since the 1930's, when it funded

Nazi eugenics research as exposed on this site -- i.e. mass-

scale population reduction, and control of darker-skinned

races by an Anglo-Saxon white elite. 

As some of these circles saw it, war as a means of population

reduction was costly and not that efficient." - F. William

Engdahl in his book "Seeds of Destuction"

Illuminati

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDaKtZuOmOU)

CONSPIRACYCLUB.CO

What we didn't know

Modern day Democracy (note America was established as a

Republic (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/22-republic-

vs-democracy)), like the way we know it, is not more than 250

years old. The world, as we know it, has always been ruled by

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDaKtZuOmOU
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/22-republic-vs-democracy
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the ones with absolute power since Babylon, those who knew

how to control wealth, resources by those who knew how to

control their people, by hook or by crook. 

As exposed on this site - the American system was a direct

threat to the cabal which is why they set to destroy it under

the Secret Treaty of Verona 1822 [cf.        SECRET TREATY OF

VERONA      (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-

treaty-of-verona)].

The New World Order aims to work on a similar philosophy of

absolute power and control, but on a global scale. The plan is

to secretly have a single body governing the planet with the

so called elite sitting right on top of the food chain, leaving

the rest of the world to fight it out for that 1% of the global

economy. 

Scarier is the fact that they apparently also want to keep

control of the global population which they have been

farming since the 1870's. They want the global population to

be culled to 500,000,000 (/joomla30/index.php/temp-

unlearn/101-belgium-nwo-aerosol-genocide-omnicide-

climate-terrorism-global-warming-hoax-as-pre-tect-to-

genocide-program-skyguards-will-petition-parliament-to-

force-action-on-chemtrails) which means their is some 6.o

Billion to be Genocided, leaving the Earth's resources for their

own exclusive use. And to keep the population in check, they

have proven that they are  willing to go to any extent, even

plan scientifically engineered global population control

methods like viruses, vaccines and genetically modified food,

aerosol toxins dumped over the global populous as they have

been doing since 1985 (see The New Manhattan Projec

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/130-nwo-black-and-

white-evidence-that-proves-us-government-engaged-in-

forced-sterilizations-mind-control-weather-modification-

false-flag-operations-and-igniting-wars-videos)t). 

It is also been exposed that the US Corp and the families even

hold the cure for terminal diseases like cancer and AIDS, but

don't want to release it to the public because then there'll be

a cure. And a cure is not good for the pharma business and

thwarts their business plan which is to cull off the people -

not save them. It is noted that many diseases like AIDS, lyme

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/101-belgium-nwo-aerosol-genocide-omnicide-climate-terrorism-global-warming-hoax-as-pre-tect-to-genocide-program-skyguards-will-petition-parliament-to-force-action-on-chemtrails
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/130-nwo-black-and-white-evidence-that-proves-us-government-engaged-in-forced-sterilizations-mind-control-weather-modification-false-flag-operations-and-igniting-wars-videos
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Disease were created in their labs and

released: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13QiSV_lrDQ

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13QiSV_lrDQ) . It should

be noted that Athropogenic Global Warming, Global Warming

and Overpopulation are all NWO myths manufactured to

control the people and give the elites a reason to cull the

people. The real reason they believe they need to curll the

people is the people are waking up  and will not longer put

with parasites controlling us and our world. 

Illuminati

ANONPSSWEDEN.WORDPRESS.COM

"The master planners devised the strategy of a merger - a

Great Merger - among nations that they achieved

through corporatizing Nations first initiated through the secret

Treaties of Genva from 1927 - 1932 without a word to the

people of the world. Before such a merger can finally be

consummated, and the United States becomes just another

province in a New World Order, there must at least be the

semblance of parity among the senior partners in the deal.

THAT PARITY MEANS AMERICA BEING A GUN FREE ZONE which is

why we have been besieged by FBI (controlled by the IMF)

TERROR FACTORY events like the latest in Charlotsville, now Las

Vegas et al. [cf.        NWO, Masonic - Zionist - Crypto Jews

False Flags & Manufactured fear events     

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/65-masonic-jesuitical-

zionist-false-flags-manufactured-fear-events)].

“Terrorism is the best political weapon for nothing

drives people harder than a fear of sudden death”. 

– Adolph Hitler

“Why of course the people don’t want war … But after all it

is the leaders of the country who determine the policy,

and it is always a simple matter to drag the people along,

whether it is a democracy, or a fascist dictatorship, or a

parliament, or a communist dictatorship … Voice or no

voice, the people can always be brought to the bidding of

the leaders. That is easy. All you have to do is to tell them

they are being attacked, and denounce the pacifists for

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13QiSV_lrDQ
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/65-masonic-jesuitical-zionist-false-flags-manufactured-fear-events
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lack of patriotism and exposing the country to danger. It

works the same in any country.” 

– Hermann Goering, Nazi leader.

“The easiest way to gain control of a population is

to carry out acts of terror. [The public] will clamor for

such laws if their personal security is threatened”. 

– Josef Stalin

How does one make the nations of the world nearly equal?

The Insiders determined that a two-prong approach was

needed; use American money, know-how to build up your

competitors, Americans to fight false wars as expendable

canon fodder, while at the same time use every devious

strategy you can devise to weaken and impoverish this

country including false depressions, the Fraud Closure crisis

and other crimes against humananity carried out by UNITED

STATES Corps BAR attorney agents! 

The CROWN have further achieved this by homogenizing the

global legal system under the European BAR System as

exposed here:   Of course this completely violates the

principles on which America was founded not to mention

CROWN BAR agents are banned from America under the Law

of the Land known as TONA.

The goal is not to bankrupt the United States, rather it is to

reduce our productive might, de-industrialize it (43,000

factories closed and moved to the East by Bush ...) and

therefore reduce our standard of living and increase poverty,

to the meager subsistence level of the socialized nations of

the world while increasing the wealth of the controllers. 

The plan is not to bring the standard of living in less

developed countries up to our level, but to bring ours down to

meet theirs coming up... It is your standard of living which

must be sacrificed on the altar of the New World Order." - Gary

Allen in his book "The Rockefeller File". Note in

paralell Kissinger Memo 200

(https://www.schillerinstitute.org/food_for_peace/kiss_nssm_jb_1995.html) laid

out the parasites plan against Africa to genocide the

people by starving them to death. Learned Elders of ZION and

Quiet Weapons for Silent Wars further spell out the tactics of

these satanists. Tactics now being applied against America to

https://www.schillerinstitute.org/food_for_peace/kiss_nssm_jb_1995.html
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destroy the food baskets and bring America to its knees such

that the people forced to rely on NWO FEMA will beg for GMO

food to survive! 

 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDaKtZuOmOU)

HANGTHEBANKERS.COM

Now for those famous bloodlines who control everything. The

following crime syndicates  are so rich and powerful, they

make Ambani and Gates look like peasants. Their ideologies

and connections aren't known to the public. Which is why we

don't know much about them. Don't question yourself if you

don't recognise them - that was their plan throughout. 

Fritz Springmeier, conspiracy writer and therapist who

specializes in Mk-Ultra / Monarch projects of mind control

techniques (Techniques of mental programming), is the

author of “Bloodlines of the Illuminati.’ The author explains

exactly who they are and is familiar with the subject, coming

to the aid of people who have fallen prey to their slavery.

They are the continuation of mysterious religions, passing

their occult power from one generation to another, trying to

have thoroughbred members. They program the members of

their own family through satanic rituals involving blood

sacrifices. They consider themselves as gods since ancient

times.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDaKtZuOmOU
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Some churches were built on the altars dedicated to druid’s

satanic cults. They are linked to the Knights Templar, led Hitler

to power, and are the instigators of all wars to date.

Freemasons and Illuminati are inseparable. Illuminati are a

diverse group claiming special religious enlightenment.

Definition from the urban dictionary: IL·Lu·mi·Na·ti (iˌlo͞omə
ˈnätē), noun. the Illuminati is a secret organization of the

most powerful and influential elite in the world. They go back

for centuries and maintain the same bloodlines. They set up

the Council on Foreign Relations, the Bilderberg group and the

Tri-lateral commission. those three groups all meet to plan

the fate of the world. They consists of international bankers,

top government officials, leaders in the energy cartel and

media monopoly owners and have control over the U.N. and

Unesco. Their subdivisions reach into everyone’s daily life

without most sheeple even being aware of it. They also have

ties to the Freemasons, Skull and Bones, and the Knights

Templar. Their ultimate goal is for a one world government

which they will control, also a one world currency, and they

want control and ownership of all land, property, resources

and people. Also they manipulate political parties, and the

legal and illegal drug trade and federal agencies related to all

matters listed above.

These people are the players in high levels in the field of

international games; they technically belong to the thirteen

richest families in the world, and they are the men who really

control the world by being behind all the scenes (yes, they are

all almost only men, with a few exceptions …).

They are the “Dark Nobility”, those who “Make Decisions” (The

Deciders), those who give the orders to the presidents and

governments, and they are often excluded from all public

votes because their actions might not really be passed. Their

ancestry goes back thousands of years, and they are very

careful to keep their bloodlines in a pure state from

generation to generation. The only way, like Royalty, is to

perpetuate their blood within their own circles.

Money is the root of their authority, their powers resides in the

occult and the economy. The Illuminati own all the

International banks, the oil industry and commercial trades,
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they have infiltrated politics and they own most governments

– or at least they control them. An example of this is the

American Presidential election. It’s no secret that the

candidate who has the most sponsors in the form of money

wins the election.

And who sponsors the “right” candidate? The Illuminati do.

More often than that, they sponsor both sides as a smoke and

mirror strategy. They decide who will be the next president,

and they make sure that their man wins, even if they have to

cheat like they did in Florida when President George W Bush

“won” against Al Gore. Most presidential campaigns are

financed by drug money, which is understandable if you

know that the Illuminati control the drug trade. Elections are

not really necessary but give the masses the illusion of

choice.

But is the president truly the “master of his game”? Not at all.

The power is not with politicians, but with the Illuminati,

whose members are mainly high levels of International

Banking. The leading candidates for Presidency are carefully

chosen by the occult bloodlines of the 13 Illuminati families,

and if we are looking for all the presidents of the USA from

beginning to end, we will see that most of them are part of

the same royal bloodline, and they are all “family” in

connection with their ancestors and family tree. Kingship is

equivalent to the Illuminati.

So what are the goals of the Illuminati? The goal is to create a

One World Government and New World Order, with them on

top of the pyramid to rule the world into slavery and fascism.

This is a very old objective of theirs, and to understand it fully,

each person must realize that this goal is antithetical to the

natural character of Man’s freedom of spirit.

It is an objective which has been introduced slowly over a

long time period. However, they have accomplished more in

this direction in the last few hundred years than ever before

due to industrialization and the era of technology information

(television-radio-internet).

Their immediate task was to reduce the quality of life in

developed countries, like the United States and Europe, at a

low enough level so that governments can more easily be
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controlled.

The quality of life in third world countries will match the

levels of the developed nations in order to accomplish a New

World Order; the quality of life must be similar throughout the

world. A precarious existence for all is to be achieved per

their plans to consolidate their grip on the human species.

We can see that agenda slowly unravel before our eyes.

This goal has been planned outside the public eye, in secret

within Secret Societies. The fact that all secret societies with

secret grades of initiation are owned and possessed by the

Illuminati and Freemasonry is probably the best known. The

powers that control these companies are the Illuminati, the

occultists, and black magicians. Their god is Lucifer, “the light

bearer” or “the one who brings Light” and brings occult

practices to manipulate and influence the masses. It does

not matter if you or I believe in this or not, but they do believe

it. And they take it seriously.

It is a terrifying thought, that this planet is actually controlled

by black magic – a planet where magic is not supposed to

exist at all in any of its forms, except in movies and books.

After people have seen movies like “The Lord of the Rings”,

they fantasize about magic in their lives. It seems that a cult

of death has emerged, helped by a thriving merchandising

industry.

From the occult, mind control and intelligence have

developed. By having control of the film (Hollywood), music

(Universal) industries, and their control of fine art, they know

how to influence young people to sing to their tune, dance to

their depraved music and elicit this kind of reality. Music that

young people listen to is totally devoid of quality and leads to

automated conformity, apathy, violence and drugs. It is also

used to control the mind, as we shall see later.

Quality music is rejected by record labels in favor of those

who lack talent. Since Black Sabbath in the early 70s and the

Rolling Stones before them, occultism and Satanism has

thrived in the music industry used to distract the people from

the things that matter being done behind our backs. Several

groups are following suit, enjoying serious sales after

massive media marketing and exclusive distributions.
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The same goes with Hollywood, which is also controlled and

created by the Illuminati. End of time doomsday or disaster

movies are all aligned with the purpose to influence us in a

certain direction, to prepare the masses for abject austerity

reminiscent of the dark ages, an era so dear to the masters

of the world. Occult movies have also been very popular as

The Da Vinci Code, which was a best-seller. All of this is

designed to prepare us for the coming days…

As stated above, the men who control the Illuminati are

members of thirteen extremely wealthy families. All of them

were very well hidden, and the heads of households are

passed for generations. However, no secret can be kept

forever, and sooner or later there will be leaks. Few people

really know who these families are exactly, but for a short

time it became known, because of the Illuminati who have

left the Order and revealed remarkable data.

The Secret Government, The 13 families who run the world:

1-Astor 

2-Bundy 

3-Collins 

4-DuPont 

5-Freeman 

6-Kennedy 

7-Li (Chinese) 

8-Onassis 

9-Rockefeller 

10-Rothschild 

11-Russell 

12-Van Duyn 

13-The Merovingian (European Royal Families)

http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/bloodlines/

(http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/bloodlines/) 

All the families above can be studied in more detail in the

excellent book by Fritz Springmeier “Bloodlines of the

Illuminati”. Know thy enemy. As Michael Corleone once said:

keep your friends close, but your enemies closer.

Here is a presentation on the Rothschilds money GOD system:

http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/bloodlines/
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(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYDHyVN86bI)

 

# # #

While America builds up negative karma for these global

atrocities, dumbed down Americans are recruited to staff the

JESUIT FOREIGN private military called UNITED STATES AIR

FORCE, UNITED STATES ARMY (CROWN CORPORATIONS registered

in England as shown below) and they are the ones being

illegally SENT OFF to genocide OTHER sovereign nations

unlawfully set upon and mallgned by ZIONIST lies and

propoganda told to young Americans that fall for the lies and

disinformation re-inforced by Hollywood lies and

disinformation. Propaganda manufactured by

ZIONIST corporations which are part of the enter-trainment,

edu-trainmen divisions of the JESUIT - ZIONIST controlled US

Corps. Military Industrial Complex. Other investigators

have identified this crime cartel and captioned them under

one appropriate title, the Khazarian mafia

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/131-km-hidden-history-

of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia).

The coup of America was enabled by a creation of a private

foreign corporation called UNITED STATES in 1868 that has

been masquerading as the lawful we the people National

government since that time. It has been operating for foreign

criminal interests EVER SINCE. Foreign trans-

national parasitic family crime cartels have been waging war

on humanity since before the time of the Roman cult.  Since

the overthrow of the great American Union by this crime

cartel in the 1860's, Billions have been robbed of their life,

liberty, property, estates, unalienable rights by a deeply evil

parasite class that move among us - pretending to be our

friends. The criminal parasites behind this coup self

identified themselves and confessed to their plan in the

Secret Treaty of Verona - yet none were arrested and their

Institutions remain fully operational to this day and operating

as a front for these criminals that plan the next phase of their

global coup for their ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYDHyVN86bI
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/131-km-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia
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The coup of the United States of America Organic National

Government was enabled by foreign agents BANNED FROM

TAKING OFFICE IN AMERICA at the time they enabled the

overthrow of our legitimate government.  This law remains in

force today and is called the Titles of Nobility Act XIII and its

existence proves UNITED STATES is NOT an American we the

people government. BOUGHT and PAID FOR de facto congress

in the 1860's - no different to what we find in DC today over-

through The United States of America Union of Great

Republics and in later years the Organic physical states.  

Agents of the Crown, Holy See and the ROTHSCHILDS ZIONIST

JESUIT foreign banking Interests aka the High Contracting

powers (CROWN - VATICAN HOLY SEE) that self confessed to

their plot to Overthrow America in the Secret Treaty of Verona

of 1822 were exposed in the House by Senator Curtis in 1916

who validated the coup some fifty years after the fact. Despite

this proof the Un-Holy Roman Cult and the associated

Jesuitical Secret Societies couped our lawful governments

and knowingly converted every American in to an Internally-

Displaced-People, they continue to operate among us in the

light of day - stealing for us - caging our people - stealing

our children - even though their crimes have never been

answered for!

(http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2017/10/cia-agent-

blows-the-whistle-we-supply-elite-pedophiles-with-

children-3567467.html)The couped Corporate congress in the

1860's moved to UNLAWFULLY define Americans as UNITED

STATES CITIZEN’s deliberately to enable their enslavement

using legal sophistry. They deceptively changed the meaning

of words to enslave Americans.  Today this parasite criminal

class operate ABOVE THE LAW of the land and enjoy every

benefit of society as if they were Royalty even while they

continue to perform acts of depravity that includes molesting

children, sacrificing children, stealing children, caging people

for no lawful crimes, peonage, bondage, indentured

servitude, canibalism and every crime known to humanity

including waging war on sovereign nations. They now have

North Korea, Syria, Yemen, iran, Venezuela in their cross hairs

http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2017/10/cia-agent-blows-the-whistle-we-supply-elite-pedophiles-with-children-3567467.html
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each who at this time is without a Rothschild Bank and that

like Libya, Iraq, Iran defied the Rothschilds and announced

they will no longer sell Gold denominated in US Dollars. 

Crown - Holy See agents manufactured the couped congress

that sanctioned the development of a Zionist Talmudic

banking slavery system operating in America in violation of

the Organic The United States of America constitution

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/151-two-constitutions-

in-the-united-states-1st-was-illegally-suspended-in-favor-

of-a-vatican-crown-corporation-in-1871), the Titles of Nobility

Act enacted c.1810 (law of the land from 1819). Those violating

the laws of this nation included Lincoln who HAD NO

AUTHORITY to become President due to his TONA

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-

verona) violation (he was a Illinois BAR attorney, a Crown

Franchise). Lincoln was illegally in office when he caused

 the Southern states to walk out of congress voiding the

national government that no longer had a quorum to govern!

The Union government operated without delegated authority

and it later created the UNITED STATES Corporation  to then

RULE AMERICA through FIAT. All acts by this imposter national

government SINCE are for these reasons in fact legally invalid

because the people that enacted a litany of illegal laws were

in office illegally due to TONA (/joomla30/index.php/temp-

unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona) - i.e. NO DELEGATED WE

THE PEOPLE AUTHORITY. This fact corresponds to EVERY ACT

since to this present day.  This UNITED STATES relies on the

people believing its acts are laws when an investigation of

this history immediately confronts one with the fact it is a

Corporation of NO AUTHORITY!

Agents of this foreign imposter UNITED STATES Corp. e.1871

have been asset stripping America and the people since the

1860’s. Imposters running this CROWN Corporation deceitfully

called UNITED STATES may have as well called the corporation

Pinky and Perky Corporation for it would of had the same

legitimacy to do what it has done since the 1860's -  which is

NONE. These same criminal cartel in 1933 STOLE all the Gold

from the original Organic Government and the American

people using color of office, color of law.

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/151-two-constitutions-in-the-united-states-1st-was-illegally-suspended-in-favor-of-a-vatican-crown-corporation-in-1871
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
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UNITED STATES used an unlawfully created National

Emergency in 1933 that it created through FRAUD and made

the American people debt slaves to the UNITED STATES DC

Corporation ILLEGALLY created and illegally acting as a

National Government, created in (e.1868-1871) and that did

deliberately bankrupt itself in 1933 to enslave Americans in a

pre-planned plot against the American people that it has

since perpetuated across the planet, placing all nationals of a

nation as property of a Corporation named after each

company. This made shareholders of a nation as chattel of a

nation! Sovereigns as as owners to debts slaves! The fact of

the matter is that the American people or the physicals states

were never a party to the Bankruptcy, yet they were

UNLAWFULLY made legally liable for the so called National

debt to this day since March 9th 1933. The American people

are in fact the Priority creditors to this fraud as explained

by annavonreitz.com (http://www.annavonreitz.com).  

Foreign CROWN - Un-Holy Roman cult agents - Jesuits have

used America for its criminal activities and ran up debts for

the foreign controlled DC UNITED STATES Corporation

successors that have been funding the creation of a parallel

ONE WORLD ORDER GOVERNMENT - SLAVE PLANET that is

intended to be ran by satanic freaks. Those now OPENLY

engaged in actively genociding the global population through

Quiet War - silent Weapon techniques.

As of the time of this writing, it is well known that those

behind this global coup are confirmed Satanists and have

been running the DC UNITED STATES Corporation

RICO (Racketeer-Influenced and Corrupt Organization)

unlawfully over the American people since 1933 and using

every EVIL means to keep this FRAUD a secret from the

American people. The controllers have relied Psychological

warfare machine to operate as if it were a FREE PRESS.

Here is what he "FREE PRESS" forgot to tell America and the

World:

1. Title 28 USC 3002 Section 15 (A) (B) (C) states that THE

UNITED STATES is a FEDERAL CORPORATION and not a

Government (note the capitalization, indicating the

corporation, not the Republic), including the Judiciary

http://www.annavonreitz.com/
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Procedural Section. The de jure states in the form of

Republics and the de jure united States were subsumed,

or set aside by the Bankruptcy Act of 1933.  [NOTE - this

was an act of fraud for the UNITED STATES had no

lawful delegated authority to do any such thing, further

its agents were operated with no delegated power and

in violation of TONA, an act of Treason and Sedition. The

sovereign people or the sovereign states were not

responsible the debt ran up by actors].

2. All US offices, officers and departments are working

under a “defacto” status only under the emergency war

powers. This form of government imposed on the people

through deceit and fraud is known as a democracy

(Instead of Republic guaranteed to the American

people) being and established communist/socialist order

under the “The New Governor of America” – Congressional

Record March 17th, 1993, Vol 33, Page H-1303. It is

established fact that the US Fed Government has been

dissolved under the Emergency Banking Act March 9,

1933 48 Stat. 1, Public Law 89-719 Declared by FDR.

3. UNITED STATES Corp [Note the organic states or people)

Being Bankrupt and insolvent H.J.R. 192, 73rd. Congress in

session June 5, 1933- Joint Resolution to suspend the

Gold Standard and Abrogate the Gold Clause – Dissolved

the Sovereign Authority of the US and the official

capacities of all US Gov Offices Officers and Depts and is

further evidence the the US Federal Government exists

today only in Name only. US being in Martial Law since

1933 and as far back as civil war Senate Report 93-549

(1973) [This theft of the Gold of the people was a further

act of treason ny seditionist and traitors. Again US Inc,

receivers had no lawful basis to extend Bankruptcy to

the people or states].

4. Us Citizens Declared Enemies of US By FDR executive

order 2040 [another act of sedition and treason and

illegal for their was no fair contract, meeting of the

minds or fair consideration - it was outright act of

fraud] and ratified by congress march 9th 1933 48 Stat 1.

FDR changed the meaning of TRADING WITH THE ENEMY ACT

of dec 6th 1917 by changing the word “without” to citizens

“within”the US. a Legal Name is a “Prisoner of War” Name.

Fictitious “nom de guerre” name for a non-living entity:
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also referred to as the strawman and or transmitting

utility. JOHN DOE -Name in all caps which is format

called Capitus Dimenutio Maxima.

5. Capitus Diminutio Maxima (Maximum Diminished Status)

means that a mans condition changes from freedom to

bondage and becomes a slave or item of inventory –

Blacks Law Dictionary Revised 4th Ed. 1968. A fictional

persona being surety for the debt as fiction in commerce

also known as “Ens Legis” which means “legal entity” It is

non-human and “civilly dead”. That is not the American

people who lawful status is private state nationals and

private American nationals … a UNITED STATES Citizen is a

fiction. 

There is considerable evidence that those foisting this fraud

over America have relied on blackmail of the so called

"government" officials to perpetuate these frauds, who

appear to have been ensnared using evidence of officials

caught participating in pedophile rings, child sacrifices and

even canibalism. Those at the core of this fraud are the Black

Nobility behind the un-Holy Roman Cult and its church have

been engaging in these crimes for millennia.  The

Vatican proclamations called BULLS were written on

the sacrificed Skin or children and heretics

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/63-the-pope-rules-via-

the-papal-bull-papal-bulls-are-written-on-human-skin-

get-it).

Those at the core of this cult believe that for them to bring

forward their savior they must do the opposite of the

commandments and practice ever ill known to man which is

why they take the most innocent among us and sacrifice

them, drink their blood and eat of them as was exposed in

the Pizzagate expose that was quietly buried by the criminal

powers that are in DC.

One third of the DC Cesspool behind this un-holy Roman cult

has since been reported to be Satanists, pedophiles and

MUCH WORSE as exposed in the Piza-gate

investigation further exposed below.  These parasites have

funded global death and slavery through thieving life, liberty,

property and children from Americans since the 1860's lives.

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/63-the-pope-rules-via-the-papal-bull-papal-bulls-are-written-on-human-skin-get-it
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They have deceived Americans in to giving their lives to fight

endless unlawful ZJONIST Bankster wars for ZIONIST interests

now known to be enabling the Greater Israel Project!

THE PUNCHLINE TO ALL THE INFORMATION PROVIDED ON

THIS SITE IS THAT you have been made a debt slave to the un-

holy Roman satanic Cult along with BILLIONS living on the

nations of Earth!  It is time for America and the world to wake

up and unlearn. Americans MUST terminate their un-natural

UNITED STATES status and exit the false commercial life

sucking Matrix! The life we are living in this ROMAN CULT

existence IS NOT THE LIFE that we are meant to be living! We

live on a planet of abundance and we have been led to

believe we live on a planet of scarcity which is of course

based on a the Roman cult doctrine of scarcity that they have

forced on the world to control everything and everyone! The

un-holy Roman Cult created the current UNITED

STATES corporation in 1868 with out any we the

people/organic states delegated authority or the peoples

knowledge and in violation od standing Organic law and

particularly the 1810 Titles of Nobility Act enacted in 1819

that is still in effect and banned anyone in American

government from any foreign affiliation WHATSOEVER.

Violation of TONA is an act of TREASON. Since DC UNITED

STATES is openly operated by foreigners it is proof that UNITED

STATES IS NOT AN AMERICAN Government but an

Occupying force that has kept America in a condition of MIXED

WAR since the civil war! This DC UNITED STATES is a foreign

Nation to the Fifty National organic States and it is an

imposter National Government created to capture Americans

future productive labor which was sold under a Babylonian

peonage - slavery scheme to international bankers! To save

America, the American people and people of the world must

wake to to the implications of these crime against humanity

and Americans MUST LEAVE the DC UNITED STATES and GO

BACK  to the physical states and re-institute lawful we the

people governance on the states and within

our communities  UNITED STATES and all similar Rothschilds

Country corporations created across the world are as you will

see governments of no lawful delegated authority and have

plotted to destroy the Free World, Freedom and

Independence of all people. You do not have to be a member
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of these ROMAN CULT corporations that have taken over our

nations and the fifty American Nation states and imposed

ROMAN CIVIL LAW ON US and denied us our Birthright law form

protections! Please Turn off the TV - everything you are being

fed is a lie! We do mean everything. Unlearn, re-educate - go

to the menu on the left and read through the documents

there that validate this introduction and watch out for

solutions as they are uploaded. 

300,000,000+ American people (all people on all nations)

do not have to overthrow any lawful we the people

government - because we do not have lawful government

and have not had one since 1860. Americans do not even

need to load their guns! They simply have to leave the DC

Roman Cult private satanist club - called the UNITED

STATES - a franchise of the un-holy Roman cult (insert

your nation here if you are not in America), a Federal

Corporation [Title 28 Section 3002 (15)(A)

(https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002)].

 Withdraw membership from the unholy Roman cult -

Rothschilds ZION and take your share in America back and

go back to the land on which your  sacred un-alienabke

birthrights are in tact and respected by those like you.  

 Leave those under the Unholy Roman cult in DC to their

lies, thieving, satanic cult...  America no longer needs to

put up with the Bull Shit that we have been experiencing

under the Satanists, pedophiles running America and

the world as their PRIVATE IN JUST US Corporation!

Those deliberately running America and the states in to

the Ground from DC since the 1860's! Take back

your children and life energy! Unlearn - re-educate - pass

forward... and remember ... everything you have been told

and the generations before you were told is a lie! 

Documentary Proof of sedition, treason and International

war crimes against the American people, states and the

Union by agents of the Un-Holy Roman cult and their

Family dynasty crime syndicates running UNITED STATES

Corporation.

Crimes that everyone can investigate and validate with their

own eyes:

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002
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Secret Treaty of Verona and congressional record

transcript:  T. O. N. A. >>                                                                

                   (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/t-o-n-a)

Titles of Nobility Act enacted 1810, became law 1819 (note

if its law then why is "Government" filled with foreigners

that HATE America & Christians and HAVE

CONFESSED openly trying to destroy it including? TONA

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-

verona) proofs being uploaded at: TONA

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-

verona) (Titles of Nobility Act of 1810), note that:The Original

Thirteenth Article of Amendment to Organic The

Constitution For The United States is: 

"If any citizen of the United States shall accept, claim,
receive, or retain any title of nobility or honour, or shall
without the consent of Congress, accept and retain any
present, pension, office, or emolument of any kind
whatever, from any emperor, king, prince, or foreign
power, such person shall cease to be a citizen of the
United States, and shall be incapable of holding any
office of trust or profit under them, or either of them."

 [Journal of the Senate (http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-

bin/ampage?

collId=llsj&fileName=004/llsj004.db&recNum=490&itemLink=r%3Fammem%2Fhlaw

law by 1819 at this

link: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/administrator/index.php?

option=com_content&task=article.edit&id=18

(/joomla30/administrator/index.php?

option=com_content&task=article.edit&id=18)  

Titles of Nobility Act was never terminated. It was buried

by the BAR attorneys who have tried to pretend it was

never ratified when they created the Counterfeit  UNITED

STATES Corp charter under The Act of 1871

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sD9dgDWPtKw). 

Its creators copied the original Constitution as but made

some notable changes including deliberately missing out

Amendment XIII. For a comparison see

here: http://www.usavsus.info/

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/t-o-n-a
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsj&fileName=004/llsj004.db&recNum=490&itemLink=r%3Fammem%2Fhlaw%3A%40field%28DOCID%2B%40lit%28sj004446%29%29%230040392&linkText=1
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/administrator/index.php?option=com_content&task=article.edit&id=18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sD9dgDWPtKw
http://www.usavsus.info/
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(http://www.usavsus.info/) For the enactment of TONA

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-

verona) in 1810 see here:

See. http://www.thelibertybeacon.com/article-xiii-stolen-

crown-temple-b-r/

(http://www.thelibertybeacon.com/article-xiii-stolen-

crown-temple-b-r/)  

Link to Journal of the senate for Amendment

XIII: http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?

collId=llsj&fileName=004/llsj004.db&recNum=490&itemLink=r%3Fammem%2Fhlaw

(http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?

collId=llsj&fileName=004/llsj004.db&recNum=490&itemLink=r%3Fammem%2Fhlaw

Confession by an orchestrator of the crime against

every American born alive today:  

“[Very] soon, every American will be required to
register their biological property in a National
system designed to keep track of the people and
that will operate under the ancient system of
pledging. By such methodology, we can compel
people to submit to our agenda, which will affect
our security as a chargeback for our fiat paper
currency.

Every American will be forced to register or suffer
not being able to work and earn a living. They will
be our chattel, and we will hold the security interest
over them forever, by operation of the law
merchant under the scheme of secured transactions.
Americans, by unknowingly or unwittingly delivering
the bills of lading to us will be rendered bankrupt
and insolvent, forever to remain economic slaves
through taxation, secured by their pledges.

They will be stripped of their rights and given a
commercial value designed to make us a profit and
they will be non the wiser, for not one man in a
million could ever figure our plans and, if by
accident one or two would figure it out, we have in
our arsenal plausible deniability.

http://www.usavsus.info/
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
http://www.thelibertybeacon.com/article-xiii-stolen-crown-temple-b-r/
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsj&fileName=004/llsj004.db&recNum=490&itemLink=r%3Fammem%2Fhlaw%3A%40field%28DOCID%2B%40lit%28sj004446%29%29%230040392&linkText=1
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After all, this is the only logical way to fund
government, by floating liens and debt to the
registrants in the form of benefits and privileges.
This will inevitably reap to us huge profits beyond
our wildest expectations and leave every American a
contributor or to this fraud which we will call “Social
Insurance.”

Without realizing it, every American will insure us
for any loss we may incur and in this manner; every
American will unknowingly be our servant, however
begrudgingly. The people will become helpless and
without any hope for their redemption and, we will
employ the high office of the President of our
dummy corporation to foment this plot against
America.”

OTHER PROOFS: FEDERAL RESERVE ACT, TRAINING WITH THE

ENEMY ACT c. 1917, c. 1933; Emergency Banking Relief Act

March 9th 1933

List of those engaged in sedition and treason by virtue of

the existence and ratification of the Titles of Nobility

Amendment:  Members of: Crown BAR Attorneys; Council

for Foreign Relations (Roman cult - Rockefeller -

Rothschilds), Trilateral Commission (Roman cult

- Rockefeller - Rothschilds), UN - IMF (Rothschilds 0 un-

Holy Roman cult), Skull and Bones (American illuminati

created 1832); FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD (Duel Israel

Nationals); Bilderbergers (One World Government steering

committee), Jesuits - Masosns - Orders of Columbus -

Order of Malta; Roman Catholic Church; Duel National

especially Rothschilds Zionist Duel Nationals that run the

De facto US Corp and FEDERAL RESERVE: (Sample list of

Duel Israel Nations include): 

 

 

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-

unlearn/definitions/142-jurisdiction)

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/definitions/142-jurisdiction
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and what is the true meaning of "in this state", "in the

state"  (/joomla30/index.php/temp-

unlearn/definitions/134-definitions-in-this-state-

in-the-state)?

PUNCHLINE IN PICTURES:

IGNORING LEGAL SOPHISTRY AND FRAUD PRACTICED BY THE

UNITED STATES US AND STATE OF STATE DECEIVED COSTUMED

ACTOR AGENTS OF THE CROWN VATICAN - HOLY - SEE UNITED

STATES AND STATE OF STATE SUB CORPORATIONS, THIS IS WHERE

UNITED STATES MUTUAL CORPORATION AND ITS STATE OF STATE

SUB CORPORATION AGENTS ACTUALLY HAVE JURISDICTION (THE

68.34 Square miles of DC - expressed as IN THIS STATE and IN

THE STATE in the STATE OF STATE Corporation codes) AND

WHERE THEIR PRIVATE RULES AND CODES (NOT LAW)  CAN BE

ENFORCED AGAINST THEIR MEMBERS, EMPLOYEES. DC

JURISDICTION IS THE 68.34 SQUARE MILES OF DC (originally 100)

IN THE LOCATION OF THE RED DOT IN THE IMAGE BELOW. TODAY IT

HAS SOME 320,000,000 CORPORATE MEMBERS FIFTY STATE OF

STATE SUB CORPORATIONS WHILE THE PHYSICAL STATES REMAIN

LEGALLY VOID OF STATE NATIONALS!

 

 

THIS IS WHERE DC UNITED STATES AND STATE OF STATE

CORPORATE AGENTS THINK THEY HAVE JURISDICTION - WHICH

THEY DO NOT. THEY ARE ALSO ENFORCING CORPORATE ROMAN

CIVIL LAW - (gold fringe signifying Admiralty/Military/Law

Merchant jurisdiction OVER THIS ENTIRE LAND MASS AS IF IT

WAS THE LAW OF THE LAND WHICH IT IS NOT. 

 

NOTE ALL ACTOR POLICE, SHERRIFFS, CODE ENFORCEMENT ARE

FEDERAL DC UNITED STATES CORPORATE AGENTS UNDER THE

CROWN - VATICAN ROMAN CULT AND ARE PRETENDING TO BE

AMERICAN NATION STATES DE JURE PEACE KEEPERS - WHICH

THEY ARE NOT AS GIVEN AWAY BY THE US WAR POWERS FLAG OF

DC US ON THE ACTORS UNIFORM BELOW. THEY ARE NOT. STATE OF

STATE AGENTS EXAMPLES INCLUDE STATE OF CALIFORNIA CORP,

STATE OF ARIZONA CORP ET AL. THESE ARE NOT TO BE CONFUSED

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/definitions/134-definitions-in-this-state-in-the-state
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WITH PHYSICAL STATES - THEY ARE SIMPLY FEDERAL CORPORATE

OVERLAYS CREATED TO MAKE YOU THINK THEY ARE PHYSICAL

state peace keepers [cf. See BUCK ACT]. THERE ARE NO PEACE

KEEPERS OPERATING IN THE FIFTY STATES under Organic state

constitutional law ALTHOUGH THIS IS BEING WORKED ON. THIS

IS MADE OBVIOUS BY THE FACT THAT POLICE, SHERRIFFS

WHICHEVER STATES THEY ARE ON, WEAR THE US CORPORATION

WAR POWERS FLAG WITH ADMIRALTY FRINGE (like in the pic

below). IF THEY WERE SAY A DE JURE  california states

peacekeeper  THEY WOULD BE OPERATING UNDER THE DE JURE

FLAG OF CALIFORNIA NOT THE US CORPORATION or STATE OF

CALIFORNIA CORPORATION FLAG. NOTE WHEN EVER YOU SEE

A FLAG - it is not there for decoration - IT INDICATES THE

JURISDICTION AND LAW BEING IMPOSED! NOTE GOLD FRINGE

INDICATES ADMIRALTY, LAW OF THE SEA

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=exAuNXzn3fw) [Admiralty/Military/Law Merchant jurisdiction

AND NOT LAW OF THE LAND of the Organic states]. 

 

 

THIS IS WHERE Americans think they live... or ought to think

they live ;-)  ... On one of the Physical Sovereign Nation states

equivalent to an Independent country - we the people - de

jure Republics. Where each operates under a de Jure

constitution and under the common law and exclusive

English American Special Equity. These Independent Nations

created a Union which was given very limited enumerated

powers, like to protect interstate commerce, priovide for the

protection of the Nation et al! The current UNITED STATES DC

Corp of today is NOT the same The United States of America or

the United States government given these rights! Its a Crown

- Vatican corporation created between 1868 - 1871 under the

Act of 1871 with no chain of title to the four organic acts that

founded America or the Union of physical states!  

 

 

WHAT WE THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA ARE EXPERIENCING

ACROSS AMERICA IS FOREIGN CROWN FRANCHISED AGENTS

FORCING FOREIGN PRIVATE RULES AND CODES OF DC THAT ARE

BEING RAMMED DOWN THE THROATS OF AMERICANS IN VIOLATION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=exAuNXzn3fw
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OF THE ORGANIC PHYSICAL state ORGANIC LAWS and state

Constitutions.

 

Where people actual live ...  The following Flags represent

CORPORATIONS SUB CORPS of the UNITED STATES Corp.

originally created in 1871...under the Act of 1871 The private

people on the physical states were made members of these

STATE OF STATE Sub corporations a few days after their birth.

This has the effect of moving everyone on the states in to DC

 US Jurisdiction under Private Rules and codes of the un-Holy

Roman cult that created UNITED STATES Corp in 1868 - 1871. It

was created to consume and overthrow the Organic states

and place everything and everyone under the UNITED STATES

Corp through legal sophistry aka fraud. The STATE OF STATE

Corporations all operate on private rules and codes of the

foreign DC UNITED STATES Corps. All practice Private rules,

statutes and codes, which IS NOT LAW and only apply to

CORPORATE entities (the people were incorporated with out

their knowledge most shortly after birth). All people in this

system are foisted in to UNITED STATES tribunals (What they

think are courts) which are acting as if they are de jure state

courts operating under the common law! They are doing no

such thing! Can you see how many people are involved in this

scam of the American people! Now all these corporations are

under the DC United states represented by the dot on the top

image! This fraud and legal sophistry in effect moved

everyone on the states to DC and the states to DC! Brilliant

scam don't you think 

- 

 

The ultimate effect of the the system we have been foisted in

to is that DC US jurisdiction private rules and codes is

UNLAWFULLY being enforced across the entire nation by so

called law enforcement! 

 

Americans are being operated on as if this election to operate

as UNITED STATES Citizens and to give their labor, rights was

their wish and an act made knowingly. This new UNITED

STATES CITIZEN status was a creation of the foreign controlled

couped congress! UNITED STATES Citizens are deemed to be
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subject to the Private rules and codes of the Roman cult DC

UNITED STATES and their STATE OF STATE SUB CORPORATION's

which are pretending to be an organic state governance -

WHICH THEY ARE NOT. 

 

US Courts operating on the states are foreign military martial

tribunals - each a private corporation operated by the

European BAR for receivers of the UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY

of 1933 THAT THE PEOPLE OR STATES WERE NEVER A PARTY TOO! 

 

The whole US legal system is a LIE and based on lie after lie

after lie! For example, there is no separation of powers under

the UNITED STATES Corporation and their is no judiciary!

JUDGES are not judges. 

 

The psychopaths punting this scam on Americans since the

1870's have lied to every generation of Americans, to the

children to get Americans to think UNITED STATES is an

American we the people governance which it is not. 

 

Everything you have been told about law enforcement,

money, courts, rights, the In-JUST-US system is a lie! If

Americans across America knew what the so called UNITED

STATES government have been doing to Americans they

would have strung the parasites up long ago! [Now you

probably understand why Americans have been convinced to

adopt a modified version of the CROWN (NOTHING TO DO WITH

ENGLAND - for its a separate Nation inside of Greater London

under the Vatican)  Corporation East India Corporation Flag all

this time! 

 

“If the American people knew what we have done, they

would string us up from the lamp posts.” George H.W.

Bush

 

 

CROWN EAST INDIA CORPORATION FLAG! (Click on the Flag

BELOW to better understand the scam foisted over Americans

these last 250 years)
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Unlearn - re-educate - pass forward! Everything we have

been told is a lie! (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=PvPles2Tres)

More

here: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/18-

a-brief-background-introduction-on-how-americans-has-

come-full-circle-from-slavery-to-freedom-and-back-in-

slavery (/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/18-a-brief-

background-introduction-on-how-americans-has-come-

full-circle-from-slavery-to-freedom-and-back-in-slavery) 

 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PvPles2Tres)

 

Remember - you live on one of the Couped Sovereign states

below! Your duty is to go back to the status you had before

you were pledged to the US unholy Roman cult! Americans

are now restanding they're Organic physical states under

their proper law form. Solutions will provide what you need to

no to reclaim your lawful status and help restore your states,

county, communities to nature order! 

 

 

More Reading.... 

For the sake of you and yours, America, the world, all life on

earth - turn off the TV, un-learn - re-educate and pass

forward. Your life may depend on it! Everything you have been

told your entire life by government, media IS A LIE! We do

mean everything! 

It has been a challenge to find a balance in writing this page
between providing enough information to wake people

up without overwhelming readers with so much data and proofs
that they get lost before the penny drops!  What is presented here
is proof that a global criminal cartel has already overthrown our

organic sovereign governments and is now openly engaged
in genociding away the global populous using Quiet Weapon -

Silent War technology in what is a Mixed war on all people of the
world. The cabal has targeted  90% of the global populous for

termination as they have widely publicized:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PvPles2Tres
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/unlearn/18-a-brief-background-introduction-on-how-americans-has-come-full-circle-from-slavery-to-freedom-and-back-in-slavery
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PvPles2Tres
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Georgia
Guidestones: https://vigilantcitizen.com/sinistersites/sinister-sites-

the-georgia-guidestones/
(https://vigilantcitizen.com/sinistersites/sinister-sites-the-georgia-

guidestones/) 

Deagel.com: https://chemtrailsplanet.net/2017/02/22/deagel-
forecast-predicts-81-us-population-reduction-by-2025/

(https://chemtrailsplanet.net/2017/02/22/deagel-forecast-predicts-
81-us-population-reduction-by-2025/)                    

In a bid to provide sufficient proofs on these agenda's it is very
easy to bury readers with the facts. As a result of this, the original

detailed Introduction found on this page has now been purged
away to another side page. It is highly recommended that people
review the document  once they have on-boarded the information

below. 

On first pass of the following document - its suggested that you
avoid the hyper-links supporting this thread to save getting lost.

Come back to the links after you have on-boarded the
following detailed presentation.  The Menu on the left includes
supporting documents and the things that you should have been

taught at school ... together with the solutions to this global
challenge...

The purged intro page with hundreds more links can be found at
the following link:

>>>>> Introduction to Internally Displaced People and
THE GREATEST LIE EVER TOLD INCLUDING

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/107-h-intro-
introduction-to-internally-displaced-people-and-the-

greatest-lie-ever-told) <<<<<            
(/joomla30/administrator/index.php?

option=com_content&task=article.edit&id=107)

       The Greatest lie every told, what does it all mean?  
   (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/107-h-intro-

introduction-to-internally-displaced-people-and-the-
greatest-lie-ever-told)

https://vigilantcitizen.com/sinistersites/sinister-sites-the-georgia-guidestones/
https://chemtrailsplanet.net/2017/02/22/deagel-forecast-predicts-81-us-population-reduction-by-2025/
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/107-h-intro-introduction-to-internally-displaced-people-and-the-greatest-lie-ever-told
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/administrator/index.php?option=com_content&task=article.edit&id=107
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/107-h-intro-introduction-to-internally-displaced-people-and-the-greatest-lie-ever-told
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-

"We are all born ignorant, but to stay ignorant is a choice."

Chinese proverb

 

"During times of universal deceit, telling the truth becomes a

revolutionary act."

George Orwell

“So who made all this up? What’s with all this structure? Do

we need to play this structure? Are we limited? No” – Franco

DeNicola

John 8:32 "Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set

you free."

THE UNITED STATES FEDERAL CORPORATION [TITLE 28

SECTION 3002(15)(A)

(https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002)] as an

AGENT TO THE CROWN - CORPORATION OF LONDON AND THE

HOLY SEE ARE THE BODY SNATCHERS  OF 300,000,000+

PRIVATE AMERICAN NATIONALS, 85,000,000 IN THE BRITISH

ISLES AND THE PEOPLE OF ALL NATIONS. THE BODY

SNATCHERS INCORPORATED US SHORTLY AFTER BIRTH AND

SOLD OUR FUTURE LABOR TO INTERNATIONAL BANKERS

WITHOUT TELLING US WHAT THEY HAD DONE! SAME APPLIES

TO UK LTD, FRANCE CORP, GERMANY Corp., AUSTRALIA Corp.,

NZ, SOUTH AFRICA Corp. et al. THEY THEN PLACED US IN TO A

FALSE CORPORATE REALITY UNDER WHICH WE ARE

SUBJECTED TO SOME 60M+ PRIVATE RULES AND CODES [NOT

LAW] INVENTED BY THE  INTERNATIONAL BANKERS AND

ENFORCED BY THEIR PRIVATE CORPORATE; POLICE,

SHERRIFF, ALPHABET AGENT CODE ENFORCERS; WHO ARE

NOT OPERATING UNDER THE LAW OF THE LAND AS DEFINED

BY ORGANIC ACTS OR STATE CONSTITUTIONS.   BTW, THE

WORLD THEY CAME THEY FROM WAS KHAZARIA:        KM,

Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian Mafia     

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/131-km-hidden-

history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia)CLICK

THE IMAGE BELOW FOR A CONFESSION OF THIS PLOT BY

THOSE THAT ENGINEERED IT, SELF PROMOTED 'COLONEL' -

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/131-km-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-happened
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MANDELL HOUSE (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/70-

edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-

system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-happened)

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-

unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-

slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-

happened (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/70-edward-

mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-

we-are-now-under-before-it-happened) 

WHEN WE WERE LOOKING AT THE IMAGE IN THE MATRIX OF

NEO WAKING AND REALIZING HUMANS WERE BEING USED

AS  A BATTERY TO FEED THE MACHINE WORLD, HOW MANY

THEN UNDERSTOOD THAT THIS WAS AN ACCURATE DEPICTION

OF WHAT HAS BEEN DONE TO US BY THE ROTHSCHILDS

ZIONIST TALMUDIST REGIME THAT HAS TAKEN OVER OUR

ONCE SOVEREIGN NATIONS AND INCORPORATED ALL OF THEM

WITHOUT OUR KNOWLEDGE, AUTHORIZATION WITH OUT ANY

LAWFUL AUTHORITY.  ALL NOW ARE HELD UNDER THE

JESUITICAL HOLY SEE CORPORATION THROUGH

CORPORATION OF LONDON AND THE US S.E.C. THIS IMAGE IN

THE MOVIE WAS A GREAT ANALOGY OF THE WORLD SYSTEM

THAT HAS BEEN FOISTED OVER THE WORLD BY SATANISTS

THAT THE PEOPLE THINK ARE LAWFUL WE THE PEOPLE

GOVERNMENT... THE BODY SNATCHERS

HAVE METAPHORICALLY CAPTURED US INSIDE OF THEIR

BABYLON DEBT SLAVERY SYSTEM AND USING US AS A MONEY

BATTERY TO FUND THEIR NEW WORLD ORDER SLAVE

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-happened
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-happened
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PLANET... SEE DETAILS ON CRIS BELOW... HOWEVER, IF

GOVERNMENT IS BY THE CONSENT OF THE GOVERNED - THEN

THOSE FOISTED IN TO THIS SYSTEM CAN UP AND LEAVE LIKE

YOU WOULD IN A BAD DIVORCE.... WELCOME TO THE

PURPOSE FOR IDP WORLD CONFEDERATION. 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKwq7b2i-vc)

Here follows another attempt at explaining the conspiracy

detailed herein in the words of Anna Von Reitz:  

http://www.paulstramer.net/2017/09/please-shepherd-

jurisdiction-air-land.html

(http://www.paulstramer.net/2017/09/please-shepherd-

jurisdiction-air-land.html)

-
Before we get to the first proof exposing global de facto
government fraud please consider the following.... In our

time, Americans have been conditioned - by official
pronouncements, through tel-lie-Vision mainstream media
repetition, the most advanced psychological warfare - mind

control techniques and public relations campaigns - to
believe that verifiable events, even things they have seen

with their own eyes, did not really happen...
-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKwq7b2i-vc
http://www.paulstramer.net/2017/09/please-shepherd-jurisdiction-air-land.html
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(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltP2t9nq9fI)

CIA Whistleblower: 9/11 Deathbed Confession Finally Blows Up

Official Narrative. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=IdCODCuOFEo)

https://isgp-studies.com/911-supranational-suspects

(https://isgp-studies.com/911-supranational-suspects)

In regard to the Rothschilds BBC excerpt above...why would
you ever trust another word out of the BBC or mainstream

media ever again? If you are not yet over them read
here:  NWO Media control, About Google Site Censor list, CIA,

Operation Mockingbird media, Google and the NWO and the

list of sites the NWO does not want you to visit

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/cia-operation-

mockingbird-google)      The only logical conclusion from the
above is that the Rothschilds BBC were part of the cabalistic

dis-info regime that helped orchestrate the above events
and deliberately manipulated public opinion with ridiculous

Government conspiracy theories about men with box cutters
- and coke cans with wings severing the twin towers... fiction
that led to the murder of somewhere between 500,000 and
1,000,000 Iraqis (still climbing due to Depleted Uranium and

other toxins littered across the nation by the CROWN
military aka UNITED STATES ARMY, USAF et al...)

 Afghanis et al. This PNAC New Pearl Harbor
produced event was orchestrated to make the way for the

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltP2t9nq9fI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IdCODCuOFEo
https://isgp-studies.com/911-supranational-suspects
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/cia-operation-mockingbird-google
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Rothschild Zionist Greater Israel Project exposed by Wesley

Clerk: General Wesley Clark: Wars Were Planned - Seven

Countries In Five Years (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=9RC1Mepk_Sw) .  
If you can see this FRAUD I strongly suggests that you go to
the UNLEARN tab and read how we have been lied to and

controlled by a parasite class for millennia! The future of you
and yours may depend on you turning off the TV, NWO-

media and Un-learning, re-educating and DOING something
to save America, you and yours! 

The same applies to all other nations... 

-
... three steel framed structures were collapsed at 9/11 ? Bld
7 was not hit by a plane yet fell in to its own foot print. If Bldg
7 was destroyed by a planned demolition then so were WT 1
& 2.... this further means the authorities seen in WT7 were in

on it.... including the false flag against the American
people...

-

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38Vsv0eve_U)

-

-

" World Trade Centre – nuclear demolition – final

final final update from Dmitri Khalezov"

The above title and following text is exactly as found in the

following post:

http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2013/08/world-trade-

centre-nuclear-demolition-final-final-final-update-from-

dmitri-khalezov-2747418.html

(http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2013/08/world-trade-

centre-nuclear-demolition-final-final-final-update-from-

dmitri-khalezov-2747418.html) 

Monday, August 26, 2013 5:32

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9RC1Mepk_Sw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38Vsv0eve_U
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2013/08/world-trade-centre-nuclear-demolition-final-final-final-update-from-dmitri-khalezov-2747418.html
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in a final final final update/release of his book 911thology

(http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.911-truth.net/9-

11thology-third_truth_v4_full.zip), ex-Russian nuclear

specialist Dmitri Khalezov claims that HE KNEW who did the

9/11 event. He claims they were good friends. 

Moreover, I was so close to him that he did not invite

anyone else but me alone to his early breakfast on the

12th of September 2001 (in Bangkok, while in the United

States it was still the 11th of September) and there he

shared a bottle from his collection of wines with me to

celebrate the 9/11 event. 

The man who planned 9/11, his name is Mike Harari (now

82 or 83 years old) who is a retired counter-intelligence

specialist and former Deputy Chief of the Mossad; a former

friend of the U.S. President Bush Senior and the former

Deputy General Manuel Noriega – the Dictator of Panama.

[source TBFWS (http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?

url=http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_911_154.htm)]

Now, the name “Mike Harari” comes up somewhere else. Can

you guess? Yes, Steven Spielberg’s 2005 film “Munich”, about

the 1972 Olympic massacre. And I’ve often wondered if that

man interviewing Khalezov in that 26-part video interview

(http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?

url=http://mikephilbin.blogspot.co.uk/2012/03/nuked-wtcs-

dmitri-khalezov-was-on-no.html) is indeed Mike Harari. Who

knows? According to Khalezov:

http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.911-truth.net/9-11thology-third_truth_v4_full.zip
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_911_154.htm
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://mikephilbin.blogspot.co.uk/2012/03/nuked-wtcs-dmitri-khalezov-was-on-no.html
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(Mike Harrari) rented offices on the necessary floors of the

WTC twin towers and had explosives installed to imitate

plane impacts and holes, plus he arranged for

cameramen to film the ‘planes’ (he means the scenes

with stand-in actors where the planes would then be

digitally inserted into the video later, TBFWS Editor), plus he

arranged for a (Granit (http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?

url=http://www.goodreads.com/author_blog_posts/978373-

jane-s-september-10th-2001-granit-missile-article))

missile with broken detonators to be fired into the

Pentagon. Nothing more than that. 

 

The US officials did the rest. 

they shoot down two planes (with people onboard to

publicly account for the WTC two explosions) 

they brought remains of one plane to the Pentagon site 

they demolished the twin towers (with human beings still

inside and around) 

moreover, they demolished the WTC-7 building 

they sent unprotected workers to clean up ‘ground zero’ 

they sent anthrax letters implying that they were sent by

Saddam Hussein emissaries, etc, etc, etc…[source TBFWS

(http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?

url=http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_911_154.htm)]

Dmitri Khalezov was also on public forums, during the arrest

of Lord of War (Viktor Bout (http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?

url=http://mikephilbin.blogspot.co.uk/2012/05/did-lord-of-

war-viktor-bout-have.html)) and his extradition from Thailand

by the CIA, claiming to be a good friend/legal representative

of Bout. One wonders why all this ‘action’ is taking place in

Thailand, what makes it such a ‘super spy hot bed’? One

wonders how Khalezov travels, with such an 9/11-

accusational price on his head. Maybe he doesn’t. Maybe he’s

permanently based in Thailand. Maybe he has a DIGITAL FACE

(http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?

url=http://mikephilbin.blogspot.co.uk/2010/08/volker-blaz-

http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.goodreads.com/author_blog_posts/978373-jane-s-september-10th-2001-granit-missile-article
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_911_154.htm
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://mikephilbin.blogspot.co.uk/2012/05/did-lord-of-war-viktor-bout-have.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://mikephilbin.blogspot.co.uk/2010/08/volker-blaz-thomas-vetter-3d-morphable.html
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thomas-vetter-3d-morphable.html) for passing un-noticed

through customs, for any international travel he may care to

undertake.

Which is all wonderfully clean and compact as a fictional spy

narrative, but all this for PROFIT for the few corporations who

tell governments what to do? Seriously, there must be easier

ways to make the enslaved citizens of the world cough up

their hard-earned cash in the name of CAPITALISM. Or was

9/11 the perfect MONEY-making scam?"

(http://yournewswire.com/former-fbi-chief-exposes-

illuminati-satanism-pedophile-rings/)

Any Questions on who is trying to keep the people in

perpetual fear to justify a Police State - The Police State! Any

questions on who is running the UNITED STATES Federal

Corporation [Title 28 Section 3002 (15)(A)

(https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002)] via the

FEDERAL RESERVE Money System (same are behind the

UNITED NATIONS Corporation):

Rothschild Bank of London 

Rothschild Bank of Berlin 

Warburg Bank of Hamburg 

Warburg Bank of Amsterdam 

Lazard Brothers of Paris 

Israel Moses Seif Banks of Italy 

http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://mikephilbin.blogspot.co.uk/2010/08/volker-blaz-thomas-vetter-3d-morphable.html
http://yournewswire.com/former-fbi-chief-exposes-illuminati-satanism-pedophile-rings/
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002
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Chase Manhattan Bank of New York 

Goldman, Sachs of New York 

Lehman Brothers of New York 

Kuhn Loeb Bank of New York

And why UNITED STATES gave $233.7Bn to Israel over six

decades? 

Israel influence over America:

Israel ’s Proxy Power within the Executive branch is matched

by its dominance of the US Congress.    Evidence of the gross

asymmetry of the relation abounds over the past half century

and now you know why.  Because of these powerful proxies

in the de facto UNITED STATES Corporate Congress and the

Executive branch, Israel has received about $3 billion plus a

year stollen from Americans on outright fraud.  The US

Pentagon has transferred the most up-to-date military

technology and engaged in several wars on Israel ’s behalf. 

The US Treasury has imposed sanctions against potentially

lucrative trading and investment partners in the Middle East (

Iran , Iraq and Syria ) depriving US agricultural and

manufacturing exporters and oil companies of over $500

billion in revenues.  The White House sacrificed the lives of

over 4,400 US soldiers in the Iraq War – a war promoted by

Israel ’s proxies at the behest of Israel ’s leaders which is

directly related to Greater Israel Project.  The de facto UNITED

STATES Corporate State Department has rejected friendly and

profitable relations with over 1.5 billion Muslims by backing

the illegal settlement of over half million Rothschilds

Zionist colonists on illegally military-occupied Palestinian

land in the West Bank and Jerusalem .

The strategic question is how and why this one-sided relation

between the US and Israel persists for so long, even as it goes

counter to so many strategic and elite AMERICAN interests? 

The more immediate and pressing question is how this

historically lopsided relation effects the American people...

now you know why! UNITED STATES is a foreign occupying

force representing Rothschilds Zionist Interest and it is in a

Mixed War with America. The only interest in has in America is
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to thieve the American peoples, resources, young men and

women to fight ZIONIST interests, wars which ultimately

amount to creating A Rothschilds Zionist One World Order. 

Once upon a time there was a place called Palestine, a land

of milk & honey written about in a book called The Bible. This

ended in 1948 when Ben-Gurion declared the creation of the

State of Israel based created without any lawful authority or

right of so called Israelis. Palestine was then flooded with

Jews from Europe, later USA and other countries. These

immigrants kicked the Palestinians out of their homes, off

their farms and out of Palestine. Now the Palestinians are

imprisoned in The Gaza Strip, a foul strip of desert between

Israel & Egypt, or have been forced out to the west of The River

Jordan. However even that is not enough for the Israelis, they

keep expanding into the West Bank territory and creating

settlements there and every couple of years the Israelis have

a turkey shoot, except it's not turkeys they're shooting.

 

 

AMERICA - have you had enough of this insanity

yet....where do you think much of the money went stollen

from the American people... to create Israel and destroy

Palastine.  WHY are Americans funding US - IS-Ra-Hell

GLOBAL Terrorism - GREATER ISRAEL PROJECT - and a

satanic people at war with the American people and the

entire world!

A list of Israel

Atrocities: http://www.peteloud.co.uk/palestine/index.html

(http://www.peteloud.co.uk/palestine/index.html) 

2001 stats: Question would this cash not be better spent in

America?

http://www.peteloud.co.uk/palestine/index.html
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The Sycophants behind this war on peace and humanity

have enslaved the world through the Babylonian

debt money system!  Still not convinced of a plot against

humanity?

 

(http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/45010/Dimitri_Khalezov___WTC_Nuclear_Demo

Where did the money come from?

(https://youtu.be/IVpSBUgbxBU)

On 911 the Office investigating the missing funds was struck

by a missile...  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=yRPWLqc5T20)

So where is the money going? Not only the following but for

FALSE NASA missions like the shuttle, MOON landings! $!Trillon

has been invested in NASA since the fake moon landings and

even a quick investigation shows the money is NOT being

used to do what NASA says it is doing! We will come back to

this at some future time.... http://investigate-nasa.com/one-

trillion/ (http://investigate-nasa.com/one-trillion/) 

 

Maybe it was used to fund alCIAda, mosadISISus,

TALIBAN: https://www.huffingtonpost.com/michael-

hughes/how-us-taxpayers-are-fund_b_1556454.html

(https://www.huffingtonpost.com/michael-hughes/how-us-

taxpayers-are-fund_b_1556454.html) 

 

http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/45010/Dimitri_Khalezov___WTC_Nuclear_Demolition_14_26/
https://youtu.be/IVpSBUgbxBU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRPWLqc5T20
http://investigate-nasa.com/one-trillion/
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/michael-hughes/how-us-taxpayers-are-fund_b_1556454.html
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BTW - There is no American military. UNITED STATES Corp.,

mutual corporation was created under the Crown - Vatican

un-Holy Roman cult, UNITED STATES is the un-Holy Roman cult

military as validated through its registration, note reg for USAF

(click this link)

-
click on picture for story or

link: http://educateinspirechange.org/alternative-
news/official-european-scientific-journal-concludes-911-

controlled-demolition/
(http://educateinspirechange.org/alternative-news/official-

european-scientific-journal-concludes-911-controlled-
demolition/)

-

(http://www.ae911truth.org)

More than 20,000 Professional Architects and Engineers

disagree with the Government Conspiracy Theory

(http://www.ae911truth.org)

-

(http://www.ae911truth.org/)

_

Any other  inconsistencies...... to many to list here?

...lies and disinformation, lies about obvious ongoing Military
Industrial Complex Silent Weapons Quiet War programs
targeting humanity deployed in plain site (Genocide)...
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5is16A8pfw)aka

New Manhattan Project (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=L5is16A8pfw)... fully exposed to the EU parliament on 

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/101-belgium-nwo-
aerosol-genocide-omnicide-climate-terrorism-global-

warming-hoax-as-pre-tect-to-genocide-program-skyguards-
will-petition-parliament-to-force-action-on-chemtrails)

April 8-9th 2013 (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/101-
belgium-nwo-aerosol-genocide-omnicide-climate-terrorism-

global-warming-hoax-as-pre-tect-to-genocide-program-
skyguards-will-petition-parliament-to-force-action-on-

http://educateinspirechange.org/alternative-news/official-european-scientific-journal-concludes-911-controlled-demolition/
http://www.ae911truth.org/
http://www.ae911truth.org/
http://www.ae911truth.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5is16A8pfw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5is16A8pfw
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/101-belgium-nwo-aerosol-genocide-omnicide-climate-terrorism-global-warming-hoax-as-pre-tect-to-genocide-program-skyguards-will-petition-parliament-to-force-action-on-chemtrails
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/101-belgium-nwo-aerosol-genocide-omnicide-climate-terrorism-global-warming-hoax-as-pre-tect-to-genocide-program-skyguards-will-petition-parliament-to-force-action-on-chemtrails
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chemtrails) and to the UN (presentation on Chemtrails
by Rosalind Peterson of MIT). 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5is16A8pfw)

-

So here it is - NWO is at the phase in its program where its

plan calls for the depopulation of the people across the

planet before the people wake up to the NWO threat and

terminate that threat. The ruling cabal - Rothschilds -

Rockerfellor and other crime cartels via the Club of Rome

invented GLOBAL WARMING as a problem that needed to be

solved with depopulation! The reaction to their manufactured

global warming is a host of silent weapon - secret war

technologies now deployed including Aerosol spraying,

poison vaccines, energy Weapons including SMART meters,

Microwave, ELF, GWEN towers et al. Climate anomalies are

now being created by WEATHER WARFARE technologies.

(https://www.technocracy.news/index.php/2017/06/15/dr-tim-

ball-crushes-climate-change-the-biggest-deception-in-

history/)

https://www.technocracy.news/index.php/2017/06/15/dr-tim-

ball-crushes-climate-change-the-biggest-deception-in-

history/

(https://www.technocracy.news/index.php/2017/06/15/dr-tim-

ball-crushes-climate-change-the-biggest-deception-in-

history/)

-

(http://utahmtb.com/wp-

content/uploads/2015/03/Chemtrails-Exposed-A-New-

Manhattan-Project.pdf)

http://utahmtb.com/wp-

content/uploads/2015/03/Chemtrails-Exposed-A-New-

Manhattan-Project.pdf (http://utahmtb.com/wp-

content/uploads/2015/03/Chemtrails-Exposed-A-New-

Manhattan-Project.pdf)

-

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-
unlearn/101-belgium-nwo-aerosol-genocide-omnicide-

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/101-belgium-nwo-aerosol-genocide-omnicide-climate-terrorism-global-warming-hoax-as-pre-tect-to-genocide-program-skyguards-will-petition-parliament-to-force-action-on-chemtrails
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5is16A8pfw
https://www.technocracy.news/index.php/2017/06/15/dr-tim-ball-crushes-climate-change-the-biggest-deception-in-history/
https://www.technocracy.news/index.php/2017/06/15/dr-tim-ball-crushes-climate-change-the-biggest-deception-in-history/
http://utahmtb.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Chemtrails-Exposed-A-New-Manhattan-Project.pdf
http://utahmtb.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Chemtrails-Exposed-A-New-Manhattan-Project.pdf
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/101-belgium-nwo-aerosol-genocide-omnicide-climate-terrorism-global-warming-hoax-as-pre-tect-to-genocide-program-skyguards-will-petition-parliament-to-force-action-on-chemtrails
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climate-terrorism-global-warming-hoax-as-pre-tect-to-
genocide-program-skyguards-will-petition-parliament-to-
force-action-on-chemtrails (/joomla30/index.php/temp-
unlearn/101-belgium-nwo-aerosol-genocide-omnicide-
climate-terrorism-global-warming-hoax-as-pre-tect-to-

genocide-program-skyguards-will-petition-parliament-to-
force-action-on-chemtrails)

-
(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/23-further-proof-of-

martial-law-in-the-united-states)

...edu-trainment, enter-trainment have replaced truth, and
people have set aside their capacity to think critically (by

design of the controllers farming the Crown Planations and
running the school indoctrination system), accepting

explanations of events which are false, or even absurd.... 

 

(http://thatsclassified.com/product/chemtrails-exposed-a-

new-manhattan-project/)

(http://www.theeventchronicle.com/study/us-air-force-

admits-they-can-control-weather/)

No Weather warfare going on here - this is a giant ice cream

maker for Whales as a peace offering to the Wales that the

NAVY is killing: http://www.collective-

evolution.com/2014/02/03/u-s-navy-to-blow-up-whales-

dolphins-other-marine-mammals-please-take-action-now/

(http://www.collective-evolution.com/2014/02/03/u-s-navy-

to-blow-up-whales-dolphins-other-marine-mammals-

please-take-action-now/) 

(http://thatsclassified.com/product/chemtrails-exposed-a-

new-manhattan-project/)

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/101-belgium-nwo-aerosol-genocide-omnicide-climate-terrorism-global-warming-hoax-as-pre-tect-to-genocide-program-skyguards-will-petition-parliament-to-force-action-on-chemtrails
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/23-further-proof-of-martial-law-in-the-united-states
http://thatsclassified.com/product/chemtrails-exposed-a-new-manhattan-project/
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/study/us-air-force-admits-they-can-control-weather/
http://www.collective-evolution.com/2014/02/03/u-s-navy-to-blow-up-whales-dolphins-other-marine-mammals-please-take-action-now/
http://thatsclassified.com/product/chemtrails-exposed-a-new-manhattan-project/
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 (http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/massive-us-senate-

document-on-national-and-global-weather-modification/)

>> Chemtrails pilots speaks out about the Chemtrail Program

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/126-nwo-our-enemy-

the-state-1-how-the-state-tyrannizes-its-people).... <<

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/126-nwo-our-enemy-

the-state-1-how-the-state-tyrannizes-its-people)

UNITED STATES Corps. IS IN AN UNDECLARED MIXED

WAR ON AMERICANS AS THIS Web site will demonstrate. A

war ongoing since the civil war! THE RECENT EAST COAST

HURRICANES HAVE BEEN PLANNED AND STEERED FOR MAXIMUM

DESTRUCTION BY THE PARASITES RUNNING THE CROWN - VATICAN

US Corp. DEEP STATE that controls these weapons of mass

destruction. 

 The US Corporate parasitic Deep State will try and convince

the world that their manufactured weather anomalies

ongoing at this time  re-enforce global warming myths when

all they do is prove weather warfare has been perfected and it

is being used on the helpless peaceful people across the

planet. The parasite class will rely on the publics ignorance of

US Corp weather warfare technology to force the NWO agenda

and demand more and more control over the people... which

will include more taxes... because of the Global Warming

myth.

USAF, Weather as a Force multiplier, controlling the

weather by

2025: http://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf 

(http://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf)  

HERE WE SEE  SCIENTIST ADMITTING WEATHER MODIFICATION IN

USE:

“We’re Firing Trillion Watt Lasers into the Sky”: Top Scientist

Admits to Weather Modification on CBS

http://thefreethoughtproject.com/cbs-weather-modification-

scientist/ (http://thefreethoughtproject.com/cbs-weather-

http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/massive-us-senate-document-on-national-and-global-weather-modification/
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/126-nwo-our-enemy-the-state-1-how-the-state-tyrannizes-its-people
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/126-nwo-our-enemy-the-state-1-how-the-state-tyrannizes-its-people
http://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf
http://thefreethoughtproject.com/cbs-weather-modification-scientist/
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modification-scientist/) - 

VID:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=viMH3K2xmpI 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=viMH3K2xmpI)

LINK TO LARGEST SITE EXPOSING Club of Rome CHEMTRAIL -

GEO-ENGINEERING [Genocide

program]: www.geoengineeringwatch.org

(http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org)

https://chemtrailsplanet.net/2015/07/11/the-popes-chemtrail-

depopulation-coin-minted-by-the-vatican-in-1985/

(https://chemtrailsplanet.net/2015/07/11/the-popes-

chemtrail-depopulation-coin-minted-by-the-vatican-in-

1985/)

Weather system being manipulated - likely

HAARP: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ri4CLaS3iPI 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ri4CLaS3iPI)

LINK TO FOLLOWING VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=KM4CdztSH-I&feature=youtu.be 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KM4CdztSH-

I&feature=youtu.be)

A MUST SEE! This video is blocked in almost every

country...What is Going On (2017-

2018): https://youtu.be/mNqJQVyRH84 

(https://youtu.be/mNqJQVyRH84)

http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-ultimate-weapon-of-

mass-destruction-owning-the-weather-for-military-use-

2/5306386 (http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-ultimate-

weapon-of-mass-destruction-owning-the-weather-for-

military-use-2/5306386)

The Illuminati Exposed! 50 year old recording EXPOSES

ALL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDaKtZuOmOU

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDaKtZuOmOU)

-

NOTE USAF - USA are foreign despite their name - i.e. UN-

AMERICAN! They are not engaged in protecting and defending

America - they are a NWO Bankster military and have been

since 1871 - All Wars are Bankster wars! 

-

-

http://thefreethoughtproject.com/cbs-weather-modification-scientist/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=viMH3K2xmpI
http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/
https://chemtrailsplanet.net/2015/07/11/the-popes-chemtrail-depopulation-coin-minted-by-the-vatican-in-1985/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ri4CLaS3iPI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KM4CdztSH-I&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/mNqJQVyRH84
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-ultimate-weapon-of-mass-destruction-owning-the-weather-for-military-use-2/5306386
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDaKtZuOmOU
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The following Video exposes a Bill related to the recent

Hurricanes on January 3rd 2017. It is further evidence that

these Hurricanes were controlled. 

-

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KM4CdztSH-I&t=296s)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KM4CdztSH-I&t=296s

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KM4CdztSH-I&t=296s)

How did Congress Know 9 months ago about Irma & Jose?

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=owYqFOzg55s)

The InterenallyDisplacedPeople.org website and the
1776Reloaded.org article feed challenges people to

rediscover their critical thinking skills, and to look anew
at the 'conventional wisdom' about some important
issues and historical events that may conflict with
reason and common sense, and to consider some

inconvenient truths about America, and its role in the
world.

-
What you are about to discover is that America and all

sovereign nations have been incorporated in a silent coup
orchestrated  by a hidden hand exposed in the document

that revealed the planned coup of America which
was the SECRET TREATY OF VERONA

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-
verona),  which was made public in congress in 1916. HERE

IS AN ACCOUNT OF THE SLAVERY SYSTEM WE LIVE
UNDER BY ONE OF THE WORLDS MOST EVIL MEN

THAT ENGINEERED IT COMING IN TO EXISTENCE IN
CONCERT WITH THE MAN THAT ENABLED THE

UNLAWFUL FED ACT IN 1913, WOODROW WILSON:        
     NWO, US Inc., American Traitors, Edward Mandell

House, Trading with the Enemy Act and Emergency War
Powers       (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/70-edward-
mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-

are-now-under-before-it-happened)      
 -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KM4CdztSH-I&t=296s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KM4CdztSH-I&t=296s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=owYqFOzg55s
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-happened
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The so called hidden hand is known as the High Contracting
Powers aka Monarchial powers, what is in fact a Triumvirate

global criminal power structure made up off the Black
Nobility behind the Crown and Vatican Roman Cult system
that relies on aTRI-STATE-CABAL  made up of the; Crown -
Corporation of London; the Vatican and its power structure
and the DC Cesspool - The District of Columbia UNITED

STATES Corporation and its sycophant systems,
corporations, secret societies, extending to the entire

Alphabet, Military Industrial Complex and particularly the
American legal system couped by the US legal system
illegally OCCUPYING America. The US In-Just-System

 securitizes and creates Bonds behind all US court cases,
and has been doing so since 1933. Documents from an

actual case are exposed on this site. One case illustrates
 where a family law case and FALSE - lawfully invalid

ORDER's were INVENTED for no cause to separate a father
from his two children from 2011 to the present initially under

a FIVE YEAR TRO for no cause preventing father having
any contact with children. Followed by three x 99 year

Restraining Orders issued in October 2016 FOR NO CAUSE
even though father is seeing children in Supervised visitation

and want a normal relationship with their father.
-

-
The reason for these Orders is for the COURT to seize
funds against fathers Foreign cities trust. Nothing EVER
happened in the case warranting the father be separated

from the children! The false criminal alegation that initiated
the RO were proven a fraud in 2011 yet the family court

refused to remove the order BECAUSE it would have had to
collapse the BONDS it had illegally issued FOR NO CAUSE.

-
 The proof of the fraud is in the securitization documents that

reveal the CASE has an investment  Pool of over
$80,000,000 as of October 2016 (See Case Studies link for
documents). This FUND is managed by Fidelity Investments

[cf. CRIS SYSTEM] and has in part been invested in a
Turkish Military Indistrial Complex company (See Unlearn >
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Case Studies). This is what the CALIFORNIA In-Just-US
system calls best interest of the Children! This is happening
in EVERY court case across America and it is the reason 2 -
2,500,000 are sitting in jail even though they have not been
tried in a lawful we the people common law court according

to the law of the land of the physicals states! 
-

The above is a facet of the entire FOREIGN de facto tri-
STATE Babylonian structure OCCUPYING all nations today

and keeping all people on all nations in a condition of
MIXED WAR and PERPETUAL WAR as evidenced herein...

 
-

Unfortunately for the people of the world everything is going
according to the New World Order Plan. But what is this

New World Order Plan? In a nutshell the Plan is this. The
Dark Agenda of the secret planners of the New World Order
is to reduce the world's population to a "sustainable" level "in

perpetual balance with nature" by a ruthless Population
Control Agenda via Population and Reproduction Control. A
Mass Culling of the People via Planned Parenthood, toxic

adulteration of water and food supplies, release of
weaponized man-made viruses, man-made pandemics,
mass vaccination campaigns and a planned Third World

War. Then, the Dark Agenda will impose upon the drastically
reduced world population a global feudal-fascist state with a

World Government, World Religion, World Army, World
Central Bank, World Currency and a micro-chipped

population. In short, to kill 90% of the world's population and
to control all aspects of the human condition and thus rule

everyone, everywhere from the cradle to the grave.
-

NWO, Jesuits, Illuminati, New World Order and the NWO

timeline

(/joomla30/NWO,%20Jesuits,%20Illuminati,%20New%20World%20Order%20and%20the%

      NWO, World History Roadmap to World Government
 

(/joomla30/NWO,%20World%20History%20Roadmap%20to%20World%20Govern
      NWO Agenda, The 1776 AGENDA of the New World
Order – ordered by a Rothschild – designed by a Jesuit

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/NWO,%20Jesuits,%20Illuminati,%20New%20World%20Order%20and%20the%20NWO%20timeline
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/NWO,%20World%20History%20Roadmap%20to%20World%20Government
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/NWO%20Agenda,%20The%201776%20AGENDA%20of%20the%20New%20World%20Order%20%E2%80%93%20ordered%20by%20a%20Rothschild%20%E2%80%93%20designed%20by%20a%20Jesuit
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(/joomla30/NWO%20Agenda,%20The%201776%20AGENDA%20of%20the%20New
  

       NWO Plans Exposed By Insider In 1969   
(/joomla30/NWO%20Plans%20Exposed%20By%20Insider%20In%201969) 

-
unlearn...  re-educate .... pass forward... leave the system!
See the solutions tab... take back your life and take back
America (or your nation) by doing what you would do in a
bad marriage.... YOU GET UP AND YOU LEAVE! In this
case you can leave the US Corporation with out leaving

where you are at! Unless you are in DC! 

 before we get in to specific examples via illustration of the

US UNITED STATES Federal Corporation [cf. Title 28 Section

3002 (http://alexanderhiggins.com/title-28-usc-3002-

section-15-the-united-states-is-a-corporation-and-not-a-

government/)], Sub Corp, STATE OF CALIFORNIA Code.... here

follows more foundational information... 

The entire US Corp.  foreign court legal system (not lawful)

that is currently occupying America is part of the Babylonian

FEDERAL RESERVE debt slavery monetary system. In this

system virtually every American has been BONDED (as a

perpetual debt slave to the World Banking System under the

IMF), and every US Court case is securitized which means

there is an incentive to find everyone guilty in every court

case in America. The legal system has nothing to do with

Justice, truth, facts or even law... here is the proof of this

fraud... CRIS: CRIS – COURT REGISTRY INVESTMENT SYSTEM,

EVIDENCE OF THE BABYLONIAN TALMUDIC DEBT SLAVERY SYSTEM

In matters of pure common sense, it would be a very bad

idea to appoint a fox to guard your henhouse.  For this reason,

it has been a maxim of law for hundreds of years that one

cannot settle a matter as an impartial 3rd party when one

has any special financial interest in the outcome (other than

for due wage compensation).  To handle a matter with no

special financial interest in the matter means that one has

“clean hands”.

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/NWO%20Agenda,%20The%201776%20AGENDA%20of%20the%20New%20World%20Order%20%E2%80%93%20ordered%20by%20a%20Rothschild%20%E2%80%93%20designed%20by%20a%20Jesuit
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/NWO%20Plans%20Exposed%20By%20Insider%20In%201969
http://alexanderhiggins.com/title-28-usc-3002-section-15-the-united-states-is-a-corporation-and-not-a-government/
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Of course, as demonstrated here, the United States Supreme

Court is actually a “business”… And we know that the same

goes for almost every other court in the world.  Therefore,

what we are dealing with is a false judicial system.  And this

brings us to the “CRIS” accounts.  The CRIS (Court Registry

Investment System) account is what connects the false

judicial system to the bank; it is the mechanism through

which they access funds that were created in your name

without your knowledge.

And how exactly were these funds created?  By treating your

birth certificate as a financial instrument.  For more info on

the Birth Certificate, click        FED, Babylonian Debt Slavery

System, Court Registry Information Systems, CRIS       

IN THE USA THE LEGAL SYSTEM IS NOT WHAT LAWYERS – AND THE

MEDIA – TELL US IT IS - it is the absolute Opposite like

EVERYTHING ELSE YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD BY US Inc. de facto

talking heads your entire life! !

 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2IiZN8i1rIA)

CRIS document

- https://www.scribd.com/doc/164548070/CRIS-Court-

Registry-Investment-System

(https://www.scribd.com/doc/164548070/CRIS-Court-

Registry-Investment-System)

http://creoharmony.blogspot.com/2012/06/federal-court-

court-registry-investment.html

(http://creoharmony.blogspot.com/2012/06/federal-court-

court-registry-investment.html)

 

The Emperor's New Clothes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2IiZN8i1rIA
https://www.scribd.com/doc/164548070/CRIS-Court-Registry-Investment-System
http://creoharmony.blogspot.com/2012/06/federal-court-court-registry-investment.html
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In Hans Christian Andersen's tale "The Emperor's New
Clothes", the Emperor's subjects applauded his 'non-

existent' magnificent new set of clothes, because they had
been conditioned to believe whatever the Emperor and his
officials told them, even to the extent of denying what they

saw with their own eyes. It took an innocent child to declare:
"The Emperor isn't wearing anything at all." 

 
"Those who can make you believe absurdities can make you

commit atrocities.Voltaire
 

"This is your last chance. After this, there is no turning back.
You take the blue pill - the story ends, you wake up in your
bed and believe whatever you want to believe. You take the
red pill - you stay in Wonderland, and I show you how deep
the rabbit hole goes. Remember: all I'm offering is the truth.

Nothing more."
from the movie "The Matrix"

-

"Astonishingly, though, this report says, the American peoples

ability to comprehend the truth of these Freemasonic forces

now being led by President Trump Wikileaks was warned

about this past year—and as revealed in the release of Hillary

Clinton’s campaign chairman John Podesta’s emails—one of

which written by Bill Ivey

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Ivey), chairman of the

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Ivey
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National Endowment For The Arts (NEA

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Endowment_for_the_Arts)),

correctly predicted that Clinton could be defeated because

these peoples were beginning to awaken from the

brainwashing they’d long been subjected to, and who wrote

(http://thefreethoughtproject.com/wikileaks-clinton-

compliant-conspired/):  

“I’m certain the poll-directed insiders are sure things will

default to policy as soon as the conventions are over, but I

think not. And as I’ve mentioned, we’ve all been quite content

to demean government, drop civics and in general conspire

to produce an unaware and compliant citizenry. The

unawareness remains strong but compliance is obviously

fading rapidly.”

To how actually strong the “unawareness” of the American

people is right now in their failing to see, or comprehend,

what these Freemasonic forces are doing, and whom they

are fighting, this report says, was shockingly portrayed in a

2015 study conducted by Microsoft that revealed the average

US person's attention is down to 8 seconds—which is less

than that of a goldfish

(http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/nba/2017/01/13/nba-

shortening-games-millennial-attention-spans/96535434/)."

PART 1. What are internally displaced people?

The purpose of this website is to demonstrate to the
American people that there exists organic law and
statutes, for the smooth running of
OUR American (collective) we the people lawful
governance and then there is everything else!

The Private US Inc., FED STOLE the Gold of the Nation AND The

America people using a monumental fraud! Making the

people on the states responsible for a Bankruptcy that they

were never a party to. Form March 9th 1933 the Military Debt

Scribt issued unlawfully as Money (which it is not) is

underwritten by the people of the nation which is in fact

operated on a system of Debt Slavery as explained by one of

this nations arch criminals:        NWO, US Inc., American

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Endowment_for_the_Arts
http://thefreethoughtproject.com/wikileaks-clinton-compliant-conspired/
http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/nba/2017/01/13/nba-shortening-games-millennial-attention-spans/96535434/
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-happened
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Traitors, Edward Mandell House, Trading with the Enemy Act

and Emergency War Powers       (/joomla30/index.php/temp-

unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-

slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-

happened) 

(https://www.scribd.com/document/329771805/Senate-

Report-93-549-Copy-of-Original)

The following video exposes the monumental scam played

on Americans of all fifty physical states by what people think

is their lawful 'Government'. This following video explains just

one facet of this de facto governmental scam. The video and

information following illustrates how the de facto (de facto =

by fact or force) STATE DMV's are  defrauding MILLIONS

of Americans  out of their hard earned labor, property and

lives relying on a scheme of RICO and operating in absolute

violation of their own private rules and codes (aka acting Ultra

Vires, which is explicitly banned by the Holy See Corporation

that runs all corporations per papal decree since all

corporations exist through virtue of the Vatican system

[cf. Motu Proprio 2013] [see. Title 15 Section 1, and Title 15

Section 2].  

Here jacquie masterfully illustrates the de facto DMV

scam using the DMV's own foreign private rules and codes.

The California DMV's suggestion (this applies in all STATES) is

that everyone must have a driving license to travel! Well lets

see if this is true?

This DMV licensing scheme (scam) is one of the core frauds

relied on by foreign STATE OF STATE de facto corporations

engaged in  disenfranchising Americans out of their

unalienable rights, labor and property. This particular scheme

in effect allows for Americans to in effect be legally  lifted off

the land and out of their physical state jurisdiction and in to

the de facto District of Columbia UNITED STATES foreign

Corporation jurisdiction operating under FOREIGN private

rules and codes.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=eQ6mqBZEzfo (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=eQ6mqBZEzfo)

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-happened
https://www.scribd.com/document/329771805/Senate-Report-93-549-Copy-of-Original
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQ6mqBZEzfo
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(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQ6mqBZEzfo)

Another video on the subject from Australia: Note: Acceptance

by delivery, proclamation date:

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fn7l0wjoAfc)

 

Another excellent presentation by Lotus Justice, check out

her channel here: https://www.youtube.com/user/MaddlyArts 

(https://www.youtube.com/user/MaddlyArts)

Note. Justice makes reference to the "Judicial branch" - there

has been no Judiciary since the 1860's. The In-Just-US

(Justice) system was created under the De facto UNITED

STATES Executive Office in 1870 under HR 1328 under the

private foreign UNITED STATES Corporation which has operated

as if it were the original organic We the people National

Government which it is

not. http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-

unlearn/23-further-proof-of-martial-law-in-the-united-

states  (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/23-further-

proof-of-martial-law-in-the-united-states)

(https://youtu.be/olfLnLp2fno)

New: CIA Agent Whistleblower Risks All To Expose The Shadow

Government

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHbrOg092GA

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHbrOg092GA)

 

Video Notes: "The above video: Kevin Shipp was a decorated CIA officer who refused to look

the other way in regard to government criminality and cover-up. At a very important public

awareness event, held by GeoengineerWatch.org in Northern California, on July 28th, 2017, Mr.

Shipp presented a shocking and compelling presentation on numerous, horrific and

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQ6mqBZEzfo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fn7l0wjoAfc
https://www.youtube.com/user/MaddlyArts
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/23-further-proof-of-martial-law-in-the-united-states
https://youtu.be/olfLnLp2fno
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHbrOg092GA
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ongoing government crimes. The total persecution of anyone who dares to tell the truth

about rampant government tyranny is also fully exposed. The paradigm we have all known

has been built on deception and the dark agendas of the global power structure. The

courage Kevin Shipp has shown by doing his best to expose government criminality and

tyranny serves as a stellar example to us all. We desperately need other individuals in

government agencies and the US military to follow Kevin's lead. All of us are essential in the

battle to help wake the masses to the truth so that the whistleblowers have the support they

need to come forward. If we have any chance of stopping the completely out of control

criminal cabal that currently runs our country and much of the world, we must all make our

voices heard, we must all join the fight for the greater good. Dane Wiggington"

IDP Note: what may also strike you as interesting is that appears not even Kevin understands

the information detailed here in that the Republic was couped in the 1860's. The CIA was a

private corporation of the US Corps., never  authorized by lawful we the people government.

This lack of knowledge just goes to show how deep these lies go! 

Hopefully by now  you are keeping up with the MONUMENTAL

LIE. Now lets understand how the people behind the lie are

kept in check by their rulers. You had best sit down before

 you listen to this video. The following expose makes it clear

that at least 1/3 of what people believe to be their government

are engaged in Pedophilia and much, much worse!

Understand that the Rothschilds MOSSAD - CIA - MI5 that help

orchestrate the global system operate are tied to Talmudic

satanic belief systems, spurned by1666 Sabbatean-Frankist

Illuminati exposed in the unlearn section of this site. Also see

here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWMxHBuuP6U

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWMxHBuuP6U) Their is

more than enough evidence on the facts that the ruling Elite

are Satanists. For those that do not know, Sabbatai Zevi

declared himself the Messiah in 1666, proclaiming that

redemption was available through acts of sin. Sabbateans

encouraged and practiced sexual promiscuity, adultery,

incest and religious orgies. After Sabbati Zevi's death in 1676,

his Kabbalist successor, Jacob Frank, expanded upon and

continued his occult philosophy. Jacob Frank would

eventually enter into an alliance formed by Adam Weishaupt

and Meyer Amshel Rothschild called the Order of the

Illuminati created in 1777. The objectives of this organization

was to undermine the world's religions and power structures

as exposed on this site [cf.       NWO Agenda, The 1776 AGENDA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWMxHBuuP6U
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/35-the-1776-agenda-of-the-new-world-order-ordered-by-a-rothschild-designed-by-a-jesuit
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of the New World Order – ordered by a Rothschild – designed

by a Jesuit (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/35-the-1776-

agenda-of-the-new-world-order-ordered-by-a-rothschild-

designed-by-a-jesuit) ;       NWO Plans Exposed By Insider In

1969  (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/31-nwo-plans-

exposed-by-insider-in-1969)    ]. The NWO recycled plan is in

an effort to usher in a utopian era of global communism,

which they would covertly rule by their hidden hand: the New

World Order. Using secret societies, such as the Freemasons,

their agenda has played itself out over the centuries, staying

true to the script. The Illuminati handle opposition by a near

total control of the world's media, academic opinion leaders,

politicians and financiers. 1666 Redemption Through Sin by

Robert Sepehr https://www.createspace.com/5495472

(https://www.youtube.com/redirect?

event=desc&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.createspace.com%2F5495472&redir_token=DNm

is because this parasite class are void of morality, empathy

that they order and condone the unthinkable. Genocide

through mass aerosol spraying, poisoning of babies with

chemicals - poisons, sterilizing the population with energy

weapons et al [cf. HAARP, GWEN Towers, ELF, Microwave wi-fi,

SMART meters et al]! This Roman cult operate on the principal

that any means necessary to get the job done is ok! 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jmKzQwriRAs)

 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8IOeTPNWN8)

Conspiracy of Silence (The destroyed documentary

referenced in the prior video exposing pedophile rings in US

government) ... #Pizzagate

(https://www.youtube.com/results?q=%23Pizzagate) is very

real America. Once thought destroyed, this rough cut

documentary reveals the sickening truth of child abuse

among the press, law enforcement and politicians.

Exposing these sick bastards could be key to saving America

and the world. The same rat bastards that are behind the

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/35-the-1776-agenda-of-the-new-world-order-ordered-by-a-rothschild-designed-by-a-jesuit
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/31-nwo-plans-exposed-by-insider-in-1969
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=desc&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.createspace.com%2F5495472&redir_token=DNmrfwC4NzfBzCCcxUWjoOD2xaJ8MTUwNTgzMDQ4NUAxNTA1NzQ0MDg1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jmKzQwriRAs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8IOeTPNWN8
https://www.youtube.com/results?q=%23Pizzagate
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ongoing ChemTrail Genocide program, 911, Genocide of the

Middles East, the plan to destroy America and Europe with a

migrant invasion! 

Now lets look at a couple of the acts performed by the above

crime cartel exposed herein. As a tribute to over 300 men and

women of New York Fire Service murdered on 911 by Shadow

Government, lets hear from a Fireman talking about what

the dancing Israelis were filming when caught in the act on

911 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2XHm56O2NTI),

dancing around in joy while 3000 Americans and other

nationalities were dying or dead in the manufactured New

Pearl Harbor FASLE FLAG. A false flag attack executed by

criminals exposed through-out this site. Four other damning

video's: Rothschilds BBC reporter video of Building 7 Never hit

by a plane on 911. The reporter was stating that building 7 had

collapsed BEFORE IT EVER HAD COLLAPSED! For this reporter to

report this news shows that the entire ZIONIST governance

and media system across the Western world were in on the

act! See here: Building 7 Demolition - pulled (note - buildings

don't just get pulled in 20 minutes, to plan demolition cutting

charges take weeks or months - that is why Bldg. 7 is the

smoking gun in this Zionist US Corp false flag event); USS

Liberty Attacked by Israel (http://www.gtr5.com/) - attempted

False Flag - https://theintercept.com/2017/06/06/fifty-years-

later-nsa-keeps-details-of-israels-uss-liberty-attack-

secret/ (https://theintercept.com/2017/06/06/fifty-years-later-

nsa-keeps-details-of-israels-uss-liberty-attack-

secret/) ; 911 - Follow the Trillions

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n3xgjxJwedA)!; Israelis

warned before 911

(http://www.theinsider.org/news/article.asp?id=520).

 DO NOT STAND AROUND waiting to be the next victim of the

Rothschild Zionist Roman cult! Go to the Solutions tab!  

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQrpLp-X0ws&t=108s)

What are internally displaced people?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2XHm56O2NTI
http://www.gtr5.com/
https://theintercept.com/2017/06/06/fifty-years-later-nsa-keeps-details-of-israels-uss-liberty-attack-secret/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n3xgjxJwedA
http://www.theinsider.org/news/article.asp?id=520
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQrpLp-X0ws&t=108s
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First let us understand what The United States of America
and the UNITED STATES is. The DC, De facto UNITED
STATES is the Illegal Quasi-Government in Washington
D.C.

The existing District of Columbia De Facto
"Federal" Government is a Separate Nation from
the fifty Nation states of America and should be
called the United States, Incorporated. It has no

chain of title to the four organic acts that
founded America and the Union. 

Merriam-Webster defines “organic” as “of, relating to, or

constituting the law by which a government or organization

exists”. In the front of Volume One of the United States Code

(http://uscode.house.gov/browse/frontmatter/organiclaws&edition=),

you will find the heading Organic Laws of the United States of

America. The four Organic Laws listed, in the order of their

occurrence, are:

1. The Declaration of Independence, July 4, 1776

(https://organiclaws.org/the-declaration-of-

independence/)

2. The Articles of Confederation of November 15, 1777

(https://organiclaws.org/the-articles-of-confederation/)

3. Northwest Ordinance of July 13, 1787

(https://organiclaws.org/the-northwest-ordinance/)

4. Constitution of September 17, 1787

(https://organiclaws.org/the-constitution-of-1787/)

Most people don’t know that in order to understand what the

Constitution says, they have to understand the FIRST 3

Organic Laws. The Constitution is the final part of the Organic

Laws.

The chief purpose of the four Organic Laws is to regulate and

control government, not you. When hearing the words

“Organic Laws”, you might think they are about food

regulation. But they aren’t.

http://uscode.house.gov/browse/frontmatter/organiclaws&edition=
https://organiclaws.org/the-declaration-of-independence/
https://organiclaws.org/the-articles-of-confederation/
https://organiclaws.org/the-northwest-ordinance/
https://organiclaws.org/the-constitution-of-1787/
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These laws are far more important. They are the founding

documents of the United States of America, which means no

statute or code should conflict with principles set forth in

these documents. The following great video explains how the

above laws operate HOWEVER The author does not make the

point that the Organic United States created under the Treaty

of Paris and the UNITED STATES Municipal Corporation created

under the Act of 1871 are not the same! This writer would

argue that the current UNITED STATES Municipal Corporation

can not possibly claim territory outside of the Act that created

it which was the Act of 1871 which had limited jurisdiction to

10 Square miles. The area is now 68.34 Square Miles. Why? If

this mutual corporation were called Pinkey and Perky as

opposed to to the deceptively name UNITED STATES it would

be more apparent! Pinkey and Perkey Corporation has no

chain of Title to the above founding Acts that created the

Union Government or the states!  There was no we the people

lawful basis for rights or an organic we the people law to be

transferred to the imposter UNITED STATES. It is merely

operating this additional land and territory under FIAT -

FRAUD. IT is an Occupier de facto government with out

legitimate claim, delegated authority. 

 

There are two governments operating in The United State of
America: 

the United States of America is the Republic government
created by the states, for the states, created by the
people, for the people and being re-formed after it was
left vacant by criminal activity of the then National
Government that was being illegally orchestrated by the
illegal presidency of Lincoln who by being a verified
CROWN BAR Agent of Illinois was NOT ALLOWED TO
operate the presidency which was due to the 1810 Titles
of Nobility Act enacted in 1819 after 75% of the ratifying
states passed TONA (/joomla30/index.php/temp-
unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona) as detailed on this
site. 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
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and there is the UNITED STATES, a FEDERAL
Corporate government, or foreign Crown - Vatican agent
created corporation created under the Act of 1871 (c.
1868) as exposed on this site. This federal government
CORPORATION [cf. Title 28 Section 3002
(https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002)],
should be called the United States of America,
Incorporated. It has NO LAWFUL chain of title back to
the four founding acts that founded The United States of
America or the Union of the states. 

The UNITED STATES is in fact occupying The United States
of America and holding it in a condition of 'Mixed War': 

The phrase “MIXED WAR” means "a war carried on
between a nation on one side and private individuals on
the other [See definition HERE]. Mixed war occurs
whenever the government of a nation is an enemy of,
and at war against, its own People. The most insidious
and perfidious type of mixed war exists when the
government acts against the People under guise of
protecting the People’s rights and upholding the nation’s
most cherished values and ideals." In such case,
government officials are “wolves in sheep’s clothing,”
occupying positions of prestige and power, with the
support of the People, while treasonously betraying that
trust. This is an ideal confidence game whereby arch-
charlatan criminals can engage in piracy on an ongoing
basis under color of law and be tolerated or even treated
as heroes by their victims.

Corporations are not allowed by law to become
politically charged in terms of their controls over the
masses of a region.

The Map below shows the country - The United States of

America (all the white space). The Red Dot shows the location

of the foreign Nation of the District of Columbia over

which the UNITED STATES Federal corporation has jurisdiction. 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002
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Now, there is “the DC STATE of the UNITED STATES” and we are

everything else! 

The foreign Crown - Corporation of London (foreign to

England) owned and controlled UNITED STATES - STATE Federal

Corporation (Title 28 Section 3002 (15)(A)

(https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002) has

jurisdiction of DC's 68.34 Square miles - i.e. a sub set of the

Red Dot in the image below. Internally Displaced Americans

are EVERYTHING ELSE (all the wihite space). LET THAT SINK IN!  

DC US is FOREIGN - as another Nation - to The United States of

America! 

Again - Internally displaced Americans are represented in the

white space of the map (those illegally lifted in to the foreign

DC STATE foreign Nation) and THE STATE (DC) is represented by

the Red Dot which is the 68.34 Square miles of DC that it has

jurisdiction. It also has jurisdiction of movable Land; which

includes all FEDERAL (INCLUDING STATE OF STATE) employees

operating across the fifty states. THIS DOES NOT apply to the

land of the states even they claim it includes what the lawful

organic The United States of America called Federal land

seeded to the UNITED STATES. It is of course a monumental

scam for US Inc, a corporation not different to Crisp'o creme

that it owns land on the states for like the UNITED STATES it has

no we the people claim or states claim or chain of title to the

four organic acts that founded this nation. 

It should be noted that legally FEDERAL - STATE OF STATE

Employees only have jurisdiction of their own employees -

NOT AMERICANS not operating as UNITED STATES Citizens in the

white space! 

'p'rivate American Nationals, Free state Americans (a birth

right) were legally lifted off the land and made UNITED STATES

Citizens at birth of the District of Columbia Corporation. The

UNITED STATES legal system regards the press ganged

unlawfully converted americans that were made as UNITED

STATES as its property which is clearly a tyrannical claim of

tyrants. Yet that is the truth of the state of affairs Americans

find themselves in today.  Americans were legally made

Internally Displaced People depriving them from their Birth

rights as a private American National - private state national! 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002
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Internally displaced people

According to the UNCHF / Brookings institute: f the Guiding

Principles,

http://www.unhcr.org/en-

us/protection/idps/50f955599/protecting-internal-displaced-

persons-manual-law-policy-makers-october.html

(/joomla30/%3Cdiv%20style=%22line-

height:%2030px;%22%3E)

The term “internal displacement” describes situations in

which individuals and groups are:

forced or obliged to leave and remain away from their

homes, but

remain within the borders of their own countries

The second element distinguishes them from refugees, who

are also involuntarily displaced but across internationally

recognized state borders. Internal displacement occurs

typically in response to armed conflict, persecution,

situations of widespread violence, natural and human-

made disasters and, more recently, large-scale

development projects.Your citation did not arise “in this

state” or “in the state”

As regards the responsibility of states affected by internal

displacement, the Guiding Principles rest on two key tenets:

Sovereignty entails not only the right of each state to

conduct its own affairs but also the primary duty and

responsibility to provide protection and assistance

without discrimination to its population, including the

internally displaced, in accordance with international

human rights and humanitarian law.

While those displaced within their own country remain

entitled to the full protection of rights available to the

population in general, displacement gives rise to

particular vulnerabilities on the part of those affected.

Therefore, and in order to ensure that the displaced are

not deprived of their human rights, states are obligated to

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/%3Cdiv%20style=%22line-height:%2030px;%22%3E
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provide special measures of protection and assistance to

IDPs that correspond to these vulnerabilities in order to

ensure that IDPs are treated equally with respect to non-

displaced citizens. 

...specifically how are we displaced?

All taxing laws relate to the taxing forum. Under the STATE OF

CALIFORNIA references to these so called "laws" can be found

mostly in the Revenue and Taxation Code. The location of that

forum of the STATE OF CALIFORNIA is described as:

Definitions by corporate Federal “State” for “in the state”,

“in this state”, “in the state”, “within this state” and “this

state”.

Note STATE OF CALIFORNIA is a De facto Corporation Sub of

UNITED STATES Corp. successor to UNITED STATES c. 1871 which

has authority only over the 68.34 square miles of the District

of Columbia. To understand the concept of a Mutual Corp.,

watch the following video: CORPORATE NATION

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVZnBLamNMk) Full

movie: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVZnBLamNMk

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVZnBLamNMk) UNITED

STATES Is a Federal Corporation as given under Title 28

Section 3002

(https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002). Note a

FEDERAL CORPORATION IS NOT a We the people Government. In

the case of the DC UNITED STATES and the fifty STATE of STATES

they are owned and operated by foreign unknown entities

that are detailed elsewhere on this website. 

Title XXXV 

Internal Revenue 

Chapter 1 

Officers of Internal Revenue

June 30, 1864

Page 604 

SEC. 3140. The word "State,” when used in this Title, shall be

contrued to include (only) the Territories and the District of

Columbia,where such construction is necessary to carry out

its provisions.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVZnBLamNMk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVZnBLamNMk
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002
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Page 608 

SEC. 3163. Every Supervisor, under the direction of the

Commissioner, shall see that all laws and regulations relating

to the collection ofinternal taxes are faithfully executed...

CALIFORNIA (CCA) located in:

In this state,

Definitions by corporate Federal "State" for "in the state", "in

this state", "in the state", "within this state" and "this state" 

CALIFORNIA (CCA) located in:

Aircraft assessment and taxation, Revenue and Taxation Code

§5304 

Beverage containers, Health and Safety Code §113200 

Cigarette tax, Revenue and Taxation Code §30013 

Corporate Securities Law of 1968, Corporations Code §25008 

Diesel fuel tax, Revenue and Taxation Code §60017 

Emergency Telephone Users Surcharge Law, Revenue and

Taxation Code §41005 

Energy resources surcharge, Revenue and Taxation Code

§40006 

Fractional interests, local agency obligations, Government

Code §5950 

Hazardous Substances Tax Law, Revenue and Taxation Code

§43009 

Integrated waste management fees, Revenue and Taxation

Code §45008 

Motor vehicle fuel license tax, Revenue and Taxation Code

§7309 

Private railroad car tax, Revenue and Taxation Code §11205 

Residential mortgage lenders, Finance Code §50003 

Sales and use tax, Revenue and Taxation Code §6017 

Taxation, Revenue and Taxation Code §130(f)

Examples of those sections are provided below:Use fuel

tax, Revenue and Taxation Code §8609

Revenue and Taxation §130(f) "In this state" means within

the exterior limits of the State of California, and includes

all territory within these limits owned by, or ceded to, the

United States of America. 

Revenue and Taxation §6017. "In this State" or "in the State"
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means within the exterior limits of the State of California

and includes all territory within these limits owned by or

ceded to the United States of America.

United States is LOCATED IN the District of Columbia. UNITED

STATES IS A CORPORATE Democracy for the DISTRICT OF

COLUMBIA, and its citizens are CORPORATE US citizens

and acted on as possessions of the UNITED STATES Corps.

which is owned by the un-Holy Roman cult of Rome that runs

the CORPORATE World under caesar, aka the POPE. 

 

“Congress is the supreme legislative body of District of

Columbia; District of Columbia is a municipal corporation,

and not department of government, or sovereignty, and while,

in sense, it may be called state, it is such in very qualified

sense." _Metropolitan R. Co. v District of Columbia (1889) 132

US 1, 33 L Ed 231, 10 S Ct 19.

"UCC § 9-307 (h) [Location of United States.]

 

The United States is located in the District of Columbia." It is a

Federal Corporation evidenced at Title 28 Section 3002

(https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002). It has no

parity to rule over the living yet it claims such authority

because of fraudulent CONTRACT's that you entered in to with

out full disclosure. A contract executed without full

disclosure, without fair and equal consideration, without a

meeting of the minds, without a two party executing

agreement as evidenced by signature is legally invalid per

the common law which is the law of the fifty physical states

of America. 

Lets look at the private corporation TAX Code for the

'Internal Revenue Service'

Sec. 6331. Levy and Distraint

Sec. 6331. Levy and Distraint

Sec. 6331. Levy and Distraint

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002
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(a) Authority of Secretary. If any person liable to pay any tax

neglects or refuses to pay the same within ten days after

notice and demand, it shall be lawful for the Secretary to

collect such tax (and such further sum as shall be sufficient

to cover the expenses of the levy) by levy upon all property

and rights to property (except such property as is exempt

under Section 6334) belonging to such person or on which

there is a lien provided in this chapter for the payment of

such tax. Levy may be made upon the accrued salary

or wages of any officer, employee, or elected official, of the

United States, the District of Columbia, or any agency or

instrumentality of the United States or the District of

Columbia by serving a notice of levy on the employer (as

defined in section 3401 (d)) of such officer, employee or

elected official. ..... (emphasis added)

26 USC 6331 (http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/26/6331)

Who may levy be made upon – “any person liable”

i.e.: Withholding Agents & Employers, and "any officer,

employee, or elected official of the United States," ??

Where are citizens NOT working for the government, covered

if they are not the Withholding Agent  (http://www.tax-

freedom.com/ta07001.htm)or the Employer (http://www.tax-

freedom.com/ta07003.htm) who has withheld tax???

Obviously not here, As the IRS claims !!

Furthermore, the Published Regulations (http://www.tax-

freedom.com/ta16018.htm), which are required by 44 U.S.C.

1505. Documents To Be Published (http://www.tax-

freedom.com/ta16016.htm)..., for general public applicability

for this Code Section, fail to show any applicability to Title

26, but rather, either remain totally unpublished (thereby

remaining applicable only to Federal Employees) or show

applicability only within Title 27, in regards to alcohol,

tobacco & firearms activities, not Title 26 !

So this section really only applies to Withholding Agents,

employers, Federal employees, and the persons associated

with Title 27 (ATF) activities.) !

http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/26/6331
http://www.tax-freedom.com/ta07001.htm
http://www.tax-freedom.com/ta07003.htm
http://www.tax-freedom.com/ta16018.htm
http://www.tax-freedom.com/ta16016.htm
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As you can see – “we the people” are not “in this state” or “in

the state” so agents of “the state” are constantly finding ways

to re-venue us or better still have us re-venue

ourselves and as such we are internally displaced people!  

Introduction to Internally

Displaced People and THE

GREATEST LIE EVER TOLD!

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-

unlearn/107-h-intro-

introduction-to-

internally-displaced-

people-and-the-

greatest-lie-ever-told)

IT IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED THAT YOU READ THE
PAGE AT THE ABOVE LINK WHERE YOU WILL FIND
DEEPER  FOUNDATIONAL KNOWLEDGE ON THE
GREATEST LIE EVER
TOLD. Internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-
unlearn/107-h-intro-introduction-to-internally-displaced-
people-and-the-greatest-lie-ever-told 
(/joomla30/lacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-
unlearn/107-h-intro-introduction-to-internally-displaced-
people-and-the-greatest-lie-ever-told)

PART 2 - Digging even deeper in to the greatest fraud of
all time. 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/107-h-intro-introduction-to-internally-displaced-people-and-the-greatest-lie-ever-told
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/lacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/107-h-intro-introduction-to-internally-displaced-people-and-the-greatest-lie-ever-told
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InternallyDisplacedPeople.org

So lets look at the opening statement again: "The purpose of
this website is to show you that there exists codes and
statutes for the smooth running of our (collective)
government (which has been hijacked) and then there is
everything else!"

What do we mean by "everything else":

It is a fact that foreign District of Columbia Agents of the
UNITED STATES Federal Corporation [cf. Title 28 Section
3002 (https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002)]
masquerading as a national government are guilty of
international law violations, violations of the Nuremberg
protocol, war Crimes, crimes against humanity, human
trafficking and slavery to name a few of their common law
crimes, and this is not mere conjuncture. It has been
engaged in these crimes since 1860.

MILLIONS of crimes are being carried out against the
American people by foreign US Corporate agents day in and
day our who think they are we the people government -
when they are not. The 2 - 2,500,000 in American jails have
never had a proper trial in a real court of American Law
according to our constitutional law system! Those in
American Federal and State prisons have been tried in a
STAR CHAMBER COURT operating under the illusion of law
and order!  

All charges against Americans take place in a private for
profit, Admiral, Commercial, closed UNION CROWN BAR
chambers operated by Crown Rothschilds agents as
members of the BAR! These courts are in the business
of creating BONDS on prisoners to fund ZIONIST - Jesuits
unholy Roman Cults Global War on Humanity which has one
goal - to expand the NWO to every nation on earth.

It is time for the American people to say no and to vote with
their feet! Do not let US Federal War crimes be committed in
the name of America or the American people.

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002
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Here is an excerpt from AVR that accurately presents the
situation we are in today:
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Following the Civil War members of the Bar

Association and the international banks incorporated

the Federal Government. In doing this they gained a

means to avoid The Constitution and its

requirements. As a corporation they are in the

business of providing government services so they

made everyone an offer--- they would provide MORE

services to some of us than to others, and in

exchange those people would sign over their lives

and property to them and act as slaves and wards of

the State. And, according to them, this deal was SO

good, everyone was PRESUMED to have accepted it.

Those who did accept were to be considered United

States Citizens. So all the new United States Citizens

were required to pay for all these new services the

federal corporation was supposedly providing, but in

fact was only administering. The victims of this scam

not only paid for the services and for the

administrative costs of the service providers out of

their own pockets, but the services -- such as social

security-- were often substandard because they were
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not subject to market forces. Once these demons got

their claws in they could charge everyone however

much they could get away with for these "services"

and according to the 14th Amendment of their own

corporate charter published as

The Constitution of the United States of America in

1868, the victims HAD TO pay and COULD NOT

question the resulting debt and were guilty the

moment they entered the courtroom if the

"government"---- that is, the governmental services

corporation brought charges (as in bills) against

them. In this way they set up shop in our midst and

set up this fake "agreement" allowing them to

provide us with any service they wanted to provide,

charge us anything they wanted to, and then have

our own PRESUMED consent to jail and punish us if

we didn't pay them for both the cost of the service

and their administrative costs to provide it.

Pretty sweet for them, no? Obummercare is just a

most recent example of this process at work. Of

course, they acted under conditions of fraud and
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deceit to accomplish all this, but accomplish this

they did. They have been working it ever since in

broad daylight and people have gone along and

accepted it because they thought this THING in

Washington, DC was acting as their lawful

government. They could not see or conceive that

those who had been operating the lawful government

before the war had just seized upon the names and

institutions and began operating as a self-serving

governmental services corporation instead.

The remedy they provided was the Expatriation

Statute and the Revocation clauses of various other

pieces of corporate "legislation" most especially

your right to revoke your election to pay federal

income taxes. When you expatriate from "United

States Citizenship" you are restored to your natural

birthright as one of the people of the United States ---

what the federal corporation calls a "non-resident

alien" and "American National". EXCEPT for black

Americans who never were granted this birthright
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status in the first place. Their only protection and

recourse is what Dr. King fought for--- equal civil

rights.

Civil rights are privileges conferred by Congress that

can be taken away by Congress. But since the Civil

Rights Movement you are guaranteed civil rights

equal to the Natural and Unalienable Rights of other

Americans. Most recently the greedy slave masters

have tried to claim that our unincorporated States of

America no longer exist, that The Constitution is

voided because one or the other parties to it "died",

etc. By seeking to deprive us of our remedies they

are also seeking to deprive you of your equal civil

rights because they would leave no Natural and

Unalienable Rights for you to compare to.

This is what these treasonous, greedy, immoral

vermin have been trying to pull off -- but you can help

stop it right now by confronting them with the facts

to their faces and demanding an end to this second

class "citizenship" and all the PRESUMPTIONS that

go with it, and by organizing in support of the white
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American Nationals who are demanding that the

Natural and Unalienable Rights of ALL people born in

this country be honored and respected. These

criminals in our midst have created these divisions

and injustices with malice a forethought, seeking to

divide the American people into warring factions---

the better to divide and conquer us all. They have

tried to separate us by religion, by race, by former

nationality, by political parties--- you name it.

They have done this to distract us and keep us from

noticing that THEY and their grossly mismanaged

"governmental services corporation" are the source

of the poverty and injustice and criminality engulfing

this nation. Though black Americans HAVE been

especially deprived and abused by this System, they

are FAR from the only ones who have suffered the

abuses of these corporations masquerading as our

government. All have suffered and continue to suffer

until we wake up and stand together and put an end

to this nonsense. No corporation on Earth has any

right to operate in a criminal fashion.
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All of them are subject to liquidation. It does not

matter where they are chartered or under what

national auspices. They can be tracked down and

charged with their crimes and dispensed with in

short order. Their owners and operators can be

charged with crimes and any corporation that acts in

a criminal fashion loses the protections of the so-

called "corporate veil"--- meaning that the fortunes of

the corporation's owners and operators can be liened

or otherwise seized upon as remedy for their

wrongdoing. Having observed that--- perhaps you

have been observing the land grab going on in the

Western States right now?

Heard about that poor rancher, LaVoy Finicum, who

was murdered by these thugs? Well, the name of the

parent corporation of both the BLM and the FBI is

GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES (INC) -- it is

just a corporation like Walmart or JC PENNY. It has

no special authority or standing. Its employees have

no Public Office or granted authority. What say you

that all the people in this country black and white and

red and yellow recognize what the problem really is
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and go after it with hammer and tongs? It is nothing

more or less than a bunch of criminally mismanaged

and greedy corporations and once we all self-declare

our political status as one of the American people on

the land --- there is no stopping us from cleaning

house from Boston to San Francisco.

And in the process we can and we will find the means

to end injustice based on race, religion, or any other

factor. Seize the day and seize your brothers--

Americans of all kinds and colors. Support the effort

to remove and control the criminally insane

corporations that have usurped upon and claimed to

represent the living government of the people, for the

people, and by the people. That government vested in

each one of us as organic states of the Union can

never die or be overcome by any amount of legal

chicanery so long as we know and remember who we

are and stand together, refusing to be deluded or

deceived or misrepresented by these evil clowns

anymore. It is showtime-- time for all Americans to
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stand up against these corporations and their false

claims and criminal actions in every state and across

the nation.

So there you have it. Time to go back to the land on

which you were born and to leave the Jesuit - Zionist

Babylonian enclave of DC in to which you were

enslaved to feed the parasitic families behind the

Rothschilds - Crown - Vatican Crime cartel. 

What does the UNITED STATES Federal Corporation and
its STATE OF STATE agents so desperately want you in
THEIR FOREIGN STATE that you clearly are not part of,
especially if you have filed a change of status and taken
other measure to exit their STATE and their SYSTEM?

The Vatican claimed the entire Known World, all people,

all souls starting in 1302 through Three Papal Bulls. These

acts created a world trust (That has been pierced yet they

still operate as if it were still in tact but thats another

story...). The STATE (an agent of the Vatican) using the birth

certificate to capture the value of each individual’s future

productive energy.  Each state, province and country in the

fiat monetary system, contributes their people’s value to

this world trust identified by the SS, SIN or EIN numbers

(for example which is managed by the IMF) maintained in

the Vatican registry. 

Corporations worldwide (individuals became corporate

fictions through their birth certificate) are connected to

the Vatican through their so called law (Vatican to Crown

to BAR to laws to actor judges (BAAL Administrators) to

people) and through debt tokens - for (Vatican birth
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accounts) value to IMF to Treasury (Federal Reserve) to

banks to people (loans) to judges (administration) and

sheriffs (confiscation).

Judges administer the birth trust account in court

matters favoring the court and the banks, acting as the

presumed “beneficiary” since they have not properly

advised the “true beneficiary” of their own trust. (Even if

you have they ignore the records). 

Because of a 2013 Papal Motu Proprio

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/91-pope-francis-

makes-a-law-appears-to-destroy-every-corporation-in-

the-world-from-operating-ultra-vires) Judges, attorneys,

bankers, lawmakers, law enforcement and all public

officials (servants) are now held personally liable for their

confiscation of true beneficiary’s homes, cars, money and

assets; false imprisonment, deception, harassment, and

conversion of the true beneficiary’s trust funds.  This has

yet to play out but ten of thousands across America have

sprung trap for the parasites STATISTS that refuse to obey

their own private rules and codes!  The next few years

ahead will be interesting. See Case Studies for examples. 

PART III The United States of America and US Inc.

Administrative decisions proving state citizens ARE NOT

UNITED STATES CITIZENS and each have different rights! US 

CASE LAW:

U.S. v. Anthony 24 Fed. 829 (1873) "The term resident and

citizen of the United States is distinguished from a Citizen of

one of the several states, in that the former is a special class

of citizen created by Congress."

“We have in our political system a government of the United

States and a government of each of the several States. Each

one of these governments is distinct from the others, and

each has citizens of it’s own...”

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/91-pope-francis-makes-a-law-appears-to-destroy-every-corporation-in-the-world-from-operating-ultra-vires
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United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 542 (1875)

“...he was not a citizen of the United States, he was a citizen

and voter of the State,...” “One may be a citizen of a State an

yet not a citizen of the United States”.

McDonel v. The State, 90 Ind. 320 (1883)

“That there is a citizenship of the United States and

citizenship of a state,...”

Tashiro v. Jordan, 201 Cal. 236 (1927) 

"A citizen of the United States is a citizen of the federal

government ..."

Kitchens v. Steele, 112 F.Supp 383

"Taxpayers are not [de jure] State Citizens." Belmont v. Town of

Gulfport, 122 So. 10.

State v. Manuel, 20 NC 122: "the term 'citizen' in the United

States, is analogous to the term `subject' in common law; the

change of phrase has resulted from the change in

government."

Supreme Court: Jones v. Temmer, 89 F. Supp 1226:

"The privileges and immunities clause of the 14th

Amendment protects very few rights because it neither

incorporates the Bill of Rights, nor protects all rights of

individual citizens. Instead this provision protects only those

rights peculiar to being a citizen of the federal government; it

does not protect those rights which relate to state citizenship."

Supreme Court: US vs. Valentine 288 F. Supp. 957:

"The only absolute and unqualified right of a United States

citizen is to residence within the territorial boundaries of the

United States."

The Amendment (14th) recognized that "an individual can be a

Citizen of one of the several states without being a citizen of

the United States," (U.S. v. Anthony, 24 Fed. Cas. 829, 830), or, "a
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citizen of the United States without being a Citizen of a state."

(Slaughter-House Cases, supra; cf. U.S. v. Cruikshank, 92 US

542, 549 (1875)).

A more recent case is Crosse v. Bd. of Supervisors, 221 A.2d

431 (1966) which says: "Both before and after the Fourteenth

Amendment to the federal Constitution, it has not been

necessary for a person to be a citizen of the United States in

order to be a citizen of his state." Citing U.S. v. Cruikshank,

supra.

The courts presume you to be a federal citizen, without even

telling you that there are different classes of citizens. It is up

to you dispute this. See…

"Unless the defendant can prove he is not a citizen of the

United States, the IRS has the right to inquire and determine a

tax liability." U.S. v. Slater, 545 Fed. Supp. 179,182 (1982).

"There are, then, under our republican form of government,

two classes of citizens, one of the United States and one of

the state".

Gardina v. Board of Registrars of Jefferson County, 160 Ala.

155; 48 So. 788 (1909)

"The governments of the United States and of each state of

the several states are distinct from one another. The rights of

a citizen under one may be quite different from those which

he has under the other".

Colgate v. Harvey, 296 U.S. 404; 56 S.Ct. 252 (1935)

"...rights of national citizenship as distinct from the

fundamental or natural rights inherent in state citizenship".

Madden v. Kentucky, 309 U.S. 83: 84 L.Ed. 590 (1940)

### Source  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVBU-

jfMJp0)###

IMPORTANT NOTES...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVBU-jfMJp0
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WARNING to all: Before we get in to the meat and potatoes of

the information that you are about to read, an important

reminder: WE (Americans, British, French, Italians, Greek - all

sovereign nations et al) HAVE ALL BEEN LIED TO ABOUT

EVERYTHING BY WHAT WE THOUGHT WAS OUR GOVERNMENT AND

THEIR FOREIGN OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVES. WE  DO

MEAN ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING... YOU HAVE A DUTY TO YOU AND

YOURS TO UNLEARN (WHILE YOU STILL CAN)... WHY NOT START

HERE ...EVERYTHING YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD BY WHAT YOU THOUGHT

WAS YOUR GOVERNMENT AND THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA IS A LIE.

TURN OFF THE TV, UN-LEARN, RE-EDUCATE! REMEMBER:

Americans not born in DC or working for the US Federal

Corps. or a STATE OF STATE Sub Corp.s you proper status is as

an American national or state national of your birth state. A

 UNITED STATES CITIZEN has the status of a decedent, franchise

and is considered acting a surety for the Roman Cult so

called banking cartel. You either are an  American or a Debt

Slave aka UNITED STATES CITIZEN!

United States is LOCATED IN the District of Columbia. UNITED

STATES IS A CORPORATE Democracy for the DISTRICT OF

COLUMBIA, and its citizens are CORPORATE US citizens

and  acted on as possessions of the UNITED STATES Corps.

which is owned by the un-Holy Roman cult of Rome that runs

the CORPORATE World under caesar, aka the POPE. 

 

“Congress is the supreme legislative body of District of

Columbia; District of Columbia is a municipal corporation,

and not department of government, or sovereignty, and while,

in sense, it may be called state, it is such in very qualified

sense." _Metropolitan R. Co. v District of Columbia (1889) 132

US 1, 33 L Ed 231, 10 S Ct 19.

"UCC § 9-307 (h) [Location of United States.]

 

The United States is located in the District of Columbia." It is a

Federal Corporation evidenced at  Title 28 Section 3002

(https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002). It has  no

parity to rule over the living yet it claims such authority

because of fraudulent CONTRACT's that you entered in to with

out full disclosure. A contract executed without full

disclosure, without fair and equal consideration, without a

meeting of the minds, without a two party  executing

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002
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agreement as evidenced by signature is legally invalid per

the common law which is the law of the fifty physical states

of America. 

 

You do not live here because the following depiction of

America is a Fiction overlay that is legally invalid for many

reasons as explained in the section Inconvenient Truths

under the Unlearn Menu 'Tab'...

 

More Reading.... 

Important warning to all - the organic American we the
'p'eople government created under the tenants of the
Declaration of Independence 1776 was couped by 1868 by
Crypto-Jews - Illuminati. What Americans think is their
government, the UNITED STATES is a foreign owned,
foreign controlled 'Zionist de facto Occupied Government
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zuvwxlTDEgU)' (ZOG)
Corporate business. Do you know the difference between
the US and TUSA (http://www.usavsus.info/). Its architects
are those family bloodlines long engaged in a global Fascist
coup (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oENNXfenNH0) of all Nations, and intent to bring
about the creation of a One World Order controlled by a few
parasitic families that have for far too long been steering
world affairs, steeling from the rest of us and sending us off
to fight their wars while they live high on the hog on the
profits that they make through ownership of nearly
everything including the military Industrial Complex, by
deliberately destroying Sovereign nation after Sovereign
nation and lives deceived in to war
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQKkfq-U4v4).

This Global band of parasitic criminals really believe they are
superior to the rest of humanity while the rest of us are only
fit to be their slaves. If it was not for the evidence unknown
to most that WE HAVE ALL been provably enslaved in
America since March 9th 1933 under a Babylonian Talmudic
money system and legal system orchestrated by jesuit
Generals and predominantly ran at the higher echelons
by Crypto Jews, we could of assumed that these ramblings

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zuvwxlTDEgU
http://www.usavsus.info/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oENNXfenNH0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQKkfq-U4v4
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were those of a silly old men. Unfortunately not, if the
megalomaniac parasitic clans are not FULLY outed FOR ALL
THE WORLD TO KNOW, so that everyone fully
comprehends the truth about what they have been doing in
the shadows, over generations, and stopped enacting
their NWO plot, then they will end up murdering Billions
before they end up destroying themselves and our world as
we know it. We are out of time, they have almost achieved
their goals to overthrow every country on Earth and install
their BIS - Rothschild puppet debt slavery system! It is time
to for Americans to turn off the TV and to take this threat
seriously or you and yours WILL FACE THE CONSEQUENCES
for your inaction. This information will not be broadcast on
NWO mainstream TV. You have been
warned: https://chemtrailsplanet.net/2017/02/22/deagel-
forecast-predicts-81-us-population-reduction-by-2025/ 
(https://chemtrailsplanet.net/2017/02/22/deagel-forecast-
predicts-81-us-population-reduction-by-2025/)

InternallyDisplacedPeople.org has been developed to help
educate the people on why our world is so deliberately
screwed up, who is behind the plot to enslave humanity,
and to help people understand that for Americans, there is a
very simple solution to the problem - which simply entails
doing what you would generally do in a bad marriage - you
get a Divorce and leave. Not the country - The United States
of America but you leave the DC UNITED STATES Federal
Corporation created with jurisdiction for the 68.34 Square
miles of DC.  [cf. given at Title 28 Section 3002 (15)
(https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002)]; a
corporation under the Holy See Corporation, aka THE NWO.

The UNITED STATES is a a Federal Corporation operated
by Crypto Jew's of the  CROWN Corp. London, and the US
PLANTATION which is currently farming 330,000,000
purposely dumbed down Americans and the UK ltd is
farming some 80,000,000 or so souls on the British Isles.  

In the case of Americans, all need to LEAVE the UNITED
STATES Corp. and go back on to the land from where each
of us was press-ganged away  (i.e. STATE kidnapped) when
our parents were deceived in to signing the Birth certificate
for the new born. The act which pledged the new born and

https://chemtrailsplanet.net/2017/02/22/deagel-forecast-predicts-81-us-population-reduction-by-2025/
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002
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its life output to the NWO Banksters as a debt slave [cf.
explained here in the cabals own
words: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-
unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-
slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-happened 
(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/70-edward-mandell-
house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-
under-before-it-happened)]! 

Lets us remind ourselves that we have been told -
government is by 'Consent of the Governed'. In our
particular context the American peoples right to abandon a
tyranical government is supported by the Declaration of
Independance. This concept is further supported by the Law
of Nations section 202
(http://www.loc.gov/rr/frd/Military_Law/Lieber_Collection/pdf/DeVattel_LawOfNations
see Page. 97 BELOW. The point here is that the people of
the world no longer need to exist under Corrupted Global de
facto Corporation operated by parasitic interests.  If the
people of the world choose to not be a part of the NWO
they are lawfully and legally within their rights to go back to
the land from where we were press ganged away and
converted in to a Legal entity by the Crypto Jews - Illuminati
NWO and their criminal sycophants.  In so doing creating we
are free of their 66,000,000 private rules and codes to
create what ever systems and technology we require to
enable our people to thrive, while leaving the parasites to
thieve of each other as is their natural order. 

Americans (and people of all nations) have been bonded &
enslaved by the crypto jews behind the Roman cult that
seized the American government (1812 - 1871, and states
1871 onward, and the American people enslaved in 1933),
all governments bar Syria, Iran, Cuba, Yemen (as of this
writing), the Catholic church (October 1958 - 1965). these
overthrows' has been achieved via Masonic infiltration of
governance systems, complete overthrow of the global
monetary systems & the legal system by Crypto Jews. there
has been no we the people judiciary in america since at
least 1871. doj is part of executive military style governance
of america ongoing since the civil war. All us courts are
private foreign Corporations and conducted as military -
martial admiralty proceedings and best described as

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/70-edward-mandell-house-exposes-the-global-slavery-system-that-we-are-now-under-before-it-happened
http://www.loc.gov/rr/frd/Military_Law/Lieber_Collection/pdf/DeVattel_LawOfNations.pdf
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operated by the Crypto Jew owned fFederal Reserve. They
are not we the people courts. They are engaged in attorning
rights and property from Americans and passing it over to
the Crypto Jew controlled STATE (NWO) ran by Crypto
Jews.

UNLEARN - YOUR LIFE MAY DEPEND ON IT: WE (Americans,

British, French, Italians, Greek - all sovereign n'ations et al)

HAVE ALL BEEN LIED TO ABOUT EVERYTHING BY WHAT WE

THOUGHT WAS OUR GOVERNMENT AND THEIR OFFICIAL

REPRESENTATIVES. WE DO MEAN ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING... YOU

HAVE A DUTY TO YOU AND YOURS TO UNLEARN (WHILE YOU

STILL CAN)... WHY NOT START READING AT THE UNLEARN TAB

WHEN YOU FINISHED THIS PAGE  ...EVERYTHING YOU HAVE BEEN

TOLD BY WHAT YOU THOUGHT WAS YOUR GOVERNMENT AND THE

MAINSTREAM MEDIA IS A LIE. TURN OFF THE TV, UN-LEARN, RE-

EDUCATE! REMEMBER: Americans not born in DC or working for

the US Federal Corps. or a STATE OF STATE Sub Corps. you

proper status is as an American national or state national of

your birth state. A  UNITED STATES CITIZEN has the status of a

decedent, corporate franchise and is considered acting a

surety for a Franchise administered by the Roman Cult -

CROWN BAR, global banking cartel. You either are an American

national / state national or a Debt Slave aka UNITED STATES

CITIZEN! Legally speaking, you cannot be both. 

United States is LOCATED IN the District of Columbia. UNITED

STATES IS A CORPORATE Democracy for the DISTRICT OF

COLUMBIA, and its citizens are CORPORATE US citizens

and  acted on as possessions of the UNITED STATES Corps.

which is owned by the un-Holy Roman cult of Rome that runs

the CORPORATE World system under the POPE. 

 

“Congress is the supreme legislative body of District of

Columbia; District of Columbia is a municipal corporation,

and not department of government, or sovereignty, and while,

in sense, it may be called state, it is such in very qualified

sense." _Metropolitan R. Co. v District of Columbia (1889) 132

US 1, 33 L Ed 231, 10 S Ct 19.

"UCC § 9-307 (h) [Location of United States.]

 

The United States is located in the District of Columbia." It is a

Federal Corporation evidenced at  Title 28 Section 3002

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002
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(https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002). It has  no

parity to rule over the living yet it claims such authority

because of fraudulent CONTRACT's that you entered in to with

out full disclosure. A contract executed without full

disclosure, without fair and equal consideration, without a

meeting of the minds, without a two party  executing

agreement as evidenced by signature is legally invalid per

the common law which is the law of the fifty physical states

of America.    DC operates under Admiralty and Maritime
law (aka Land Piracy). Virtually all in de facto government
including DC BAR agents that run the US legal system (ALL
FOREIGN) are operating extra constitutional (not
constitutional) and are illegally operating on the fifty states
per TONA (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-
treaty-of-verona) and are forcing vice Admiralty on all the
people of the fifty Free and Independent states that are
subject only to the English common law, English American
exclusive Special Equity. BAR attorneys are engaged
in extra-judicial acts across the states aka  fraud, ultra vires
acts explicitly banned by the Caesar of the Global de facto
corporation, The Holy See Corps.  

“Some of the biggest men in the United States, in the

field of commerce and manufacture, are afraid of

somebody, are afraid of something. They know that

there is a power somewhere so organized, so subtle, so

watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so pervasive that

they had better not speak above their breath when they

speak in condemnation of it.”

― Woodrow Wilson
 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
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This perfectly describes America exposed by one of the men
that help install the slavery system over America: Self titled
'Colonel' Edward Mandell House

Colonel Edward Mandell House (born Huis, the Dutch word for

house), was (with Bernard Baruch) Rothschild's handler of the

Woodrow Wilson administration and the Franklin Delano

Roosevelt administration. Source for quote by House, from

Melvin Stamper's Fruit from a Poisonous Tree.

The self professed 'Colonel' - Edward Mandell House had this

to say in a private meeting with Woodrow Wilson (President)

[1913-1921]  -  This is from the minutes of a meeting in the

White House that included President Woodrow Wilson and his

top adviser Colonel Edward Mandell House, before the Federal

Reserve Act  or the  16th Amendment  (the income tax

amendment) were passed and ratified.

This exposes the plan for shadow government to introduce a

BABYLON DEBT SLAVERY SYSTEM which it did do  between1913

and March 9th 1933 with the Trading with the Enemy Act in

which all Americans were made an Enemy of the State and

the Emergency Banking Relief Act. 

 

“[Very] soon, every American will be required to register

their biological property in a National system designed to

keep track of the people and that will operate under the

ancient system of pledging. By such methodology, we can

compel people to submit to our agenda, which will affect

our security as a chargeback for our fiat paper currency.

Every American will be forced to register or suffer not

being able to work and earn a living. They will be our

chattel, and we will hold the security interest over them

forever, by operation of the law merchant under the

scheme of secured transactions. Americans, by

unknowingly or unwittingly delivering the bills of lading to

us will be rendered bankrupt and insolvent, forever to

remain economic slaves through taxation, secured by

their pledges.
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They will be stripped of their rights and given a

commercial value designed to make us a profit and they

will be non the wiser, for not one man in a million could

ever figure our plans and, if by accident one or two would

figure it out, we have in our arsenal plausible deniability.

After all, this is the only logical way to fund government,

by floating liens and debt to the registrants in the form of

benefits and privileges. This will inevitably reap to us huge

profits beyond our wildest expectations and leave every

American a contributor or to this fraud which we will call

“Social Insurance.”

How can Americans KNOW the nation has been
couped: Review Titles of Nobility Act. If you do not want to
Palastined - wake the fuck up! ZOG is already ready running
America ILLEGALLY. They only have jurisdiction of DC US
Corps. NOTHING ELSE! TAKE BACK AMERICA and yoru
nation. Abby Martin Exposes Zionism & Israel on Joe Rogan

Podcast (Strong Language):  https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=rBRxt5ufnGg (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=rBRxt5ufnGg)

 

"When a government is dependent upon bankers for
money, they and not the leaders of the government
control the situation, since the hand that gives is above
the hand that takes. Money has no motherland; financiers
are without patriotism and without decency; their sole
object is gain." -Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821) French
Emperor.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBRxt5ufnGg
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"I believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to
our liberties than standing armies . . . If the American
people ever allow private banks to control the issue of
their currency, first by inflation, then by deflation, the
banks and corporations that will grow up around [the
banks] . . . will deprive the people of all property until their
children wake-up homeless on the continent their fathers
conquered . . . The issuing power should be taken from
the banks and restored to the people, to whom it properly
belongs." -- Thomas Jefferson -- The Debate Over The
Recharter Of The Bank Bill, (1809) 

"Let us control the money of a nation, and we care

not who makes its laws" was said to be a "maxim" of

the House of Rothschilds, or, even more vaguely, of

the "money lenders of the Old World".

“Some people think that the Federal Reserve Banks are
United States Government institutions. They are private
monopolies which prey upon the people of these United
States for the benefit of themselves and their foreign
customers; foreign and domestic speculators and
swindlers; and rich and predatory money lenders.” – The
Honorable Louis McFadden, Chairman of the House
Banking and Currency Committee in the 1930s:        FED,
Congressman McFadden on the Federal Reserve
Corporation Remarks in Congress, 1934 - An astounding
Exposure Former Congressman Louis T. McFaddens     
(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/84-congressman-
mcfadden-on-the-federal-reserve-corporation-remarks-in-
congress-1934-an-astounding-exposure-former-
congressman-louis-t-mcfaddens)

“The real menace of our republic is this invisible
government which like a giant octopus sprawls its slimy
length over city, state and nation. Like the octopus of real

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/84-congressman-mcfadden-on-the-federal-reserve-corporation-remarks-in-congress-1934-an-astounding-exposure-former-congressman-louis-t-mcfaddens
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life, it operates under cover of a self created screen….At
the head of this octopus are the Rockefeller Standard Oil
interests and a small group of powerful banking houses
generally referred to as international bankers. The little
coterie of powerful international bankers virtually run the
United States government for their own selfish purposes.
They practically control both political parties.” — New
York City Mayor John F. Hylan, 1922

Thomas Jefferson once said:

"I believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to
our liberties than standing armies . . . If the American
people ever allow private banks to control the issue of
their currency, first by inflation, then by deflation, the
banks and corporations that will grow up around [the
banks] . . . will deprive the people of all property until their
children wake-up homeless on the continent their fathers
conquered . . . The issuing power should be taken from
the banks and restored to the people, to whom it properly
belongs." -- Thomas Jefferson -- The Debate Over The
Recharter Of The Bank Bill, (1809)

Federal Reserve (created 1913)

Ownership: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-

unlearn/81-who-owns-the-federal-reserve-and-why-

don-t-you-know  (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/81-

who-owns-the-federal-reserve-and-why-don-t-you-

know)

Rothschild Bank of London 

Rothschild Bank of Berlin 

Warburg Bank of Hamburg 

Warburg Bank of Amsterdam 

Lazard Brothers of Paris 

Israel Moses Seif Banks of Italy 

Chase Manhattan Bank of New York 

Goldman, Sachs of New York 

Lehman Brothers of New York 

Kuhn Loeb Bank of New York

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/81-who-owns-the-federal-reserve-and-why-don-t-you-know
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From the book Fruit from a Poisonous Tree (page 58) by

attorney Melvin Stamper, JD:

 

“The scheme also provided for the control of the courts via

the 1913 creation of the American Bar Association, whose

parent organization was the European International Bar

Association, which was the creation of Rothschild. This

allowed the International Bankers to control the practice of

law, in that the only ones permitted to practice before the

courts were those who were educated under their brand

of law, which was only Admiralty and Contract law.

Common law of the people was to be replaced as it gave

the natural man many jurisdictional protections from the

bankers’ legislation.”

Rep. Louis T. McFadden (R. Pa.) rose from office boy to

become cashier and then President of the First National

Bank in Canton Ohio. For 12 years he served as Chairman

of the Committee on Banking and Currency, making him

one of the foremost financial authorities in America. He

fought continuously for fiscal integrity and a return to

constitutional government (Reference 1). The following are

portions of Rep. McFadden's speech, quoted from the

Congressional Record, pages 12595-12603:        FED,

Congressman McFadden on the Federal Reserve

Corporation Remarks in Congress, 1934 - An astounding

Exposure Former Congressman Louis T. McFaddens     

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/84-congressman-

mcfadden-on-the-federal-reserve-corporation-remarks-

in-congress-1934-an-astounding-exposure-former-

congressman-louis-t-mcfaddens) 

"THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD, A GOVERNMENT BOARD, HAS

CHEATED THE GOVERNMENTOF THE UNITED STATES AND THE

PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OUT OF ENOUGH MONEY TO

PAY THE NATIONAL DEBT.

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/84-congressman-mcfadden-on-the-federal-reserve-corporation-remarks-in-congress-1934-an-astounding-exposure-former-congressman-louis-t-mcfaddens
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The depredations and the iniquities of the Federal Reserve

Board and the Federal Reserve banks acting together have

cost this country ENOUGH MONEY TO PAY THE NATIONAL DEBT

SEVERAL TIMES OVER."

About the Federal Reserve banks, Rep. McFadden said,

"They are private credit monopolies which prey upon the

people of the United States for the benefit of themselves

and their foreign customers; foreign and domestic

speculators and swindlers; the rich and predatory money

lenders. This is an era of economic misery and for the

reasons that caused that misery, the Federal Reserve

Board and the Federal Reserve banks are fully liable."

On the subject of media control he state, "Half a million

dollars was spent on one part of the propaganda

organized by those same European bankers for the

purpose of misleading public opinion in regard to it."

Rep. McFadden continued, "Every effort has been made by

the Federal Reserve Board to conceal its power but the

truth is the Federal Reserve Board has USURPED THE

GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES. IT CONTROLS

EVERYTHING HERE AND IT CONTROLS ALL OUR FOREIGN

RELATIONS. IT MAKES AND BREAKS GOVERNMENTS AT WILL.

No man and no body of men is more entrenched in power

than the arrogant credit monopoly which operates the

Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve

banks. These evil-doers have robbed this country of

more than enough money to pay the national debt.

What the Government has permitted the Federal

Reserve Board to steal from the people should now be

restored to the people."

"Our people's money to the extent of $1,200,000,000 has

within the last few months been shipped abroad to

redeem Federal Reserve Notes and to pay other gambling

debts of the traitorous Federal Reserve Board and the

Federal Reserve banks. The greater part of our monetary

stock has been shipped to foreigners. Why should we
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promise to pay the debts of foreigners to foreigners?

Why should American Farmers and wage earners add

millions of foreigners to the number of their

dependents? Why should the Federal Reserve Board

and the Federal Reserve banks be permitted to finance

our competitors in all parts of the world?" Rep.

McFadden asked.

"The Federal Reserve Act should be repealed and the

Federal Reserve banks, having violated their charters,

should be liquidated immediately."

FAITHLESS GOVERNMENT OFFICERS WHO HAVE
VIOLATED THEIR OATHS SHOULD BE IMPEACHED
AND BROUGHT TO TRIAL", Rep. McFadden concluded
(Reference 1, contains an entire chapter on
http://www.myfreeoffice.com/dwi/McFadden.htmlRep.
McFadden's speech).

President Andrew Jackson stated in reference to the
bankers at the state of his administration:

"You are a den of vipers and thieves. I intend to rout

you out, and by the Eternal God, I will rout you out."

"In A Time Of Universal Deceit, Telling The Truth
Becomes A Revolutionary Act" - George Orwell,
Author .....

The "UN" is a corporation founded in France several
years before the United Nations Charter was ever
created. And here, for your edification, are the Principal
Parties of Interest driving the "UN Agenda"----- Current
version UN Corp dba World Bank dba FEDERAL
RESERVE --- 52% owned by Rothschild Bank of London
and Berlin; 8% owned by Lazard Freres Bank of Paris;
8% owned by Israel Moses Seif Bank of Italy, 8% owned
by Warburg Bank of Hamburg and Amsterdam; 6%
owned by Lehman Brothers of New York; 6% owned by
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Kuhn Loeb of New York; 6% owned by Chase
Manhattan/Rockefeller Bank of New York; 6% owned by
Goldman Sachs. (There may be some changes in
ownership(s) since this list was compiled, but the above
is accurate for the most part.)

"All Truth Passes Through Three stages. First, It Is

Ridiculed, Second It Is Violently Opposed, And Third, It

Is Accepted As Self-Evident" – Arthur Schopenhauer,

Philosopher

Robin v. Hardaway 1790. Biblical Law at Common Law

supersedes all laws, and Christianity is custom, custom is

Law.

United States of America Congressional Record 

Monday, August 19.1940 

Excerpt – pages 4-5

 

“I want you to note particularly that this was in 1913, and

that 1913 was the very year we changed our Government

from a republic to a semi-democracy;  the year in  which

we destroyed constitutional government, international

security, and paved the road for us to become a colony of

the British Empire.    It was also the same year in which

we, by adopting the Federal Reserve Act, placed our

Treasury under the control and domination of the Bank of

England and the international banking groups that are

now financing the British-Israel movement in the United

States.”

Two Different and Distinct Nations:

The idea prevails with some, indeed it has expression in

arguments at the bar, that we have in this country

substantially two national governments; one to be

maintained under the Constitution, with all its restrictions; the

other to be maintained by Congress outside and

independently of that instrument, by exercising such powers

as other nations of the earth are accustomed to I take leave
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to say that, if the principles thus announced should ever

receive the sanction of a majority of this court, a radical and

mischievous change in our system will result. We will, in that

event, pass from the era of constitutional liberty guarded and

protected by a written constitution into an era of legislative

absolutism It will be an evil day for American Liberty if the

theory of a government outside the Supreme Law of the Land

finds lodgment in our Constitutional Jurisprudence. No higher

duty rests upon this court than to exert its full authority to

prevent all violation of the principles of the Constitution. 

Honorable Supreme Court Justice John Harlan in the 1901

case of Downes v. Bidwell.

Timeline of the Coup of The United States of

America: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-

unlearn/80-timeline-of-the-great-fraud-coup-of-the-

united-states-of-america  (/joomla30/index.php/temp-

unlearn/80-timeline-of-the-great-fraud-coup-of-the-

united-states-of-america)

A note on so called UNITED STATES Courts: 

The Vatican created a world trust using the birth certificate to

capture the value of each individual’s future productive

energy.  Each state, province and country in the fiat monetary

system, contributes their people’s value to this world trust

identified by the SS, SIN or EIN numbers (for example)

maintained in the Vatican registry.  Corporations worldwide

(individuals became corporate fictions through their birth

certificate) are connected to the Vatican through law (Vatican

to Crown to BAR to laws to judge to people) and through

money (Vatican birth accounts value to IMF to Treasury

(Federal Reserve) to banks to people (loans) to judges

(administration) and sheriffs (confiscation).

Judges administer the birth trust account in court matters

favoring the court and the banks, acting as the presumed

“beneficiary” since they have not properly advised the “true

beneficiary” of their own trust.  Judges, attorneys, bankers,

lawmakers, law enforcement and all public officials

(servants) are now held personally liable for their confiscation

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/80-timeline-of-the-great-fraud-coup-of-the-united-states-of-america
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of true beneficiary’s homes, cars, money and assets; false

imprisonment, deception, harassment, and conversion of the

true beneficiary’s trust funds.

Let’s find this CUSIP no. and cash out!

The Very ‘Special’ Relationship Between the FEDERAL U.S.

Corporation and the U.K. Ltd, also a de facto corporation

and not a government. 

Time to wake up.

As we have shown, there was originally two United States, one

created under the Treaty of Paris 1776 which was established

to provide limited Government services to enable the

repayment of war debts and the Continental Government for

The United States of America. The organic The United States of

America was vacated at the civil war by Lincoln who entered

office illegally for he was a BAR agent and banned from office

by the 1819 Treaty of TONA (/joomla30/index.php/temp-

unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona). A imposter UNITED

STATES Federal Corporation was established between 1868 -

1871 which was an direct instrumentality of the British

Government and the international banks and the Crown BAR

Associations (a creation of the Rotshchilds and Crown

Corporation of London which where both are agents to the

Vatican Bank) and it is the Federal United States—not the

Continental United States— which has been guilty of all the

crimes against humanity which have been racked up and

placed at the door of the hapless Americans who have been

deceived into believing that the Federal United States is or

ever was their lawful government… It originally only had

jurisdiction of the 10sq miles of DC now a total 68.34 sq

miles. 

The so-called “Federal Government” [Title 28 Section 3002

(https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002)] is a

foreign corporation under contract to provide our States with

nineteen enumerated services directed by our Trustee the

British Monarch and his corporate Executive Officer known as

the “President of the United States”.

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002
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The British Crown was paid for its debt  that was placed on

the American people by creation of a civil War created by the

Rothschilds to mount the North and South with debt to burden

the future government. The Crown was paid with tribute in the

form of mineral wealth extracted from the American States

and was faithfully paid for involving us in an endless stream

of Zionist manufactured wars paid in American blood.

America has taken the blame and the bills for the illegal wars

while it gave up its young to die for the Bankster wars.

Let it stand before the American People and the entire world

who the guilty parties actually are: the administration of

Queen Elizabeth II, ELIZABETH II, the British Crown Corporation

and its franchises worldwide, the Lords of the Admiralty and

the City-State of Westminister together with all its Successor

Organizations and franchises, and the Holy See doing

business as FRANCISCUS are directly and personally

responsible for all this injustice and mayhem and mis-

administration of the Public Trust in Britain, America, the

Commonwealth, India, Japan, all of Western Europe and most

of Eastern Europe, too….

… Any failure of the British Monarch and the “President of the

United States Corporation” to repay all the debt of the Federal

United States that is lawfully owed to the innocent American

People of the Continental United States will be obvious self-

interest and default upon debt in the full view of all other

nations.

When all those other peoples and nations have been afforded

a full view of what has gone on here and stop to consider

how they, too, have been abused, lied about, defrauded, and

enslaved by these Babylonian Snake Oil Salesmen in tweeds,

they will conclude as we have that we have all suffered from

a single malady which has its world headquarters in the Inner

City of London. And then we can all take appropriate action—

like enforcement of the $279 trillion dollar International

Commercial Obligation Lien which the Americans have

placed against the American Bar Association, the

International Bar Association and the misnamed Department

of Justice which has matured.
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The people of the Earth must unite against the evils

perpetuated by the inhabitants of “the World”—a fake, illusory

Rothschilds Zionist Satanic construct incorporated legal

fictions— that is, lies— which serves only to mask the

identities and obscure the filthy and violent intentions of

profoundly evil men masquerading as philanthropists and

pillars of the global community instead.

To all men and women everywhere the alarm goes forth and

the claim in equity is clearly stated. This is our Earth. It

belongs to us, not to any corporation.

The purpose of this website is to demonstrate to the
American people that there exists organic law and statutes,
for the smooth running of our (collective) we the people
lawful governance and then there is everything else!

It is further intended to show you how the The United States
of America was couped in the 1860's by the Roman cult and
generation after generation of Americans since then have
been quite literally Bonded and enslaved under a
Babylonian Talmudic debt slavery system orchestrated by
agents of a foreign parasitic Roman cult which are the
Jesuits and Rothschild Zionists.

This site is further presented at this time to warn Americans
that America today exists as a time when plans to Genocide
it from 320 Million to less that 50,000,000 by 2025 have
already been agreed by the Roman Cult and the plans for
doing so are in plain site. This site is a warning of what will
happen of America DOES NOT WAKE UP. Here again is the
warning from "Roadmap to world Government".
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Fiat/Paper Money And The Federal Reserve

The 62 richest people in the world in January 2016

own the same as the poorest half of

the entire planet’s population. The wealth of these

62 increased by more than half a

trillion dollars over the last 6 years, while the

wealth of the poorest 3.6 billion people fell

by one trillion dollars. Governments and banking

will force this trend to continue on this

path to create world

government. https://www.rt.com/business/329284-

wealth-richest-inequality- poverty/

(https://www.rt.com/business/329284-wealth-

richest-inequality-%20poverty/)

There is a planned financial blowout ahead

required for the world government plan. It is

designed so none of “the people” in America can

recover like in 2008 or 1929. Meanwhile most all

“the people” ignore (by design) the fact that the

American people have been slaves for the world

government plan in a pseudo-world called

America. After 100+ years of theft and subversion

through the Federal Reserve System (FED) Congress

still makes no effort to stop the bankers and shut

down Wall Street. Why? Because it would stop the

world government plan. Lets now examine the

money scam system.

The money system we were born into consists of

lending, interest, bailouts and printing money out

of nothing. And creating money out of nothing

(necessary for the plan), is designed for the

confiscation over time of our all the peoples wealth

https://www.rt.com/business/329284-wealth-richest-inequality-%20poverty/
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and their nations wealth simply through inflation

itself as Inflation is a tax. The scheme goes way

back in history.

An enemy of the Free world that OPENLY CONFESSED as
such in the secret Treaty of Verona of 1822, exposed in De
facto Congress in 1916 [cf. ]. One that has over several
hundred years been responsible for the brutal death of
hundreds of millions that rightfully rejected tyrannical One
World Order agenda of the Roman cult. Millions dies under
the Roman cult at the Spanish inquisition, nearly all
manufactured  bankster wars including WW I, WW II,
millions more were murdered under Mao, Stalin, Lenin
through to those that were killed in false flags including 911
et al. All these Wars, Terror events, manufactured fear
events have been agitated by agents of the Roman cult
including the Rothschild Zionist, Jesuits aided by their
criminal sycophants,  their secret society crime
cartels including not so secret groups/agencies like the CIA,
CFR, TLC, Bilderberg, Jesuit secret societies (Knights of
Malta, Columbus et al), Free Masons, Tavistock, Fabian
Society et al - all in the employ of the un-holy Roman cult.
All these angents are BANNED UNDER THE LAW OF THE
LAND IN AMERICA by TONA (/joomla30/index.php/temp-
unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona). Not one has any right to
be represented by any agent in American government which
should tell the American people WE HAVE NO
GOVERNMENT. We have a government of the ROMAN
CULT - the UNITED STATES FEDERAL Corporation
masquerading as if it were an American Government! Every
ill afflicting out global society - was manufactured by this cult
including Terrorism. Other doctrines of the cult include the
false doctrine of scarcity, manufactured global warming, the
false overpopulation agenda et al. These false agendas
have been used to sell Roman cult de facto agents placed in
all Global de facto governments on the desire to depopulate
the planet using exotic weapons. This agenda is driven not
by the need to kill of the population because of an impact
humanity is having on the planet but because the global
population is WAKING UP TO THE THREAT OF THE

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
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ROMAN CULT that has deceived humanity for several
hundred years through to every fake news story on
mainstream media today!  

Americans since the civil war have been held in a condition
of MIXED WAR by agents of the foreign controlled de facto
UNITED STATES Federal Corporation [Title 28 Section 3002
(https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002)] under
Emergency War Powers enacted during the so called civil
war - which was not a civil war. Emergency war powers have
been re-authorized every year by DC UNITED STATES
FEDERAL Corps. board of directors  aka congress. The
organic Constitutional Amendment XIII, enacted 1819 as the
Titles of Nobility Act made it clear that anyone that entered
American government with an allegiance to a foreign power
would be deemed to be engaged in SEDITION AND
TREASON as directly defined under TONA
(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-
verona). It is absolutely self evident that those in US
government in violation of TONA (/joomla30/index.php/temp-
unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona) since the 1860's have
deliberately aided foreigners to destroy the American
Representative We the people government. Those doing so
have all miraculously accumulated untold wealth from their
"public office".

Generations of foreign DC Swamp agents violating TONA
(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-
verona) clearly sold out America and its people and have
lived high on the hog as a reward for their treason!  Un-
American FOREIGN agents in US Government (as defined
under TONA) operating unlawfully in the UNITED STATES
FEDERAL Corps.  government have carried out international
war crimes against American interests and  Americans since
the 1860's. TONA (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-
secret-treaty-of-verona) is law of the land and was NEVER
voided and stands as law until this day.  The CROWN BAR
agents that have UNLAWFULLY infiltrated every office in
America would have you believe TONA
(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-
verona) never existed yet the record is un-disputable as

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
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seen on this site. Every Attorney in America operates in
breach of TONA (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-
secret-treaty-of-verona) which means every judicial order is
legally invalid. 

The same foreign agents that have openly engaged in
a plan to overthrow America for more that 200 years have
also made it clear that they aim to genocide away 90% of
the American people, with a published target of less
than 50,000,000 people remaining in America after 2025
according to Deagel.com 2025 target
[cf. http://thedailycoin.org/2017/06/16/deagel-drops-us-2025-
population-forecast-54-million/
(http://thedailycoin.org/2017/06/16/deagel-drops-us-2025-
population-forecast-54-million/) ]. Make no mistake about it -
this plan relies on the Roman cult money system - aka the
FED - collapsing THEIR private military debt script system,
to tank the global economy and to set the world in to turmoil.
A duplication of what the same crime cartel orchestrated at
the Great Depression except this will be the amplified global
version. 

Ongoing Genocide and Ominicide programs are already
active. THIS INCLUDES weather WARS on Americans
operating in plain site and Nano poison aerosol operations
across ALL NATO countries and many more programs.
Americans are equivalent to boiling frogs at this time and
90% of them DO NOT EVEN  KNOW IT. All the evidence of
this coup can be found on this site.

Americans have been made a Displaced People, legally
displaced from their own Nation, Nationality, land, law form,
money system and Estates since March 9th 1933 by
devious action of Crown BAR illegal activities.. Americans
were at the same time made in to an Enemy of the State in
1933 and placed on the hook for a bankruptcy debt that
occurred in 1930. Americans having no responsibility for the
foreign Crown - Vatican DC Corporation bankruptcy. Since
the civil war America has been funding our own prison and
the rapid Global expansion  of the Rothschilds Crown -
Vatican un-holy Roman cult One World Government.

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
http://thedailycoin.org/2017/06/16/deagel-drops-us-2025-population-forecast-54-million/
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The Roman cults One World Order plot has been
orchestrated by Rothschild Zionists, and Jesuit agents in
league with those that own the Crown and Vatican un-Holy
Roman Cult that claimed the known world, all souls and all
people! This Act known was Initiated by the papacy
executing a document known as a papal Bull, written on the
skins of sacrificed children or famous heretic, the 1st of
which was in 1302. The scrolls (Papal Bulls) were placed in
the Vatican volts for hundreds of years.  Since the people of
the known world did not object to the BULL that they had no
knowledge of, the Vatican ROMAN CULT claimed our
Nations, lives as if we were in agreement with the
proclamation made in 1302 et al! The roman cult is
represented by UNITED STATES FEDERAL Corps.,
Corporation of London and they deem they have authority to

claim all of our property because these and other mind

bending claims!  These monumental acts of fraud fund the

DEEP STATE, their affiliates at the Corporation of London and

the Vatican which between them form the fascist criminal

triumvirate. 

There are two problems for the GLOBAL SYSTEM - first,
consent is by the governed and two, The Titles of Nobility
Amendment is law, any act created in its violation post 1819
is an act of FRAUD and legally invalid. Every Act since 1819
is likely VOID if it were in its day enacted by foreign agents.
This includes every Act enacted by Lincoln who was elected
to office illegally in 1860 in violation of TONA
(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-
verona). He was a BAR attorney and a member of the
Illinois BAR and therefore ineligible for running a
government office!

Let us be very clear - we are Americans, Californians,
Nevadans et al, we never were UNITED STATES Citizens
which was an invention of congress to enslave and
subjugate Americans under a foreign Roman civil law -
admiralty law system.  If Americans no longer feel like being
a slave and agents of a foreign parasitic cult that has lied to
Americans for over 200 years; or if Americans no longer
wish to feed the satanists that have murdered hundreds of

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
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MILLIONS, then, per the organic laws of our land Americans
have every right to leave the Roman cult plantation of DC
and go back on to the states on which each was born.

By doing just Americans take back America and cast away
their UNITED STATES Citizen persona - and reclaim their
lawful organic birth right status as a private American
national / state national of their birth state. A status where
their unalienable God given rights are affirmed and  in tact.
This is as opposed as to where 320,000,000 Americans
today find themselves being told our rights are granted to us
by virtue of a foreign FEDERAL Corporation for paying a fee
to it. Even in this sad reality the rule makers do not respect
their own foreign private rules and codes as will shown in
the Case History Section of this site. 

Under an American's birth right status, Americans are ALL
FREE AND EQUAL, and are not subservient to the Pope, a
monarch, political puppet, President and CEO of a Municipal
corporation, Caesar, BAR attorneys, the Spanish Inquisition
or those flashing lights at us for manufactured code violation
invented to extort us, and issued by those wearing foreign
Corporation code enforcement costume under the un-holy
Roman cult.

The roman cult was created to enslave humanity relying on
fraud and lies. Re-ligio-n - to rebind in to bondage! 

REMEMBER - EVERYTHING YOU HAVE EVER BEEN
TOLD BY SO CALLED GOVERNMENT IS A LIE.

WE MEAN EVERYTHING and ON EVERY SUBJECT. THE
SAME GOES FOR MAINSTREAM MEDIA AND ALL NWO
 EDU-TRAINMENT AND ENTER-TRAINMENT.

YOU HAVE BEEN  AND ARE BEING PSYCHOLOGICALLY
WARRED UPON AND YOU HAVE BEEN YOUR ENTIRE
LIFE!

WAKE UP - UNLEARN - RE-EDUCATE! TURN OFF THE
TEL-LIE-VISION. IT WAS DESIGNED TO PROGRAM
YOUR MIND, KEEP YOU STUPID AND DISTRACTED
FROM LEARNING THE THINGS OF IMPORTANCE AND
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FOCUSED ON THE THINGS OF NO IMPORTANCE (READ
BANKERS MANIFESTO 1892 TO BETTER UNDERSTAND
THIS PLOT (/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/40-bankers-
manifesto-1892)).  Here is a word from the master
programer himself, Edward Bernays:

“The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the

organized habits and opinions of the masses is an

important element in democratic society. Those who

manipulate this unseen mechanism of society constitute

an invisible government which is the true ruling power of

our country.

…We are governed, our minds are molded, our tastes

formed, our ideas suggested, largely by men we have

never heard of. This is a logical result of the way in which

our democratic society is organized. Vast numbers of

human beings must cooperate in this manner if they are

to live together as a smoothly functioning society.

…In almost every act of our daily lives, whether in the

sphere of politics or business, in our social conduct or our

ethical thinking, we are dominated by the relatively small

number of persons…who understand the mental

processes and social patterns of the masses.

It is they who pull the wires which control the public

mind.” 

≽ Edward L. Bernays: Propaganda

Go to the Solutions menu option for Solutions to this FALSE
REALITY! 

(https://youtu.be/YVBU-jfMJp0)

Note: THIS ENTIRE SITE IS UNDER CONSTRUCTION... all

documents are a work in progress. Please forgive errors while

we work on the content herein... 

http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/40-bankers-manifesto-1892
https://youtu.be/YVBU-jfMJp0
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God Bless The organic United States of America and the Free

and Independent states and the American people! 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Chemtrails-Exposed-New-

Manhattan-Project-ebook/dp/B007JDN7EM

(https://www.amazon.co.uk/Chemtrails-Exposed-New-

Manhattan-Project-ebook/dp/B007JDN7EM) 

https://www.activistpost.com/2017/07/chemtrails-exposed-

coal-fly-ash-new-manhattan-project.html

(http://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/12/8/9375/htm)

http://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/12/8/9375/htm

(http://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/12/8/9375/htm) 

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=19935

(http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=19935) 

https://chemtrailsplanet.net/2015/07/20/could-chemtrails-

actually-be-coal-ash-sprayed-from-planes/

(http://myeclinik.com/dr-herndon-sustains-coal-fly-ash-

chemtrail-findings-condemns-censorship/)

http://myeclinik.com/dr-herndon-sustains-coal-fly-ash-

chemtrail-findings-condemns-censorship/

(http://myeclinik.com/dr-herndon-sustains-coal-fly-ash-

chemtrail-findings-condemns-censorship/)

http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Locations_of_Boeing,_Lockheed_Martin,_Raythe

(http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Locations_of_Boeing,_Lockheed_Martin,_Raythe

https://geopolitics.co/2016/10/27/rigged-election-hillary-

trump-caught-partying-w-kissinger-jesuit-gala/

(https://geopolitics.co/2016/10/27/rigged-election-hillary-

trump-caught-partying-w-kissinger-jesuit-gala/)

https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-

incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/

(https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-

incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/)

https://geopolitics.co/2017/09/08/khazarians-then-

khazarians-now/

(https://geopolitics.co/2017/09/08/khazarians-then-

khazarians-now/)

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Chemtrails-Exposed-New-Manhattan-Project-ebook/dp/B007JDN7EM
http://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/12/8/9375/htm
http://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/12/8/9375/htm
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=19935
http://myeclinik.com/dr-herndon-sustains-coal-fly-ash-chemtrail-findings-condemns-censorship/
http://myeclinik.com/dr-herndon-sustains-coal-fly-ash-chemtrail-findings-condemns-censorship/
http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Locations_of_Boeing,_Lockheed_Martin,_Raytheon,_and_TRW
https://geopolitics.co/2016/10/27/rigged-election-hillary-trump-caught-partying-w-kissinger-jesuit-gala/
https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
https://geopolitics.co/2017/09/08/khazarians-then-khazarians-now/
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https://geopolitics.co/2012/07/20/powerful-bloodlines-

behind-the-dark-cabal/

(https://geopolitics.co/2012/07/20/powerful-bloodlines-

behind-the-dark-cabal/)

https://geopolitics.co/2016/05/11/khazarian-mafias-system-

of-cartels-to-subjugate-entire-planet/

(https://geopolitics.co/2016/05/11/khazarian-mafias-system-

of-cartels-to-subjugate-entire-planet/)

https://geopolitics.co/2015/05/01/the-khazarian-mafia-part-

2/ (https://geopolitics.co/2015/05/01/the-khazarian-mafia-

part-2/)

https://geopolitics.co/2015/04/08/the-rothschilds-are-jesuits/

(https://geopolitics.co/2015/04/08/the-rothschilds-are-

jesuits/)

Continued... How are we re-venued?

(/joomla30/index.php/2-uncategorised/38-how-are-we-

re-venued)

 

Legal Disclaimer: ALL content on this site including any other

linked media, documents, videos is presented for

entertainment purposes and should NOT be considered as

legal advice. Everything presented herein is shared for

educational purposes only. This content is presented under

international Whistleblower protections, the Organic Laws of

the un-incorporated The United States of America and as

recently re-afirmed by the De facto US Corp. commander in

chief (President and CEO) as noted below. See De facto US

corporate charter (aka US Corp aka Constitution) 1st

Amendment protections for free and speech and the

excercise of our sacred and protected religious freedoms.

https://geopolitics.co/2012/07/20/powerful-bloodlines-behind-the-dark-cabal/
https://geopolitics.co/2016/05/11/khazarian-mafias-system-of-cartels-to-subjugate-entire-planet/
https://geopolitics.co/2015/05/01/the-khazarian-mafia-part-2/
https://geopolitics.co/2015/04/08/the-rothschilds-are-jesuits/
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/2-uncategorised/38-how-are-we-re-venued
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The views expressed here belong to the author and do not

necessarily reflect our views and opinions.

IDP contains copyrighted material the use of which has not

always been specifically authorized by the copyright owner.

We are making such material available to our readers under

the provisions of "fair use" in an effort to advance a better

understanding of political, economic and social issues. The

material on this site is distributed without profit to those who

have expressed a prior interest in receiving it for research

and educational purposes. If you wish to use copyrighted

material for purposes other than "fair use" you must request

permission from the copyright owner.

IDP wishes to further acknowledge that President and CEO of

the Crown, Vatican US Corp. c. 1871  (its unknown successors)

Donald Trump quickly moved to defend these sacred

foundational principles as the corner stone of the organic

American system in the following Proclamation and

Executive Order echoed in the de facto US system for the DC

Government:  Proclamation 9570

(http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/index.php?

pid=122545) National Day of Patriotic Devotion and Executive

Order 13798 (https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-

office/2017/05/04/presidential-executive-order-promoting-

free-speech-and-religious-liberty) Promoting Free Speech

and Religious Liberty. We take the order to re-afirm that these

rights also apply to those unknowingly operating as to CROWN

SUBJECTS (aka UNITED STATES CITIZENS) which includes all

FEDERAL AND STATE EMPLOYEES. All are reminded that Free

speech and religious freedoms are unalienable right of all

Free and Independent private state nationals and private

American nationals (i.e birthrights of a free and sovereign

people) not subject to rule by foreign corporations, monarchs,

popes, BAR attorneys, fascists et al al.

In reference to TONA (Titles of Nobility Act of 1810),

(/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-

verona) note that:The Original Thirteenth Article of

Amendment to Organic The Constitution For The United States

is: 

http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/index.php?pid=122545
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/05/04/presidential-executive-order-promoting-free-speech-and-religious-liberty
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
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"If any citizen of the United States shall accept, claim,

receive, or retain any title of nobility or honour, or shall

without the consent of Congress, accept and retain any

present, pension, office, or emolument of any kind

whatever, from any emperor, king, prince, or foreign

power, such person shall cease to be a citizen of the

United States, and shall be incapable of holding any office

of trust or profit under them, or either of them." 

[Journal of the Senate (http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?

collId=llsj&fileName=004/llsj004.db&recNum=490&itemLink=r%3Fammem%2Fhlaw%3A

law by 1819 at this

link: http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/administrator/index.php?

option=com_content&task=article.edit&id=18

(/joomla30/administrator/index.php?

option=com_content&task=article.edit&id=18)  Titles of

Nobility Act was never terminated. It was buried by the BAR

attorneys who have tried to pretend it was never ratified when

they created the Counterfeit  UNITED STATES Corp charter

under The Act of 1871 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=sD9dgDWPtKw). Its creators copied the original Constitution

as but made some notable changes including deliberately

missing out Amendment XIII. For a comparison see

here: http://www.usavsus.info/ (http://www.usavsus.info/) For

the enactment of TONA (/joomla30/index.php/temp-

unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona) in 1810 see here:

See. http://www.thelibertybeacon.com/article-xiii-stolen-

crown-temple-b-r/

(http://www.thelibertybeacon.com/article-xiii-stolen-crown-

temple-b-r/)  Link to Journal of the senate for Amendment

XIII: http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?

collId=llsj&fileName=004/llsj004.db&recNum=490&itemLink=r%3Fammem%2Fhlaw%3A

(http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?

collId=llsj&fileName=004/llsj004.db&recNum=490&itemLink=r%3Fammem%2Fhlaw%3A

 

The Doctrine of Scarcity -- Calling Out Pope Francis

By Anna Von Reitz

http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsj&fileName=004/llsj004.db&recNum=490&itemLink=r%3Fammem%2Fhlaw%3A%40field%28DOCID%2B%40lit%28sj004446%29%29%230040392&linkText=1
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/administrator/index.php?option=com_content&task=article.edit&id=18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sD9dgDWPtKw
http://www.usavsus.info/
http://www.internallydisplacedpeople.org/joomla30/index.php/temp-unlearn/21-secret-treaty-of-verona
http://www.thelibertybeacon.com/article-xiii-stolen-crown-temple-b-r/
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsj&fileName=004/llsj004.db&recNum=490&itemLink=r%3Fammem%2Fhlaw%3A%40field%28DOCID%2B%40lit%28sj004446%29%29%230040392&linkText=1
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For many generations the Doctrine of Scarcity has

been enshrined in the politics of the Roman Catholic

Church. It has been a core teaching of the Church

that the poor are blessed and that there is something

precious and noble about the suffering of poverty,

starvation and deprivation of all kinds.

Being poor was thought to be a virtue, indeed, a

necessity of virtue.

Everything related to a healthy human life-- the

need to eat and drink and have sex and even wash

our bodies--- has been denied in the name of the

Doctrine of Scarcity. 

You have said that you want a "poor Church". That's

fine. Divest it of its riches, its pomp, its self-adoring

and venal glories. Make of it what it was meant to be,

a simple fellowship bound together by the Holy Spirit

and the teachings of Jesus. Let all the Orders stand

in awe of the Franciscans and the other Mendicants,

who have placed their faith so utterly beyond the

grasp of Mammon.

Indeed, Francis, if there is any virtue in poverty it is

simply this---that by being poor, the poor give us the

opportunity to grow beyond our own selfishness. 

They give the rest of us someone to give to,

someone to help who needs help. 

And that is a great service to humanity.

I don't miss the point, I simply know that the same

lessons can be learned by other means and that

there is no reason to cling to the Doctrine of Scarcity

any longer. That is why I have placed the Credit of

Jesus on the books of the Vatican Chancery Court,

declared the beginning of the Thousand Years of

Peace, authorized the
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  Prev (/joomla30/index.php/donate-funding/join-

our-fundraiser-show-me-the-law)

So let it be that peace reigns instead of war. Let the

truth of abundance overwhelm the lie of scarcity. Let

true knowledge of our Father fill the earth as it has

been decreed. And let us enter into the Thousand

Years of Peace.
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